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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand
(CAA) issued a Request for Proposal to
develop and propose standards and
practices for the management of aerodrome
airspace risk on the 26th of February 2007.

The Ambidji Group Pty. Ltd. responded to
the Request for Proposal and was selected
as the successful tenderer. Ambidji
assembled a team consisting of a Project
Manager (Ambidji), specialist risk advisers
(R2A Pty Ltd) and New Zealand based
aviation consultants (Astral Ltd) to perform
the work. The work was divided into five
deliverables:

Deliverable 1

This consisted of the project plan as
prepared by Ambidji and accepted by the
CAA on [date]. The project plan was
developed from initial meetings with the
CAA and other stakeholders 15-16 May
2007. The plan is attached at Appendix 2.

Deliverable 2

It was agreed that a review of overseas
good practice in aerodrome airspace risk
would be developed as part of the contract,
and this became deliverable 2. This review
examines practices used by the
International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) as the body which sets international
standards and five leading aviation States -
The European Union (Eurocontrol), the
United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and the
United States of America. It then briefly
reviews policy implications for New Zealand
and makes initial recommendations which
are further developed in this final project
report. Deliverable 2 (attached at Appendix
3) was accepted by the CAA on 21 June
2007.

Deliverable 3

Deliverable 3 consists of a preliminary
aerodrome airspace risk model. Deliverable
3 was accepted by the CAA on 20 July 2007
and is attached at Appendix 4. It was
developed by R2A and is based on the
concept of relative risk. The model was
refined during a two day workshop session
at Gisborne Airport on 6-7 June 2007.
Extensive input and consultation occurred
with stakeholders and local Gisborne
operators in this phase of the project.

Deliverable 4

Deliverable 4 consists of a draft
aeronautical study and generic aerodrome
airspace risk model, the latter being a
refinement and extension of deliverable 3.
This deliverable further developed the
Gisborne model through a second workshop
examining Timaru airport. This “desk study”
took place at the CAA offices in Wellington
on 28 June 2007. This deliverable was
accepted by CAA on or about the 28 July
2007 and is attached at Appendix 4.

Deliverable 5

This report constitutes deliverable 5. It
summarises the project, discusses possible
changes to the Rules then develops options
for the institutional arrangements that will be
required to support the effective operation of
the aerodrome airspace risk model. It then
discusses the model at a summary level,
develops recommendations which CAA may
wish to consider and proposes a possible
implementation strategy.

Consultation

Overseas and New Zealand experience has
shown that an open and transparent
process involving extensive consultation
with stakeholders is essential in airspace
matters. This project has consulted
extensively both with national industry
bodies and local aviation communities.
Formal briefing sessions have been held to
ensure that stakeholders have an overall
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understanding of the model and its
concepts. Workshops have also been
undertaken to trial the model in real world
situations.

Findings and Recommendations

At the strategic level, some rule changes
are recommended to clarify the powers of
the Director in the regulation of aerodrome
airspace. Important institutional
arrangements are also recommended to:

 Initially rank aerodromes;

 Provide processes to monitor
aerodrome airspace for changes in
aviation activity and risk;

 Appropriate triggers to alert
stakeholders to the need to consider
undertaking an aeronautical study;

 Provide processes to manage an
aeronautical study; and

 Support the implementation of
recommendations from an aeronautical
study.

Possible policy changes are also discussed.
These consider the role of the CAA and
aerodrome operators in the conduct of a
study, the criteria for the study and the
range of control measures that may be
implemented.

The aerodrome airspace risk model
developed during this project forms the core
of an aeronautical study. It is an estimative
risk model that demonstrates the change in
risk for the addition or removal of different
control options. It is designed to determine
the change in risk for the various control
options both at the loss of control points and
in terms of an annualised estimate of
persons at risk.

The costs of the controls will be determined
by others at a later date. The decision to
implement or remove controls would be
made as a result of a cost/benefit analysis
of any proposal. This would have to take

both safety and business case aspects into
consideration.

Recommendations are made in the
following areas:

 Changes to Rules 139 and 12;

 Updating of the CAA Policy Paper;

 Target levels of safety;

 A graduated response to management
of aerodrome airspace risk;

 Development of guidance material;

 Management of ongoing monitoring of
aerodrome airspace risk and triggers
for action;

 Collection of movement statistics;

 Use of a Terms of Reference document
in the management of aeronautical
studies; and

 Establishment of aerodrome airspace
safety committees.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The management of risk in aerodrome airspace is a contentious issue as it affects a wide
range of stakeholders at each location and can directly impact on commercial viability.
The safety regulator has an overarching responsibility to provide a safe aviation
environment, especially for the fare paying passenger. The Aerodrome Airspace Risk
Project addresses this issue through; a due diligence based risk model, institutional
arrangements to identify aerodrome airspace at risk, processes to trigger then manage
aeronautical studies and legislative and policy amendments to provide the necessary
authority.

1.1 Background

The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (CAA) issued a Request for Proposal to
develop and propose standards and practices for the management of aerodrome airspace
risk on the 26th of February 2007. The Ambidji Group Pty. Ltd. responded to the Request
for Proposal and was selected as the successful tenderer.

The management of aerodrome airspace risk is part of the wider issue of regulation of the
aviation industry. Stakeholders in the industry have sometimes differing expectations of
the regulator. In Australia and New Zealand the travelling public, media and Parliament
have a low tolerance to aircraft accidents and fatalities. The aviation industry, while safety
focussed, needs a regulatory regime which also allows it to grow and remain profitable.
Such conflicting demands provide challenges to the regulator and make robust,
transparent policy even more important.

1.1.1 Need for the Study

The Civil Aviation Act 1990 (“the Act”) establishes a general CAA function of
promoting civil aviation safety and tasks the Director with conducting reviews of the
civil aviation system. The CAA however has no explicit regulatory framework or
established methodology for the assessment and management of risk in
aerodrome airspace. It also holds no reliable information on the level of risk that
exists at specific aerodromes in NZ. In addition, should the CAA become aware
that an unacceptable risk exists at a particular aerodrome; the power of the
Director to mitigate that risk by requiring the provision of an Air Traffic Service
(ATS) or other risk mitigators at the aerodrome is limited. The CAA policy for ‘The
Provision of Air Traffic Services at Aerodromes’ (dated Aug 2005) goes some way
to rectify the problem by setting out the policy to be incorporated into a regulatory
framework for the provision of Air Traffic Services at aerodromes. The policy deals
primarily with the provision of ATS at aerodromes as a means of reducing risk in
aerodrome airspace, however it recognises that there may be other options.
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1.2 Scope & Objectives of the Study

The project scope as defined in the CAA Request for Proposal is as follows:

 Development of a detailed project plan

 Review of current policy for the provision of ATS at aerodromes and amendments
as necessary to reflect the project objective

 Determination of acceptable levels of aerodrome airspace safety

 Determination of aeronautical study methodology

 Development of aeronautical study “triggers and/or filtering tools or models”, and

 Validation of the proposed process through the conduct of an aeronautical study.

1.3 Study Team Details

Brief details on the qualifications and experience of each of the team members is given
below:

Mr Brian Jackson, Ambidji (Program Director)

Brian is the Ambidji executive responsible for the oversight of the Aerodrome
Airspace Risk Project. He has an ATS background as well as considerable
experience as a consultant in the management, planning and provision of aviation
services and systems. His aviation management experience covers air transport
sector reviews, aviation policy development and regulatory reform, institutional
restructuring and capacity building, privatisation of aviation assets, design
development of a range of airport, air traffic management and flight operations
infrastructure, as well as ATS facility and airport management. Brian also holds an
Australian pilots licence with current multi-engine instrument and night ratings.

Ambidji established a project team with a wide range of skills and experience:

Robin Graham, Ambidji (Project Manager)

Robin has extensive experience in managing aviation policy development,
investigatory and rule making projects on behalf of Airservices Australia, the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority of Australia, the Australian Air Transport Safety Bureau
(as Director, Safety Investigation) and the Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand.
Robin was also the Deputy Project Manager for the implementation of Australia’s
modern ATC automation system (TAAATS). He is currently the Chairman of
CASA’s Industry Standards Consultative Committee, the peak body which
considers all regulatory development proposals for the Australian aviation
environment and has recently been appointed by the Minister for Transport and
Regional Services to the Taskforce reviewing safety regulation in Australian
aviation.
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Dave Park, Astral (Deputy Project Manager)

Dave has substantial rule development experience primarily assisting the CAA with
the update of New Zealand’s Civil Aviation Rules. Significantly he has undertaken
a number of aviation studies for airport authorities, as well as for the CAA in
relation to rule development projects for aircraft collision avoidance equipment and
other technical requirements. Dave has wide experience of aircraft operations and
the New Zealand aviation environment.

Richard Robinson, R2A (Risk Engineer)

Richard will be the R2A director responsible for the project. Richard has previously
been responsible for implementing major risk and reliability studies and technical
due diligence reviews for large organizations including the risk review for
Airservices Australia, South Port NZ, Silverfern Shipping NZ and the review of the
performance of the Office of Gas Safety. Richard is the principal author of Risk &
Liability Management, the post graduate distance education unit validated by
Deakin University and the 7th edition of the R2A Text (2007) Risk & Reliability –
An Introductory Text. He is also the presenter of the 2-day Risk Management
short course for Engineering Education Australia.

Gaye Francis, R2A (Risk Analyst)

Gaye is the nominated R2A project manager. Gaye, also a R2A Director, has been
involved in numerous risk and reliability assessments as well as technical due
diligence reviews. She has been involved in projects including due diligence
reviews for RailCorp, Connex Melbourne, VicRoads, South Port NZ and Port
Phillip Sea Pilots. Modelling projects include high-level enterprise availability
modelling for Melbourne Water and the Austin Hospital as well as black start
modelling for Transpower NZ.

1.4 Summary of Study Activities

This section briefly summarises the major stages of the study and the tasks and outcomes
associated with each stage.

1.4.1 Initial Briefing of Civil Aviation Authority

The CAA and the Ambidji team held an initial project meeting on 15 May 2007 to
ensure that all parties had a common appreciation of the task in hand. CAA was
briefed on the proposed risk assessment methodology and in particular the use of
a due diligence approach. CAA then provided the project team with an overview of
their role and operations.

1.4.2 The Project Plan

A project plan (Appendix 2) was developed. It defined the tasks to be undertaken
and a schedule of deliverables. The deliverables were:
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 Deliverable 1 : Project Plan

 Deliverable 2 : Review of International Good Practice

An extensive review of airspace management starting with the standards
and recommended practices set by ICAO then an examination of models
used by the European Union, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and
the United States

 Deliverable 3 : Development of a Preliminary Risk Model

An aeronautical study workshop was conducted in Gisborne on 6-7 June
2007 to trial the initial concept. Interviews were held with a wide spectrum of
stakeholders and a preliminary model was developed. This model was
presented to the CAA and a programme of further development was agreed

 Deliverable 4 : Development of the Generic Risk Model

A further workshop was held on 28 June 2007, mainly with CAA staff, to
further develop the model through a desktop study of the aerodrome
airspace risk existing at Timaru airport. This input was then used to develop
a generic model which could be applied to any location in New Zealand.

 Deliverable 5 : The Final Project Report

The final project report including details of the institutional initiatives and the
final generic risk model.

2. INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE

As indicated above, an extensive review of airspace management practices being applied
in some of the world’s more advanced aviation environments was undertaken to identify
those practices that may have beneficial application within the New Zealand aviation
environment.

This review started with the analysis of the standards and recommended practices set by
ICAO then an examination of models used by the European Union, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia and the United States.

2.1 International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)

ICAO, under the Chicago Convention, sets the framework and standards for international
aviation through a series of Annexes and Documents. New Zealand, as a signatory to the
Convention should comply with these standards or formally file a difference with ICAO.

The following is a summary of annexes and documents relevant to airspace design and
management. A fuller discussion can be found in Appendix 3 of this report (A Review of
International Good Practice).
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2.1.1 Annex 11 – Air Traffic Services

Annex 11 at section 2.2 states that the objectives of ATS are to:

a. Prevent collisions between aircraft and between aircraft on the ground
and obstructions;

b. Maintain an orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic;

c. To provide aircraft with advice and information required for the safe and
efficient conduct of flights; and

d. To notify those involved with search and rescue of aircraft in need of this
service and assist them in this task.

Section 2.4 discusses determination of the need for air traffic services and requires
that the following be considered:

a. The types of traffic involved;

b. The density of the air traffic;

c. The meteorological conditions; and

d. Such other factors as may be relevant.

Section 2.4 goes on to state that due to the number of elements involved it has not
been possible to develop specific data to determine the need for ATS in a given
area or at a given location. For example:

a. A mix of different types of air traffic with aircraft of varying speeds
(conventional jets, etc) might necessitate the provision of ATS whereas a
relatively greater density of traffic where only one type of operation is
involved may not.

b. Meteorological conditions might have considerable effect in areas where
there is a constant flow of air traffic (e.g. scheduled traffic), whereas similar
or worse meteorological might be relatively unimportant in an area where air
traffic would be discontinued in such conditions (e.g. local VFR flights).

2.1.2 Document 9426: Air Traffic Services Planning Manual

Section 2 Chapter 1 of this document deals with the need for ATS. Section 2, at
1.1.7 summarises that [it would appear that] the need for ATS at and in the vicinity
of specific aerodromes can, to a large extent, be determined on a local or national
level and in consultation with the operators concerned up to the point when those
services will have consequences on the en-route flow of air traffic over a wider
area.

Section 2 at 1.5 describes the progressive development of ATS from aerodrome
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flight information service (AFIS) to an aerodrome control service with varying levels
of sophistication.

There is no methodology suggested for determining when AFIS is required other
than the subjective assessment of “where traffic tends to congregate”. The
suggested point of step up from AFIS to an aerodrome control service is also
somewhat subjective.

2.1.3 Document 9689 – Manual on Airspace Planning Methodology for the
Determination of Separation Minima

Chapter 5 of this document deals with ICAO’s recommended method for identifying
the method of safety assessment for a proposed system.

Section 5.1 of the document states that the safety of a system depends on a
number of characteristics of the airspace which need to be identified and
quantified. It goes on to discuss the two basic methods for determining if the
system is acceptably safe viz:

a. Comparison with a reference system – requires selection of a suitable
reference airspace. Chapter 6 of the document discusses this approach in
more detail.

b. Evaluation of system risk against a threshold – requires identification and
quantification of all the safety-related characteristics of the system and
development of an explicit relationship between the characteristics and
collision risk. The estimated risk of the system is then compared against the
maximum tolerable risk. Chapter 6 also describes the detail of this
approach.

ICAO considers that, although the evaluation method is likely to be time
consuming and complex, it is the only choice when a radical change is planned
which has not previously been tried in other regions

Annex 9 (The Eurocontrol Hazard/Risk Analysis Methodology) describes
Eurocontrol’s hazard/risk analysis methodology. It is more focused on en
route/high level issues but is still conceptually useful for airport airspace.

Annex 10 (Application Of Risk Analysis To Airspace Planning In Australia)
describes quantitative modelling undertaken in Australia in recent years. It
provides a Target Level of Safety value of 1.5 –x 10-8 fatal accidents due to
collisions per system flight hour. It also acknowledges the need to demonstrate
due diligence.

2.1.4 Document 4444 – Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Air Traffic
Management

Chapter 2 of this document addresses ATS safety management. Section 2.1
requires States to ensure that the level of ATS and communications, navigation
and surveillance, as well as the ATS procedures applicable to the airspace or
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aerodrome concerned, are appropriate and adequate for maintaining an
acceptable level of safety in the provision of the ATS. To ensure this the
appropriate ATS authority shall implement formal and systematic safety
management programmes for the ATS under its jurisdiction.

This appears to relate more to the requirement to ensure any ATS provided is
suitably safe rather than whether an ATS is required at a particular location or
area.

Section 2.3 requires, inter alia, a safety assessment in respect of the planned
implementation of airspace re-organisations. This would apply, for example, to the
implementation or withdrawal of controlled airspace around and aerodrome.

Section 2.6.2 of the document discusses safety significant factors which include:

a. Types of aircraft and their performance characteristics, including aircraft
navigation capability;

b. Traffic densities and distribution;

c. Airspace complexity;

d. Aerodrome layout, including runway configurations, runway lengths and
taxiway configuration;

e. Types of air-ground communications;

f. Types and capabilities of surveillance systems; and

g. Local or regional weather characteristics.

Section 2.7 addresses safety-enhancing measures but only in very general terms
requiring the ATS authority to implement safety-enhancing measures if it becomes
apparent that the level of safety is not acceptable.

2.1.5 Summary of ICAO Characteristics

Many of the ICAO documents are relatively old, some from the mid 1980s. They
offer a “reference system approach” as well as describing research undertaken by
leading states. They do not have explicit target levels of safety or trigger points.
However, the ICAO document suite does establish clear guiding principles upon
which States may base airspace management.

2.1.6 Target Levels of Safety

Some administrations publish target levels of safety. They are usually generic to
aviation safety rather than specific to aerodrome airspace risk. Appendix 6
provides indicative figures used in Australia. ICAO Annex 11 no longer provides a
target level of safety for collision risk.
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The European Union publish no explicit aerodrome airspace target level of safety
but the over-riding European safety objective for the tolerable level of accidents in
controlled airspace is set as 1.55 x 10-8 accidents per flight hour (or 2.31 x 10-8
per flight).

The Netherlands use a target level of safety of 10-8.collision risk in any airspace
proposal.

There is some debate on the merits of target levels of safety. To be useful, they
must be meaningful and achievable. The proposed model focuses on due
diligence rather than a more abstract target level of safety.

2.2 International Good Practice

As part of this project, CAA NZ required the development of a paper discussing overseas
experience in aerodrome airspace risk good practice. It examined practices used by ICAO
as the body which sets international standards, and five leading aviation States - The
European Union (Eurocontrol), the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and the United
States of America. It then briefly reviewed policy implications for New Zealand and made
some initial recommendations which are developed this report.

ICAO through Annex 11 and associated documents sets guidelines for airspace
management. There is however no standard method of airspace administration although
some common threads are evident. In most administrations airspace policy and regulatory
functions are distinct and separate from safety regulatory functions. In Europe they are in
separate organisations. The United Kingdom has both functions within CAA (UK) but
segregated at Board level. Australia will have the airspace regulatory function within
CASA but reporting directly to the CEO while Canada has both functions within Transport
Canada. America has both safety and airspace regulatory functions within the same office
of the Federal Aviation Administration and is the only State to also have the air traffic
service provider within the same organisation.

There are formal processes in place in all administrations to manage changes to
aerodrome airspace. They provide a policy and infrastructure framework within which
qualitative and quantitative risk evaluation tools can be applied. Components of this
framework include both national and local consultation programmes and ongoing risk
review mechanisms such as Hazops Committees. Meaningful consultation is viewed by
all as critical to the success of any airspace change process. All administrations have
developed, or are in the process of developing, a “risk management toolbox” for use in
aeronautical studies.

Some administrations (see Appendix 5) publish traffic criteria which trigger a review of
service levels through an aeronautical study. This is a more sustainable approach than
making changes to service levels solely on traffic volumes. An aeronautical study will for
instance take into account a wide range of location specific criteria including the mix of
aviation activities, terrain, weather and airspace complexity.

As discussed previously, some administrations publish Target Levels of Safety (TLS).
These are usually generic rather than specific to aerodrome airspace risk but can provide
useful guidance.
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In the main, ATS providers or airline/airport operators are proponents for aeronautical
studies. The role of the regulator is to review then approve the studies. In certain cases
the regulator may undertake a study if they consider it necessary in the interest of safety.
In such cases care must be taken to ensure that the study is reviewed and approved by an
independent party.

The review identified the following practices that might be appropriate for New Zealand:

 Canada, the United Kingdom, the USA and Australia all have in place institutional
arrangements to support and manage the risk assessment of aerodrome airspace;

 The Canadian model is well established and could form the core of a New Zealand
institutional model;

 Both Australia and the United Kingdom have some policies, practices and
procedures which could augment the Canadian model;

 All States see open, honest and effective communication as vital;

 Some states have trigger points which initiate an aeronautic study rather that the
decision that ATS is needed; and

 Canada and Australia in particular have a menu of options to mitigate risk before the
placement of formal ATS.

3. NEW ZEALAND LEGISLATION

Section 14 of the Civil Aviation Act requires the Minister to undertake functions in such a
way as contributes to “the aim of achieving an integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable
transport system, and to ensure that New Zealand’s obligations under international civil
aviation agreements are met”.

3.1 The Act, the Rules and International Agreements

The Act and its associated Rules provide the authority under which the Director of Civil
Aviation regulates New Zealand aviation.

Rules have been developed under the Act to give effect to its provisions. Rules define the
minimum levels of safety to be achieved. They set a standard, so that everyone in aviation
can have a shared understanding of the right way to operate.

3.1.1 Rule Part 139

Rule Part 139 prescribes the regulatory requirements relating to —

• the certification and operation of aerodromes;

• the security measures applicable to aerodromes;
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• the use of aerodromes by aircraft operators;

• the provision of UNICOM and AWIB services.

Rule 139.5 provides the requirements for the holding of an aerodrome operator
certificate:

(a) No person shall operate an aerodrome serving any aeroplane having a
certified seating capacity of more than 30 passengers that is engaged in regular air
transport operations except under the authority of, and in accordance with the
provisions of, an aerodrome operating certificate issued for that aerodrome under
this Part.

(b) An aerodrome operator who is not required under paragraph (a) to hold an
aerodrome operating certificate may apply for an aerodrome operating certificate
under this Part.

Further, 139.113, aerodrome aircraft traffic management requires that

“Each holder of an aerodrome operating certificate shall ensure the provision of an
aerodrome flight information service or an aerodrome control service or both at
their aerodrome when so required by the Director in the interest of safety”

Part 139.305, Use of aerodromes - air transport aeroplanes, requires that

“No person operating an aeroplane engaged on an air transport operation shall
use any place for the purpose of landing at or taking off from unless —

(5) if the aeroplane has a certified seating capacity of more than 30
passengers and is engaged on a scheduled flight, the place is certificated as an
aerodrome under this Part or licensed as an aerodrome under the Civil Aviation
Regulations 1953; and

(6) if the place is not certificated under this Part, the aeroplane can be
manoeuvred in the aerodrome traffic circuit clear of any obstructions, and not
in conflict with the aerodrome traffic circuit or instrument approach procedure
of any other aerodrome.

Rule Part 139 therefore limits on the authority of the Director to require the
provision of levels of air traffic service at aerodromes which are certificated. If
an aerodrome does not have air transport movements by aircraft with more
than 30 seats it need only be certificated through the goodwill of the operator.

The Director may be able to impose some regulation on uncertificated
aerodromes through the use of some “umbrella powers” elsewhere in the rules
but such an action might be subject to challenge by judicial review. Many
regional air transport operations are undertaken by aircraft of less than 30
seats.

In such cases, parties other than ultimately the CAA, do not have specific
responsibilities for the management of aerodrome airspace. The operation of
carriers in such airspace is regulated through other rule parts such as 125 and
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135 and CAA does have some powers to impose special use airspace such as
MBZs. The consequence of a mid-air collision in such circumstances would be
significant.

3.1.2 Provision of Air Traffic Services

Air Traffic Services are provided by the Airways New Zealand, a State Owned
Enterprise under the State Owned Enterprise Act 1986 in accordance with an
MOU between the CAA and Airways for provision of ATS. There is no
requirement under the MOU for a particular level of service at any aerodrome
unless that aerodrome is certificated under Part 139, and then only in respect
to aerodrome flight information services and air traffic control should the
Director require such services to be provided in the interests of safety.

In addition to air traffic control services Airways provide aerodrome flight
information at selected aerodromes to provide advice and information for
aircraft on or in the vicinity of the aerodrome. Milford Sound is an example of
such a service. They also provide area flight information which includes
weather and other information useful for the safe conduct of flight in
uncontrolled airspace in New Zealand. This service includes search and rescue
alerting services for aircraft on a flight plan, the relaying of clearances on
behalf of air traffic control and in predefined areas of uncontrolled airspace the
provision of traffic information for pilots to determine their position in relation to
each other to prevent collisions.

3.1.3 Rule Part 71

Part 71 prescribes the general rules for the designation and classification of
airspace for aviation purposes and in the public interest. In particular, Part 71
empowers the Director to designate and classify airspace for aviation purposes
in New Zealand’s domestic airspace.

Part 71 also empowers the Director to restrict aviation activity by the
designation of special use airspace. Airspace can be designated as either
controlled airspace or special use airspace. Controlled airspace is designated
where there is a need for an air traffic control service to be provided for the
safety and efficiency of aircraft operations. Such designations include control
areas and control zones. Special use airspace is designated where there is a
need to impose limitations on the operation of aircraft for aviation safety and
security, or national security, or for any other reason in the public interest.
Special use airspace includes restricted areas, military operating areas,
mandatory broadcast zones, volcanic hazard zones, danger areas, and low
flying zones.

3.1.4 International and Other Agreements

The ICAO Asia and Pacific Regional Air Navigation Plan provides for full air
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traffic control (ATC) at the three designated international aerodromes:
Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. It does not cover other aerodromes
with international services. The CAA discharges its responsibility to provide
these services via the MOU with the Airways Corporation.

In conclusion although CAA can designate controlled airspace, it does not have
the power to require any person or organisation (except via the Airways MoU
and to a very limited extent under Part 139.113) to actually provide a control or
any other service.

3.2 Policy Framework

The New Zealand Government may choose to issue policy directives which provide
guidance (and an obligation to comply) to the CAA.

Within CAA, policy does not have legal status per se. It derives its powers from the Act
and the Rules and must therefore by definition, not exceed their boundaries or authority.
A robust policy framework is nevertheless useful in effective safety regulation as it:

 Provides CAA staff with guidelines under which they can operated;

 Provides constraints with which CAA staff must comply;

 Allows stakeholders to understand CAA’s strategic direction;

 Provides a baseline against which negotiations can take place;

 Provides a basis for discussions with the Government and the Ministry; and

 Provides a basis for the development of CAA Rules.

CAA produced a policy document on the Provision of Air Traffic Services at Aerodromes in
August 2005. It identifies the potential for operations to be conducted at some
aerodromes where the level of collision risk is excessive by comparison with overseas
benchmarks or there is at least uncertainty over the level of risk. The policy document
suggests several valid policy options, including the formalisation of an aeronautical study
process, and provides a useful starting point for further policy development but it has some
shortcomings:

 It addresses only ATS solutions to risk in aerodrome airspace (while noting that
other solutions may be possible); and

 It suggests that the Rules should prescribe the level of ATS to be provided at
aerodromes. It refers to an appendix which contains criteria based on traffic
parameters – total aircraft movements, IFR movements and international passenger
services. On its own, this is a rather narrow approach as it does not take into
account types of operation at the location (such as training), operational complexity
or location specific operational issues such as terrain and weather. That being said,
such criteria can be useful as triggers for further examination where they are
supported by other validated intelligence. Criteria used overseas are attached at
Appendix 6 to this report.
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Canada and Australia use annual location specific movement levels to trigger further
study, while the FAA have benefit to cost ratio criteria for establishment and
discontinuance of control towers. The most import factor in determining the need for an
aeronautical study may however be significant changes to aviation activity at the location.

3.3 Who Should Conduct an Aeronautical Study?

A major policy issue is the responsibility for the initiation and conduct of an aeronautical
study. This issue is discussed further in section 5.4 of this report so only the high level
policy issues are addressed here.

If a system approach to safety is used, all parties (CAA, aerodrome operators and aircraft
operators) have a responsibility for aerodrome airspace safety. However the day to day
management of risk at a location most probably rests with the aerodrome. There is
probably an obligation to continually monitor for changing or emerging risks whether the
aerodrome is certified or not. Where a risk is identified, action should be taken to quantify
and apply reasonable measures to mitigate it. CAA has an overarching responsibility to
monitor the aviation system as a whole. It is however constrained as its direct powers
relate only to certificated aerodromes.

An aeronautical study can be initiated by the aerodrome operator or by CAA. CAA, in
some circumstances (such as certification) could require an aerodrome operator to
undertake an aeronautical study. The study can be performed by the aerodrome operator
itself, by specialists under contract or by the CAA.

A second policy issue is whether an aerodrome operator has a conflict of interest when
conducting an aeronautical study. While Canada allows Nav Canada (a not for profit
organisation) to undertake aeronautical studies, Australia is of the view that they should be
undertaken by the regulator. There are policy and governance issues with both
approaches. On one hand, if the proponent is the aerodrome operator it may have a
conflict of interest as it may be perceived as attempting to minimise costs and interference
to operations. On the other hand, if the regulator is the proponent and undertakes the
study, who can then independently undertake a review and make a recommendation to
the Director? For instance when terms of reference are being developed by CAA, it would
be wise to provide them to key stake holders for comment. Overall, the best protection is
probably the transparency of the proposed process through the participation and
interaction of all stakeholders at the location.

As there is a due diligence aspect to undertaking an aeronautical study, it would be most
unwise for a proponent to falsify evidence or skew the study for purely commercial
reasons. The United Kingdom CAA in its Airspace Change Process document (DAP 724)
is explicit in stating that should the airspace regulator have any concerns that the detail of
a study is insufficient, a request for supplementary information will be submitted to the
proponent. This caveat is discussed further in Section 5.1.

Another issue is the ability of an aerodrome operator to acquire or contract the appropriate
skills to undertake a study. The question of appropriate skills can be substantially
addressed through the adoption of terms of reference prior to the commencement of a
study with a critical section being the nomination of individuals with the skills necessary to
undertake the review. An aeronautical study may involve significant time and effort. A
general policy position on funding should be developed.
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As previously stated, the provision of ATS at aerodromes was reviewed in a CAA Policy
Paper of August 2005. While other risk mitigation options in addition to ATS were
addressed in passing, the overall thrust was towards an ATS solution. While it may well
be true in general terms that ATS may be the optimal safety option, this may or may not be
so at a particular location. There are intermediate options including (but not limited to)
flight procedures, administrative agreements such as MOUs between operators, Unicoms
and locally staffed licensed flight information services which should be considered before
moving to an ATS solution. This graduated approach has the advantage of tailoring the
solution to the management of risk at the location and building confidence within the
aviation community that CAA is focussed on efficiency of operations provided that the
overarching safety obligation is met.

The CAA Policy Paper envisages most aeronautical studies being developed externally by
the proponent of the change using a standard methodology. Such studies would then be
reviewed by the Aeronautical Services Branch of the CAA. This is a robust model which
segregates the development and review processes. As a regulator, CAA may
occasionally face a situation where it wishes to undertake a study internally in response to
safety concerns. In this case, the study would most probably be undertaken by the
Aeronautical Services Branch as it has the required expertise. As previously discussed,
this could cause a governance issue as a single area of the organisation would both
develop then review the proposal. This could be minimised by having any study open to
public scrutiny/submission as is already done for approvals to establish aerodromes or
heliports under Rule 157.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE RISK MODEL

This section of the report provides a brief overview of the risk model itself. Definitive
information on the model is contained in the R2A paper at Appendix 4 of this report.
References to the appropriate section of the R2A paper are noted throughout this section.

4.1 Approach Taken in the Study of Risk

The method adopted for the CAA Aerodrome Airspace Risk Review is based on a
common law safety case approach which is a documented demonstration by the
organisation that all statutory, regulatory and common law requirements have been met. It
consists of a number of arguments that demonstrate that all reasonable practicable
precautions are in place. A common law safety case essentially ensures that due diligence
is (seen to be) demonstrated, not that accidents / incidents won’t happen. (R2A Paper
2.3)

4.2 Relative Risk

The aerodrome airspace risk model is a relative risk model that demonstrates the change
in risk different control options make to an initial estimation of the risk at the time at the
location. It is designed to determine the change in risk for the various control options both
at the loss of control points and in terms of an annualised estimate of persons at risk.

The costs of the controls are to be determined by others at a later date. The decision to
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implement or remove controls would be made as a result of a cost/ benefit analysis of any
proposal. This would have to take both safety and business case aspects into
consideration. This task is also the responsibility of others. (R2A Paper 4.0)

4.3 Consultation

Consultation is an integral part of both the overall aeronautical study process and the
implementation of the aerodrome airspace risk model itself.

4.3.1 Consultation undertaken during the model development

The following meetings and workshops were convened to provide stakeholders
with an overview of the model and to assist in development of the model

 Tuesday 15 May 2007 - Key CAA staff

 Wednesday 16 May 2007 - Aviation Industry Association (CEO)

 Wednesday 16 May 2007 - Airports Association

 Thursday 17 May 2007 - Ministry of Transport

 Tuesday 5 June 2007 - Industry stakeholders

 Wednesday 6 June 2007 - Gisborne Stakeholders

 Thursday 7 June 2007 - Gisborne Stakeholders

 Friday 8 June 2007 - Key CAA staff

 Thursday 28 June - CAA staff, industry representatives

 Thursday 2 August - Key CAA staff

 Friday 3 August - Industry representatives

Full details of the scope of the meetings and attendee lists can be found at
R2A Paper 3.

4.4 Description of the Risk Model Developed

The aerodrome airspace movement collision risk model is an estimative risk model that
demonstrates the change in risk for the addition or removal of different control options. It is
designed to determine the change in risk for the various control options both at the loss of
control points and in terms of an annualised estimate of persons at risk.

The costs of the controls are to be determined by others at a later date. The decision to
implement or remove controls would be made as a result of a cost/ benefit analysis of any
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proposal. This would have to take both safety and business case aspects into
consideration. (R2A Paper 4.0)

4.5 Risk factors identified

Generic threats and complexity factors were identified. They are discussed in detail in the
R2A Paper 4.1 through 4.4 however examples of key characteristics are:

 Threats

o Change to action plan
o Fatigue, inadequate skills etc
o Considered action creates another conflict and
o Sudden weather change

 Complexity factors

o Terrain
o Other aviation activities
o Multi runway operations and
o Speed differentials at aerodromes.

4.6 Threat Barriers Identified

For aerodrome airspace users there appear to be only three main barriers to mitigate the
risk of a collision. They are; preparation and execution of a movement action plan,
maintaining separation either by a 3rd party or by the actual user, and evasive action.

The various generic controls outlined in section 5.3 enhance these three main barriers. For
example, the movement action plan can either be provided by a 3rd party including ATC or
developed by the user. An aerodrome airspace user will use such tools as pre-flight
information, airspace classification information and local rules to determine the appropriate
action plan for a particular aerodrome.

Separation can either be provided by a 3rd party including ATC or by the airspace user. An
MBZ, CFZ or TCAS display provides information to the user to achieve self-separation
which enhances the base case of see-and-avoid.

Evasive action including a TCAS resolution advisory is the last barrier prior to the loss of
control point (R2A paper 4.4.2).

4.6.1 Evaluating Effectiveness of Threat Barriers

The effectiveness of threat barriers is discussed in R2A Paper 4.4

4.7 Generic Model

The generic model provides a platform for location specific analysis of aerodrome airspace
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risk. It contains base data and works via analytical techniques to establish levels of risk.

4.7.1 Media

The aerodrome airspace collision risk model has been developed as an excel
workbook. The template model is made up of 12 sheets consisting of a
summary page, a collision consequence page and one page for each of the 10
aerodrome airspace classes.

It is expected that for each of the aerodrome airspace classes at a particular
aerodrome, one sheet will be completed. The sheet will initially be completed
by users of that particular class and is then expected to be peer reviewed by
each of the other aerodrome airspace class users at that aerodrome (and ATC,
if present). Each sheet consists of two tables, the first for the main threat
sequence of having to change their action plan due to a conflict craft and the
second for the identified secondary threats. Data input requirements have been
highlighted by the blue cells. All other cells in the model are calculated (R2A
Paper 5.1/5.2).

4.7.2 Limitations of the Model

The model has some limitation as noted briefly below:

 The model is peculiar to time and place and the class of user. It represents a
snap shot of the perceived risk at a particular aerodrome at a particular point
in time by the collective stakeholders at the aerodrome;

 The model is silent on collision risks with terrain except in so far as terrain
causes increased complexity by ‘forcing’ other craft in common traffic
zones or patterns as estimated by the class users;

 The model does not consider special military operations. Military craft
operating under civil aviation rules are expected to be covered by the
aerodrome airspace user classes defined in R2A Paper 4.2; and

 ATC failure has not specifically been considered in the model. That is,
the possibility that ATC could direct two aircraft to the same place at the
same time creating a conflict (R2A Paper 6.4).

5. APPLICATION OF THE RISK MODEL

The generic risk model is an important part of an overall risk management system. It must
however by supported by a range of institutional processes such as procedures to monitor
for changes in aviation activity and advice to assist non specialists in use of the model.
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5.1 The Aerodrome Airspace Change Process

The risk model is the core of the aeronautical study but for it to operate effectively; several
other components must be in place. They include triggers which alert operators and
regulators to the need for a study, a process to manage the study, data gathering,
implementation and monitoring.

Discussions with CAA and other stakeholders confirmed that they not only need a robust
and transparent risk model but also a process to identify emerging risks and mechanisms
to initiate and manage an aeronautical study. The review of international good practice for
the management of aerodrome airspace risk identified several options which are in use
overseas. These models and practices form the basis of the model discussed below. In
addition, CAA has published some guidance on the conduct of aeronautical studies in
Rule 157.9. Also, if New Zealand moves to the use of safety management systems for
aerodromes, the process discussed below may become part of that overall safety
management system.

Canada and the United Kingdom both have sound aeronautical study models with Canada
having significant experience (estimated at least to be 50 aeronautical studies) closely
aligned to those which may be required in New Zealand. The aeronautical study of
Cambell River (British Columbia) is a good example of this approach. The draft of
Australia’s CASR Part 71 (Manual of Standards) refers to an aeronautical study
methodology published in Advisory Circular 71-1(0) which is similar to the Nav Canada
model and is consistent with AS/NZS 4360.

The major States reviewed have multiuse processes in place which govern the conduct of
aeronautical studies. The Canadian model (based on Risk Standard Q850) uses a six
step process:

 Initiation;

 Preliminary analysis;

 Risk estimation;

 Risk evaluation;

 Risk control; and

 Action/monitoring.

Once the aeronautical study has been completed it may be reviewed by the regulator prior
to implementation. In Canada, the Board of Nav Canada review aeronautical studies
before they are passed to Transport Canada for a final review.

The UK approach has several useful additional checks and balances.

For instance, in the UK DAP 724, Appendix 2 states:

“Stage 5 - Regulatory Decision

16. The Regulatory Decision stage is made up of two phases. Initially, Directorate staff
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would check documentation to ensure all the required elements specific to the Proposal
are included in the submission to the Directorate. The Change Sponsor will be informed
and asked to provide the outstanding documentation if necessary. The proposal will not
progress to the second phase (the Case Study) until the Directorate has confirmed receipt
of all outstanding proposal information.

17. Once the proposal has been assessed for completeness, it will progress to the Case
Study, the purpose of which is to allow the Directorate the opportunity to satisfy itself that
the proposal is justified and meets all the necessary requirements.

18. During this stage, the Directorate will scrutinise and assess the content of the
proposal against the Proposal Requirements in detail. Should the detail within the proposal
be considered insufficient, a request for supplementary information will be submitted to the
Change Sponsor, stipulating the timescale in which a response must reach the Directorate
so as to facilitate the earliest resumption of the Case Study. In such cases, this could
result in delaying implementation of the proposed change. .

19. On completion of the Case Study, the Director, Airspace Policy, will reach a decision
to accept or reject the proposal. The Directorate shall provide a regulatory decision within
a total time of 16 weeks from the confirmation of the documentation check.

20. The Change Sponsor will be notified of the regulatory decision to approve or reject the
airspace change proposal. The Directorate will publicise its regulatory decision in the form
of a press release (ideally in conjunction with the Change Sponsor).”

The CAA may therefore need to consider a process whereby a regulatory decision can be
made on the results of an aeronautical study. This may not be necessary in all cases but
for example, any review which recommends a change to a category of airspace would
need regulatory action. Processes, and examples of cases where a regulatory decision
may be necessary, are discussed at section 7.6.9.

5.2 Service Options

Overseas administrations have several options available to them to address risk in
aerodrome airspace as per Table 1. They are barriers which may be used in the model to
address threats and risks.

The service options detailed in Table 1 are the barriers available to mitigate threats when
using the aerodrome risk model.

5.3 Structures to Manage Aerodrome Risk

As previously discussed, all stakeholders have a part to play in managing aerodrome
airspace risk. However the aerodrome operator plays a key role. If for example there is a
change in aviation activity such as a new type of activity at an aerodrome which could
affect the existing level of risk, the aerodrome operator should have processes in place to
identify and quantify the change.
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Table 1

International Comparison of Service Options for Aerodrome Airspace
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ATC Tower (Class C) N/A Y Y Y Y

ATC Tower (Class D) N/A Not
Found

Y Y Y

ATC Tower (Class E) N/A N Y Y Y

AFIS (Licensed FIS) N/A Y Y Y Y

CAGRS (Certified FIS) N/A N N Y N

Unicom (3rd Party no FIS) N/A N Y Y Y

CTAF (Radio Required) N/A Y Y Y Y

CTAF (Radio Optional) N/A N Y Y Y

Procedures & local
agreements

N/A Y Y Y Y

G Airspace IFR/IFR Traffic,
known VFR traffic

N/A N Y Y ?

The regulator has on ongoing responsibility for the safety of the aviation system as a
whole. From the regulator’s perspective, there are two distinct aspects. Firstly, there is
the need for ongoing processes to monitor risk in the aviation system and secondly,
arrangements for the management of an aeronautical study at a specific location after the
need for such a study has been identified.

The responsibility may differ at aerodromes where ATS is provided as it is reasonable to
assume the ATS service provider will play a large part in managing airspace risk. At large
international airports the responsibility may rest almost entirely with the ATS service
provider.
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5.4 Monitoring of Aerodrome Airspace Risk

The management of aerodrome airspace risk requires ongoing monitoring to identify
significant changes which may require further study or action. As a matter of due diligence
an aerodrome operator, or the provider of air traffic services when they are present, should
have processes place to:

 Establish the current risk level for operations in the aerodrome’s airspace;

 Meet their due diligence obligations by evaluating options for reducing that risk
(cost benefit);

 Have processes in place to monitor changes and emerging risks such as :

o Growth in aviation activity;
o Significant changes in the type of operation (such as the introduction of jet

services);
o Feedback from compliance audits;
o Trends in aviation safety incidents; and
o Analysing reports from concerned operators.

It is possible that aerodrome operators do not have access to all of the above data and it
may be necessary to ensure data is made available to the operator. An approach already
in use at some aerodromes is the formation of an operational safety committee, usually
facilitated by the aerodrome operator, which includes all major operators at the
aerodrome. This committee should meet regularly to identify emerging risks and possible
solutions. They should provide the aerodrome operator with advice on safety trends which
the aerodrome operator should act on.

The regulator also has the statutory responsibility to monitor the safety health of the
aviation sector. It must have processes in place to monitor aerodrome airspace, identify
potential risks areas and to provide infrastructure support: It should work cooperatively
with aerodrome operators to address issues it identifies as potential safety threats through:

 Ongoing monitoring of aerodromes for changing or emerging risks :

o Reviewing aviation activity level changes;
o Using intelligence from compliance audits;
o Aviation safety incident reports; and
o Verified reports of safety concerns from concerned parties in the aviation

industry

 Development, and propagation of documents defining the processes to be
followed in the management and assessment of aerodrome airspace risk;

 Training of CAA staff and industry members in the preparation of aeronautical
studies;

 Establishment of CAA/industry consultative forums such as Hazops committees.
These might take the form of local operator safety forums. Models which may
be appropriate are in place at locations such as Ardmore, Queenstown and
Taupo. CAA Field Advisors could be used as ex-officio members of the
committees to provided guidance and support.
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A diagram depicting a possible process to monitor specific locations is attached at
Appendix 7.

5.5 Base lining of Aerodrome Airspace Risk

An estimation of the current airspace risk at New Zealand aerodromes may be useful in
identifying those that need urgent examination. When this has been completed, there will
be a need for an ongoing monitoring programme using appropriate triggers to identify any
changes to the risk levels

The CAA has developed an aerodrome complexity evaluator (“ACE”) which could be used
to produce an initial priority table of aerodromes which may require an aeronautical study.
The Aerodrome Complexity Evaluator attempts to quantify, for individual aerodromes, the
complexity of the environment for a pilot. The underlying assumption is that there is a
direct correlation between complexity, pilot workload, and ultimately, the need for services
that assist the pilot. The system considers a number of key factors contributing to
complexity, such as traffic density, airspace and traffic diversity, and grades each
according to the conditions prevailing at the aerodrome. The resulting indices take into
account how the various factors may differ for VFR and IFR operations, and also allows
the effect of air traffic services to be assessed.

ACE may also be a tool for ongoing monitoring.

The assessment of aerodrome airspace risk at New Zealand aerodromes should be a
three step process:

a. Agree in consultation with Airways Corporation those aerodromes where it can
reasonably be assumed Airways take prime (but not sole) responsibility for
managing airspace risk. In the view of the study team this should include all
aerodromes where Airways provide an ATS.

b. Identify those aerodromes where regular air transport aircraft operations do not
occur. These aerodromes do not carry a significant public risk and, in the view
of the study team, can be excluded unless the public risk materially changes.

c. Prioritise the remaining aerodromes in order of perceived level of concern. This
could be done by:

 Surveying users and other stakeholders;

 Applying ACE;

 Reviewing incident reports and audit findings; and

 Determining if certain activities know to present a higher level of airspace
risk exist at the aerodrome, e.g. parachute dropping, extensive NORDO
operations.

A diagram depicting a possible process to prioritise locations is attached at Appendix 7.
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5.6 Development of Documentation on the Preparation of Aeronautical Studies

It will be essential for CAA to develop acceptable means of compliance and/or guidance
material on how to conduct, prepare and present aeronautical studies relating to
aerodrome airspace risk. This would include a detailed explanation of the relative risk
model. This documentation, best provided in the form of an Advisory Circular, should be
sufficiently comprehensive that the manager of a small aerodrome can, together with a risk
adviser, prepare a robust study which can be reviewed by the CAA without the need for
extensive changes.

Similar AC material exists for the preparation of aerodrome expositions and obstruction
surveys although in the case of aerodrome airspace risk more technical data on risk may
be necessary.

This AC could most readily be developed as part of the first application of the model
through documentation of the process from the selection of the initial aerodrome to the
completion of the aeronautical study.

5.7 Training

It may not be necessary for individual aerodrome managers to be trained in the
preparation of aeronautical studies as this is not a task any one manager would be
preforming regularly. An appreciation of the purpose, scope, preparation and content of a
study would be worthwhile but it is probably sufficient to provide this in the guidance
material.

CAA staff will need training and again this could best be provided by “hands on”
involvement in the preparation of the initial study or studies. Although the primary
responsibility to prepare a study rests with the aerodrome operator it is envisaged that a
participative and open approach would be taken that would include CAA. Longer term
CAA participation in the preparation of a study may be normally via the local Flight Safety
Adviser, but initially could include Aeronautical Services staff.

5.8 Location Specific Aerodrome Airspace Management

When it is decided that an aeronautical study is needed at an aerodrome the first question
is, who does it? A study and the associated risk modelling require a reasonable level of
familiarity with the evaluation system and a good understanding of airspace management.
Some aerodromes may have this expertise and may wish, with the assistance of guidance
material such as an Advisory Circular, to undertake the exercise themselves. Others may
wish to manage the process but contract risk professionals to undertake the technical
aspects. Some however may feel that they do not have the necessary background and
may ask CAA to do the study on their behalf. Given the transparency of the model if the
process is followed, all of these options are feasible.

6. THE CANADIAN MODEL

Aeronautical studies are conducted in accordance with Canadian Risk Standard Q850.
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They begin with the issuance of formal terms of reference (see Review of Air Navigation
Services Mackenzie River and Liard River Areas of the Northwest Territories) then follow a
standard process:

Consideration of all relevant factors, including traffic volume, mix and distribution, weather,
airport role, airport and airspace configuration, surface activity and the efficiency
requirements of operators using the service. The scope of studies can range from minor
adjustments to airspace boundaries to an examination of the impacts of replacing an
airport control service with another form of service, introducing a new service, or
terminating a service completely.

The above is a comprehensive framework that involves full consultation with those
affected by changes to air navigation services so that all potential effects of a proposed
change on those who use the services can be fully understood.

Consultation with stakeholders formally occurs following the preliminary analysis phase
when issues and impacts of a proposed service change are reviewed. However
stakeholders may share their views and concerns at any time during a study. Consultation
helps confirm or disprove assumptions made during the preliminary analysis and validates
customer issues.

The aeronautical study process provides a systematic methodology for analysing complex
issues using a risk management approach. Risk analysis includes the identification of
exposures to risk, and the identification and evaluation of alternative strategies for
reducing or eliminating losses. Perception and communications issues that affect risk
decisions are also fully assessed.

Once an aeronautical study is completed, it is forwarded to Nav Canada’s senior
management and the Board of Directors for approval. The Ministry of Transport reviews
Nav Canada’s aeronautical studies as per section 806.02 (2) of the Canadian Aviation
Regulations, to assess "whether the risk to aviation safety would be unacceptably
increased by a proposed termination or reduction in the level of air navigation service".

An aeronautical study consists of a six-step process: initiation, preliminary analysis, risk
estimation, risk evaluation, risk control and action/monitoring. How this could apply in the
New Zealand context is described below.

7. PROPOSED NEW ZEALAND MODEL

7.1 Step 1: Initiation

Given that a concern such as a significant change in aviation activity has been identified
through the ongoing monitoring processes, an aeronautical study will be initiated.
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The initial step is based on the of the initiation phase in the Canadian model:

 The proponent1 develops a Terms of Reference for the aeronautical study;

 Discusses and agrees the Terms of Reference with the CAA; and

 CAA agrees with the proponent on a point of contact for the aeronautical study.

7.2 Step 2: Analysis & Risk Evaluation

Actioning of the aeronautical study. This is the equivalent to steps 2 through 5 in the
Canadian model:

 The core of this process is the application of the risk model;

 Undertaking a cost benefit analysis using the output of the risk model and an
independent estimates of the costs involved; and

 Production of a report with recommendations.

7.3 Step 3 Action & Monitoring

Actioning of the recommendations. Equivalent of step 6 of the Canadian model:

 Report reviewed by CAA technical experts. The review should concentrate on
compliance with the published process and the adequacy of the evidence used;

 The CAA requests any evidence, clarifications or further analysis it considers
necessary;

 The CAA meets with the proponent and any other interested parties to discuss
the draft recommendations. The proponent and/or other interested parties could
make any dissenting view known;

 If any changes are necessary to the certification of the aerodrome, the Director
makes a decision based on the above evidence. The Director may wish to put
conditions (such as annual reviews) in any such approval; and

 Ongoing monitoring of the location.

A diagram depicting a possible aeronautical study process is attached at Appendix 7.

1 The proponent is the party initiating the study. Normally this would be the aerodrome operator, but it could be
the ATS provider or the CAA itself
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7.4 Initiation of an Aeronautical Study

When an aerodrome has been identified as requiring an aeronautical study, formal terms
of reference will be developed by the proponent. The terms of reference should address
the following:

 Purpose, description of the objectives of the study;

 Scope, what will be studied and outputs to be produced;

 Methodology;

 Human Resources, resources required including description of skills and
experience;

 Work Plan, may be developed at the initial team meeting;

 Aeronautical study team members, nomination of individuals to undertake the
project, skills and experience should match requirements of Item 5 above;

 Consultation, list of stakeholders to be consulted; and

 Who will make the decision on implementation of any recommendations arising
from the study?

The terms of reference will then be passed to the CAA for agreement. When agreed, the
proponent will initiate the next step of the aeronautical study process.

CAA will nominate an officer as the primary contact point for the study. If the study is
complex, a CAA team may be required to oversee the study.

7.5 Consultation Process: Stakeholders to be Included

All overseas administrations studied in this review placed great importance on consultation
with industry stakeholders. Many found consultation with the broad spectrum of general
aviation interests challenging. Consultation takes place at both national and local levels
and is seen as vital to the acceptance of the outcome.

New Zealand has several peak aviation bodies with which it can consult (AIA, AOPA and
the Aerodrome Association). Such bodies will be involved in consultation over the
aeronautical study methodology and may wish to keep a watching brief over individual
studies on behalf of their members. However, they may not need to be formally involved
in the detail of each implementation.

The methodology under development by this project stresses the importance of
consultation at national and local levels. The terms of reference document will identify
stakeholders to be consulted prior to the commencement of the study.

It is essential to both the validity of the aeronautical study and the acceptance of its
findings that consultation be as wide as reasonably possible. It is not envisaged that
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consultation would involve the general public but would certainly involve:

 Regular air transport operators at the aerodrome;

 Local commercial fixed base operators such as helicopter operators, flying
schools, aircraft maintenance organisations, parachute operators;

 Recreational operators such as aero clubs, private owners and gliders;

 Aerodrome owner(s) if distinct from the operator;

 The CAA, probably via the local Flight Safety Adviser;

 Airways Corporation, if providing or likely to provide an ATS at the aerodrome or
if controlled airspace is in close vicinity to the aerodrome;

 The New Zealand Airline Pilots Association.

7.6 Using the Risk Model

With the terms of reference in place, the preliminary work of gathering data for the risk
model can commence.

7.6.1 Data Requirements and Sources

Several data sets will be developed for use in the risk modelling. They will be
derived from several sources, in particular, key stakeholders as discussed
below.

7.6.2 Expert Judgement Panels

The aerodrome airspace collision risk model has been developed through
consultation with the stakeholders and reflects their views regarding aerodrome
airspace collision risk. It assumes a generative approach with aerodrome
airspace class users as, to be successful, it requires the constructive and
robust input from users (R2A Paper 6.0). If aerodrome safety committees are
established, they may form a nucleus of expertise which can be drawn upon.

In this context “a generative approach” is one where the experts or facilitators
do not impose their views on the local operators but rather help them come to
an agreed position on the actual threats at the location.

7.6.3 Data Inputs to the Model

The following section summaries the key data inputs for the model. An
explanation of all inputs is included on the Jet sheet (page 3) in the template
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model as attached in R2A Paper Appendix E.

Each of the aerodrome airspace classes is required to enter the number of
entry, exit and transit movements per year at the aerodrome under
consideration. A success probability for each of the barriers (barrier
effectiveness) relevant to that particular class is then determined for each of
the aerodrome airspace entry, exit and transit movements. It is noted that if
ATC is not present then the success probability is zero (default value).

The aerodrome airspace operational loss of control is then determined by
summing the contribution of all the threat scenarios and barriers. This is an
estimate by the aerodrome airspace classes of the likelihood (per annum) that
two craft will be in a conflict situation that requires one craft to take evasive
action.

The collision envelope loss of control is then calculated by multiplying the
aerodrome airspace loss of control point total by the evasion barrier failure
probability. This is an estimate by the aerodrome airspace classes of the
likelihood (per annum) that the collision envelope of one craft will touch another
craft.

Based on previous risk work in the aviation industry the ratio of misses to
collisions for jets is between 99 and 999 to 1. Taking this chance (or luck)
barrier into consideration, the likelihood of a collision can then be determined
(R2A Paper 5.2).

The consequence of two craft colliding depends on the class of aircraft
involved. For the collision, the model assumes that both craft are fully loaded
with the maximum number of persons on board and all person on board are at
risk. For example, if two jets collide with a maximum capacity of 145 then 290
persons are at risk. This calculation is completed on sheet 2 of the template
workbook.

7.6.4 Data outputs from the model

The model estimates three key values; the aerodrome airspace loss of control
point, the loss of control point of the collision envelope of one craft touching
another craft and a value for persons at risk. The values from the calculation
completed based on representative data for Timaru Aerodrome (see R2A
Paper Appendix D) appears not inconsistent with other collision risk work by
CAA (R2A Paper 5.3).

7.6.5 Preliminary findings

The model calibration using some Timaru data (see Appendix D of the R2A
Report) suggests that the results are consistent with other CAA studies.
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7.6.6 Consultation with Stakeholders

Detailed consultation at the location would be by way of generative interviews
with individuals then workshops to the whole stakeholder group. The generic
model would be used to assess baseline risk at the location under existing
operations. After suitably calibration, the workshops would identify the change
in risk brought about by the change in aeronautical activity. The effect of the
introduction of appropriate threat barriers would then be estimated.

Full details of the interviews, views expressed and the debate at the workshop
would be included in the completed aeronautical study.

7.6.7 Implementation

Section 8 of this report provides a possible implementation programme which
CAA may wish to consider.

7.6.8 Regulatory Impact Statement

Some jurisdictions (including Australia) require a Regulatory Impact Statement
(RIS) to be developed prior to a decision to introduce or amend regulations. A
RIS discusses issues such as: current assessed risk levels, the shift in relative
risk, stakeholder views as to whether there needs to be a risk response, if so
what mitigation options are available and their likely impact (on airlines, charter
operations, sports and recreation bodies, airport managers, the surrounding
community, costs and benefits, implementation strategy, and compliance
monitoring.

7.6.9 The Regulatory Decision

When the aeronautical study is complete, it may be necessary for the CAA to
review it then make a regulatory decision on its implementation. This may be
required in the following situations:

 CAA has specifically required a study to be conducted;

 the study has been initiated because some trigger level has been
exceeded; or

 the study recommends a reduction in the current level of ATS provided;

 any change to the categorisation of airspace; and

 any proposal requiring a change to the AIP.

In such cases the proponent of the aeronautical study would provide CAA with
the study for review. CAA would:
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 assess the study against the terms of reference;

 assess the study against the published process;

 review the evidence presented for completeness; and

 request any additional evidence or information it considers relevant.

CAA would then provide the proponent with an assessment of the study, and
allow the proponent and other interested parties to make submissions on the
assessment.

The Director would then make a regulatory decision based on all the evidence
available to him.

In other situations the proponent would forward the study to CAA for
information prior to implementing the recommendations.

7.7 Users Guide

As previously discussed, it is recommended that an Advisory Circular be developed as a
guide to users. It should explain both the institutional arrangements and the model itself.
An explanation of all inputs is included on the Jet sheet (page 3) in the template model as
attached in R2A Paper Appendix E.

7.8 Case Study Review

Two model development studies were undertaken. The first, Gisborne involved on-site
interviews with stakeholders and developed the preliminary model. The second, a desk-
top study of Timaru, was used to develop the generic model and test the concepts. A full
on-site study at a suitable location is suggested prior to a full roll out of the aerodrome
airspace risk assessment system.

7.8.1 Gisborne

With the assistance of local stakeholders, threat scenarios and threat barrier
diagrams were developed. Possible barriers were then explored. A full
description of the Gisborne study is at R2A Paper Appendix C.

The following outcomes were identified:

 Once the legal loss of control is reached and the collision envelopes of
two aircraft touch, there are only two possible outcomes modelled. Either
there is a near miss or a collision with fatalities expected;

 With the 10 user groups currently identified, up to 55 collision pair types
are possible. With 5 user groups (an expected number for regional
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airports) 15 collision pair types are expected; and

 In the first instance the fatalities per collision pair will be assessed on the
maximum persons on board for the aircraft types. The ratio of the
collision pair types will be initially determined by the ratios of the
annualised movements of the types of aircraft and activities as reported
by the airspace user groups (R2A Paper Appendix C 5.4).

7.8.2 Timaru

The Timaru model development review built on the Gisborne work and is
described in the R2A Paper 3.4. Representative aerodrome airspace movements
for aircraft user classes were used with relevant barrier success probabilities. The
preliminary results are shown as Appendix D of the R2A Report. This enabled the
completion of the generic model developed at Gisborne by R2A and provided a
reality check on the utility of the results the model may provide. The feeling of that
workshop was that the model seemed to 'make sense'.

8. IMPLEMENTATION AND TRANSITION

This project has developed a generic model for identifying aerodrome airspace relative
risk. The model is the core of an aerodrome airspace aeronautical study and is given
effect by carrying out a study. To implement the model several additional steps are
required:

 Acceptance by CAA of the proposed aeronautical study process described in
this report as well as the model itself;

 Development of an industry discussion paper outlining the proposed
aeronautical study process and the risk model. In particular the paper should
address potential areas of industry concern such as CAA review and the
responsibilities of the proponent;

 Development of guidance material, through the preparation and issue an
Advisory Circular;

 Training of key staff in CAA and industry; and

 Amendment of CAA Rules as discussed in section 9.1 below.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The supporting processes and the aerodrome airspace risk model described in this report
address the due diligence obligations of key stakeholders and propose a process which is
both transparent and draws on the expertise of those operators with the most intimate
knowledge of operations in the airspace in question. There will often be a debate over the
practical needs of operators and the statutory requirements of the regulator. Such issues
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are best resolved by open and constructive consultation.

While in most cases the aeronautical study would be undertaken or managed by the
aerodrome operator, there may be occasions where the aerodrome operator may wish
CAA to undertake the study on their behalf. CAA must also reserve the right to conduct a
study or have the aerodrome operator conduct a study if they have valid safety concerns
and Rule 139 may need amendment to address this.

There is a raft of options that may be used as barriers to counter threats in aerodrome
airspace. They range from local procedures through to the introduction of air traffic
control. The proposed model is based on the solution being commensurate with the risk.

9.1 Legislation and Policy

As discussed in the CAA Policy Paper (2005) and reviewed in Section 3 of this report,
there are gaps in Rule Part 139 whereby the Director does not have authority over an
aerodrome unless it is certificated. There are also no agreed trigger points or means of
assessing risk. In the short term the approach proposed in this report, which relies
extensively on consultation, should minimise the potential for disputes. However,
amendments to Rule 139 should be considered as a means of formalising the situation.

Rule 139.113 is written in terms of the provision of an ATS. A more flexible approach
which allows for other solutions that provide an appropriate response to the level of risk
would be more practical.

Rule Parts 12 or 139 do not require an aerodrome operator to provide aerodrome
movement data to the regulator. Such data is essential to effective regulatory oversight.

Rule Part 12 limits the requirement to report airspace incidents to a Part 172 certificate
holder. There is no requirement for an aerodrome certificate holder to report any airspace
incidents of which the operator may become aware. This places total reliance on pilots to
report as aircraft incidents any aerodrome airspace incidents that they may be involved
with at aerodromes where an ATS certificated under Part 172 is not provided.

It is suggested that CAA consider amending Rules and policies to reflect the following
recommendations:

Recommendation 1

The CAA considers reviewing their Rule 139 and the supporting policy to make aerodrome
operators the primary proponents of aeronautical studies. This may be by including it in
the requirement for Safety Management Systems such that managing aerodrome airspace
risk becomes part of an aerodrome SMS unless ATS is in place at the airport.

Recommendation 2

That the CAA consider amending Rule Part 139 to provide the Director with the authority
to require any aerodrome operator to prepare an Aeronautical Study on the aerodrome’s
airspace risk if, in the opinion of the Director, there are factors or evidence that reasonably
suggest operational risks exist at that aerodrome that require management by the
aerodrome operator.
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and

provide the Director of Civil Aviation with a reserve power to undertake or commission an
aeronautical study if there are verified safety concerns for that aerodrome airspace.

Recommendation 3

The CAA considers reviewing the criteria in Appendix I of the CAA Policy paper to provide
a broader method of establishing if an aeronautical study is required, and publishing these
criteria in an Advisory Circular

Recommendation 4

If the CAA wishes to make use of target levels of safety in some situations, it considers
adopting those used by overseas as discussed in Section 2.1.6.

Recommendation 5

That CAA considers adopting a graduated response to the management of aerodrome
airspace risk. There should be an examination of the full range of options to address an
identified risk with ATS implementation reserved for the higher risk areas.

Recommendation 6

That CAA considers developing and publishing guidance material for the conduct of an
aeronautical study to assess the level of aerodrome airspace risk.

Recommendation 7

That if not already in place, the CAA considers establishing by means of ACE, user
surveys, consultation with bodies such as NZALPA, review of occurrence data,
assessment of known risk factors, or a combination of all, a shortlist of aerodromes where
aerodrome airspace risk warrants the preparation of an Aeronautical Study. This would
require the development of the list, consultation with the industry on the list, a process to
review the list (including changes to it) at regular intervals and formal advice to the Director
on emerging safety concerns.

Recommendation 8

The CAA considers amending the Rules to require aerodrome operators (whether
certificated or not) to collect appropriate movement statistics and provide them to CAA.

9.2 Initiation and Conduct of an Aeronautical Study

Recommendation 9

The CAA considers making the use of Terms of Reference (similar to those used in
Canada) an integral part of an aeronautical study.
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Recommendation 10

The CAA considers requiring aerodrome operators to establish an aerodrome airspace
safety committee (where one does not already exist) to assist in the identification of
emerging risks and processes to manage such risks.

9.3 The Next Steps

This report provides the basis for the implementation of an aerodrome airspace risk model
in New Zealand. It is suggested that the following steps should be undertaken (not
necessarily in the order shown):

1. CAA reviews their aerodrome airspace policy and issue a discussion paper to
industry. This paper will outline the updated policy and the overall
methodology to be used to evaluate aerodrome airspace risk.

2. Conduct an initial aeronautical study to trial the process and model. This would
probably be more effective and efficient if it is conducted at a location where
there is no controversy. This exercise will also provide a training opportunity
for CAA staff and industry representatives.

3. Building on the experience gained in Step 2 above, issue an Aeronautical
Circular defining the process and providing guidance in its application.

.
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 
The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (CAA) issued a Request for Proposal to develop 
and propose standards and practices for the management of aerodrome airspace risk on 
the 26th of February 2007. The Ambidji Group Pty. Ltd. responded to the Request for 
Proposal and was selected as the successful tenderer. 
 

2 BACKGROUND 
 
The project scope as defined in the CAA Request for Proposal is as follows: 
 

 Development of a detailed project plan 
 
 Review of current policy for the provision of ATS at aerodromes and amendments as 

necessary to reflect the project objective 
 
 Determination of acceptable levels of aerodrome airspace safety 
 
 Determination of aeronautical study methodology 
 
 Development of aeronautical study “triggers and/or filtering tools or models, and 
 
 Validation of the proposed process through the conduct of an aeronautical study. 

 
In their response to the CAA Request for Proposal, Ambidji proposed a five phase project 
with the following deliverables: 
 

 Phase 1 (Research Phase) 
o Deliverable 1 Project Plan/Briefing Sheet on all findings and stakeholder 

issues 
 

 Phase 2 (Comparative Analysis) 
o Deliverable 2 Briefing paper on existing models highlighting strengths and 

weaknesses of each model and its suitability for deployment within the New 
Zealand regulatory environment. 

 
 Phase 3 (Development of Aeronautical Study Methodology) 

o Deliverable 3 Presentation of preliminary model for CAA review 
 

 Phase 4 (Model Validation and stakeholder presentation) 
o Deliverable Draft aeronautical study 
 

 Phase 5 (Final Review and Presentation) 
o Deliverable 5  Presentation of final review and agreed model. 
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3 INITIAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONTRACT FINALISATION 
 
Following notification that they had been selected as the successful tenderer, preliminary 
discussions took place between CAA and Ambidji.  As a result of these discussions it was 
agreed that: 
 

 Ambidji would review its proposal to ensure that resources were focussed on 
extensive and meaningful consultation with stakeholders 

 
 The project would kick off in Wellington on 15 May 2007 with an initial briefing of the 

process with CAA executives and legal representations.  Follow up work will continue 
for the remainder of that week 

 
 It was agreed that Government, the Ministry of Transport and the Authority are 

aware of the project and that a specific briefing was not required at this stage 
 

 The primary direct consultation with stakeholders will take place in New Zealand 
during the week commencing 4 June 2007 

 
 CAA will consider forming a small advisory Steering Group.  This group will ensure 

ongoing visibility and provide industry comment on the effectiveness of the model. 
 
At the initial meeting and subsequent contract finalisation meetings it was agreed that: 
 

 The “due diligence” approach to aerodrome airspace risk management would be 
used 

 Gisborne aerodrome would be used as a development site.  It was suggested that 
Taupo aerodrome should also be examined as a validation site 

 CAANZ will consider forming a small stakeholder consultation group 

 The CAANZ project sponsor is Graeme Harris 

 CAANZ staff Terry Curtis, Merv Falconer, Alan Roberts and Mike Haines will be 
involved in the project 

 CAANZ will provide their complexity model and Gisborne specific data. 

4 PROPOSED PROJECT PLAN 
 
 
Based on the proposal request and response as well as the subsequent discussions 
between Ambidji and CAA, the following tasks are proposed in order to deliver the 5 phases 
outlined in section 2.0 above: 
 

 Development of a briefing paper prior to the initial inception meeting (15 May 2007).  
This will outline the different aerodrome risk management process currently being 
used around the world.  Based on this initial desktop review, the proposed process to 
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be adopted for the aerodrome airspace risk review for New Zealand will be outlined, 
highlighting how the Civil Aviation Authority can demonstrate diligence if it adopts 
such a process. 

 
 The initial inception meeting between CAA and Ambidji in Wellington will continue for 

the remainder of the week to allow: 
 

o Briefing of CAA executives and legal representatives on the proposed review 
methodology including explanation of the appropriateness of threat barrier 
diagrams in demonstrating due diligence. It is essential that CAA understand 
and accept this approach 

o CAA to brief Ambidji on the history of aerodrome airspace risk management 
in NZ and their expectations of the project 

o Discussion on a graduated approach to airspace risk and identification of 
internationally recognised good practice control solutions.  For instance 
alternatives such as procedures or MBZ could be considered as mitigators 
prior to consideration of ATS 

o Planning for consultation with industry and preparation of a draft list of 
interested parties 

o Discussion and determination of the location of the validation trial 
o Finalisation of the project schedule 
o Preparation of a generic list of aerodrome hazards and good practice 

aerodrome control options such as ATC, Flight Service, Certified Air Ground 
Radio Services, MBZs, unicoms and CTAFs.  

o Initial meetings with CAANZ staff, AIA and NZAA. 
 
 During the week of 4 June, it is proposed that initial briefings be given to key 

stakeholders.  Key stakeholders will be invited to a consultation meeting in 
Wellington.   This briefing will give them an overview of the proposed strategy and an 
opportunity to make any comments they wish. 

 The remainder of the week will take place at the selected trial location. It is 
suggested that the initial model should be developed for this location.  This will be 
done in two parts : 

o The first will be a series of generative interviews with the various relevant 
stakeholders to collect information regarding the issues at the selected trial 
location and more importantly existing controls and possible additional 
controls that can be considered to mitigate the identified hazards.  We would 
expect the relevant stakeholders for this part of the exercise to generally be 
location specific 

o Secondly, stakeholder input will be brought together and a preliminary model 
developed.  This preliminary model will then be presented to stakeholders at 
the end of the week.  

 
 R2a and other project staff are happy to work out of hours if this can make the 

consultation process more effective by capturing a wider group of stakeholders. 
 
This process will provide a sound basis to further develop the model on a generic basis and 
allow an initial expert calibration of trials, barrier effectiveness and outcomes.  It is then 
expected that the generic model will be presented to stakeholders. 
 
In addition, a hazardous scenario completeness check will also be done to confirm that all 
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credible, critical hazards have been identified.  Information will be collected from history, 
arrivals and departures mapping and generative interviews with key stakeholders. 
 
Further consultation with local interests will be undertaken as per the requirements of the 
model. 
 

5 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 
 
 
Stakeholder consultation is a critical aspect in the development of a successful aerodrome 
risk model. Stakeholder identification will be undertaken in close consultation with the CAA.  
 
As the Client and major stakeholder, some time will be spend with the CAA assessing its 
degree of risk exposure, scope for developing policy solutions, its internal capability for 
performing aeronautical studies using the methodology developed and other relevant 
factors.  
 
The Ministry of Transport, representing the Minister as “owner’ of the CAA rules must also 
be kept abreast of progress and emerging issues. The CAA will advise the project team 
when it wishes any briefing to take place. 
 
In addition to the CAA, key organizations (as discussed above) are expected to include the 
Aviation Industry Association, Airways Corporation of New Zealand, Aircraft Owners and 
Pilots Association, representative pilot organizations, airport representative organisations 
and individual airports which are of particular interest. They will be contacted directly for 
their comments relating to the identification of specific aerodrome airspace risks and other 
safety threats as well as possible controls and mitigations. 
 
Of particular interest are smaller airports that lack an ATS such as Taupo, Wanaka, Milford 
Sound (which has Flight service), Timaru, Kaikoura, Paraparaumu, Ardmore and the users 
of those airports. These airports may present a significant risk and, subject to resource 
constraints, may be visited so that the team can observe and validate the perceived risks 
first hand and also discuss these risks with local airport operators and airspace users in 
more detail.  
 
In addition to the briefings outlined above, interested parties will consulted where necessary 
through follow up meetings and discussions on the section of the final report summarising 
the consultative process and conclusions reached. 
 

6 CONSULTATION GROUP 
 
CAANZ will consider establishing a consultation group with representatives from AIA, ALPA, 
NZAA for ongoing industry consultation after the project is completed. 
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7 SCHEDULE 
 
 
Week by Week Activity Schedule 
 
 
Week 1 May 14 - May 18 
 
15/16 Meetings and Briefings CAA Wellington  BJ/RG/RR/GF/DP 

Discussions AIA, NZAA    RG/DP/GF 
 List of generic controls    RG/DP/GF 
17 Follow up meetings CAA if required    RG/DP 

Plan development     RG/DP 
18 Closing meeting CAA     RG 
 
 Delivery of project Plan (deliverable 1) 
 
 
Week 2 May 21 - May 25 
 
21/25 Good Practice Briefing Paper (deliverable 2)    RG/GF 
 Contact National and local stakeholders    DP 
 Consultation session (5/6) agenda & background information GF  
 
 
Week 3 May 28 - June 1 
 
Preparation for development site     RG/DP/RR/GF 
 
 
Week 4 June 4  - June 8 
 
4 Queens Birthday 
5 9am – 1pm National Consultation session (Wellington) RG/GF/RR/DP 
6 Gisborne Consultation & Generative interviews  RG/GF/RR/DP 
7 Model development and Industry presentation (pm)  RG/GF/RR/DP 
8 Briefing and feedback to CAA Wellington (am)  RG/GF/RR/DP 
 
 
Week 5 June 11 - June 15 
 
15 Deliverable 2 to CAA Good Practice Paper   RG 

(International Comparative Analysis)  
  

 Deliverable 3 to CAA Preliminary model   RG 
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Week 6 & 7 June 18 - June 22, June 25 – June 29 
 
Write up of Aeronautical Study & Generic Model   RR/GF 
 
 
Week 8 July 2  - July 6 
 
Develop draft final report      RG/DP 
 
6 Deliverable 4 to CAA Draft Aeronautic Study & generic model 
 
 
Week 9 July 9  -  July 13 
 
Consultation with CAA and stakeholders (Wellington)  RG/DP/RR/GF 
 
 
Week 10 July 16  - July 20 
 
16-20 Finalise Report & delivery to CAA    RG/DP 
 
20 Deliverable 5 to CAA Final Report    RG 
 
 

8 FINAL REPORT 
 
A final report will be produced to complete the project.  It will include an appendix containing 
the final validated methodology. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (CAA) issued a Request for Proposal to
develop and propose standards and practices for the management of aerodrome
airspace risk on the 26 February 2007. The Ambidji Group Pty. Ltd. responded to the
Request for Proposal and was selected as the successful tenderer. It was agreed that a
review of overseas good practice in aerodrome airspace risk would be developed as part
of the contract. This review examines practices used by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation, as the body that sets international standards, and five leading aviation
States - The European Union (Eurocontrol), the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and
the United States of America. It then briefly reviews policy implications for New Zealand
and makes some initial recommendations, which will be further developed in the final
project report.

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) through Annex 11 and associated
documents sets guidelines for airspace management. There is, however, no standard
method of airspace administration although some common threads are evident. In most
administrations, airspace policy and regulatory functions are distinct and separate from
safety regulatory functions. In Europe they are in separate organisations. The United
Kingdom has both functions within the CAA (UK) but segregated at Board level. Australia
will shortly have the airspace regulatory function residing within CASA but reporting
directly to the CEO, while Canada has both functions within Transport Canada. America
has both safety and airspace regulatory functions within the same office of the Federal
Aviation Administration and is the only State to also have the air traffic service provider
within the same organisation.

There are formal processes in place in all administrations to manage changes to
aerodrome airspace. They provide a policy and infrastructure framework within which
qualitative and quantitative risk evaluation tools can be applied. Components of this
framework include both national and local consultation programmes and ongoing risk
review mechanisms such as Hazops Committees. Meaningful consultation is viewed by
all as critical to the success of any airspace change process. All administrations have
developed, or are in the process of developing, a “risk management toolbox” for use in
aeronautical studies.

Some administrations publish traffic criteria that trigger a review of service levels through
an aeronautical study. This is a more sustainable approach than making changes to
service levels solely on traffic volumes. An aeronautical study will, for instance, take into
account a wide range of location specific criteria including the mix of aviation activities,
terrain, weather and airspace complexity.

Several administrations publish Target Levels of Safety (TLS). These are usually
generic, rather than specific, to aerodrome airspace risk but can still provide useful
guidance. The summary table in Section 6 of this review provides a comparison of
trigger points and target levels of safety.

In the main, ATS providers or airline/airport operators are usually the proponents for
aeronautical studies. The role of the regulator is to review, then approve, the studies. In
certain cases, the regulator may undertake a study if they consider it necessary in the
interest of safety, with some taking steps to ensure that the study is reviewed and
approved by an independent party.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Professor James Reason, writing on aviation accident investigation, devotes a
chapter to a discussion of the role of the regulator. He observes that “the regulator’s
lot is not a happy one”. He then considers the environment in which an aviation
regulator exists and the conflicting expectations which act upon a regulatory
administration.

This review of international good practice in aerodrome airspace risk management
will examine the various risk management techniques and paradigms in use by
leading aviation administrations and will also discuss how overseas experience may
be relevant to New Zealand. It will also highlight the importance of sound policy and
institutional frameworks in achieving effective aviation safety administration.

2. BACKGROUND

The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (CAA) issued a Request for Proposal to
develop and propose standards and practices for the management of aerodrome
airspace risk on the 26 February 2007. The Ambidji Group Pty. Ltd. responded to the
Request for Proposal and was selected as the successful tenderer.

The project scope as defined in the CAA Request for Proposal is as follows:

 Development of a detailed project plan;

 Review of current policy for the provision of ATS at aerodromes and amendments
as necessary to reflect the project objective;

 Determination of acceptable levels of aerodrome airspace safety;

 Determination of aeronautical study methodology;

 Development of aeronautical study “triggers and/or filtering tools or models; and

 Validation of the proposed process through the conduct of an aeronautical study.

3. SCOPE

Aviation policy does not exist in a vacuum; it operates within the confines of the
statues and addresses “real world” issues such as the dichotomy between public and
government safety expectations and the need for an efficient and profitable aviation
industry.
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This review will address aerodrome airspace risk practices in the context of an
overarching policy framework. It examines practices in several major aviation States
then discusses their strengths, weakness and applicability to New Zealand.

It should be noted that this review is based on data and literature that can be readily
accessed through the public domain. The project did not hold discussions with the
aviation regulators mentioned in the paper. In an area evolving as rapidly as
airspace risk management, it is quite possible that administrations have “moved on”
through the development of in-house solutions or tools that are not yet published,
and may not be published due to intellectual property concerns. The findings of this
review should, therefore, be used carefully. CAA NZ, as a regulator may have better
access to confidential data and should cross check any issues that they consider
critical to their decision making.

4. SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGIES USED BY OVERSEAS ADMINISTRATIONS

The management of aerodrome airspace risk around the world must be discussed in
context. States differ in geography, culture, regard for and value of human life and
the maturity of their aviation systems.

This section therefore, examines, the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
as the global body that sets (minimum) standards, a union of independent States (the
European Union), as well as a number of individual States (USA, Canada, the UK
and Australia) that have comparable cultures, values and aviation system maturity to
that of New Zealand. A summary of the key characteristics of each administration
and a comparative table is then developed.

4.1. International Civil Aviation Organisation

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), under the Chicago Convention,
sets the framework and standards for international aviation through a series of
Annexes and Documents. New Zealand, as a signatory to the Convention, should
comply with these standards or formally file a difference with ICAO. The following
Annex and Documents are relevant to airspace design and management.

4.1.1. Annex 11

Section 2.2 states that the objectives of ATS are to:

(a) Prevent collisions between aircraft and between aircraft on the ground
and obstructions;

(b) Maintain an orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic;

(c) To provide aircraft with advice and information required for the safe and
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efficient conduct of flights;

(d) To notify those involved with search and rescue of aircraft in need of this
service and assist them in this task.

Section 2.4 discusses determination of the need for air traffic services and
requires that the following be considered:

(a) The types of traffic involved;

(b) The density of the air traffic;

(c) The meteorological conditions; and

(d) Such other factors as may be relevant.

Section 2.4 goes on to state that due to the number of elements involved it
has not been possible to develop specific data to determine the need for ATS
in a given area or at a given location. For example:

(a) A mix of different types of air traffic, with aircraft of varying speeds
(conventional jets, etc), might necessitate the provision of ATS whereas a
relatively greater density of traffic, where only one type of operation is
involved, would not.

(b) Meteorological conditions might have considerable effect in areas where
there is a constant flow of air traffic (e.g. scheduled traffic), whereas
similar or worse meteorological might be relatively unimportant in an area
where air traffic would be discontinued in such condit ions (e.g. local VFR
flights).

4.1.2. Document 9426: Air Traffic Services Planning Manual

Section 2 Chapter 1 of this document deals with the need for ATS. Section 2,
at 1.1.7 summarises that “[it would appears that] the need for ATS at and in
the vicinity of specific aerodromes can, to a large extent, be determined on a
local or national level and in consultation with the operators concerned up to
the point when those services will have consequences on the en-route flow of
air traffic over a wider area”.

Section 2 at 1.5 describes the progressive development of ATS from
aerodrome flight information service (AFIS) to an aerodrome control service
with varying levels of sophistication. The document states that “at those
aerodromes where traffic tends to concentrate, it would [then] seem
appropriate to establish an AFIS which, in addition to alerting service and
normal FIS, will provide aircraft with detailed information regarding other
traffic operating in the vicinity of the aerodrome so as to permit pilots to
arrange their flights so that safe and expeditious flow of air traffic results”.
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There is no methodology suggested for determining when AFIS is required
other than the subjective assessment of “where traffic tends to congregate”.
The suggested point of step up from AFIS to an aerodrome control service is
also somewhat subjective, 1.5.2 stating “In most cases, fairly early in the
development of traffic at specific aerodromes, the point will be reached where
the responsibility of the arrangement of such a safe and expeditious flow of
traffic can no longer be left to the discretion of individual pilots. This applies
particularly when IFR operations of a commercial nature are conducted at
such aerodromes. However, experience has shown that, if the traffic at a
specific aerodrome is composed largely of pilots who are thoroughly familiar
with the local conditions and their operations consist primarily of VFR flights,
the decision to establish an aerodrome control may not need to be taken as
early as would otherwise have been needed”.

4.1.3. Document 9689 – Manual on Airspace Planning Methodology for the
Determination of Separation Minima

Chapter 5 of this document deals with ICAO’s recommended method for
identifying the method of safety assessment for a proposed system.

Section 5.1 of the document states that the safety of a system depends on a
number of characteristics of the airspace, which need to be identified and
quantified. It goes on to discuss the two basic methods for determining if the
system is acceptably safe viz:

(a) Comparison with a reference system – requires selection of a suitable
reference airspace. Chapter 6 of the document discusses this approach
in more detail.

(b) Evaluation of system risk against a threshold – requires identification and
quantification of all the safety-related characteristics of the system and
development of an explicit relationship between the characteristics and
collision risk. The estimated risk of the system is then compared against
the maximum tolerable risk. Chapter 6 also describes the detail of this
approach.

ICAO considers that, although the evaluation method is likely to be time
consuming and complex, it is the only choice when a radical change is
planned, which has not previously been tried in other regions. It also has the
advantage that once the model is built, it is possible to adjust the parameters
to determine the most appropriate method of achieving the required
improvements in airspace.

ICAO provides a flow diagram to assist in determining which method is most
appropriate for the circumstances.

These approaches have been developed in the context of higher level ATM
issues such as reduced lateral and vertical separation, implementation of
radar airspace etc., but the principles could be applied to aerodrome airspace
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risk assessment.

Annex 9 (The Eurocontrol Hazard/Risk Analysis Methodology) describes
Eurocontrol’s hazard/risk analysis methodology. It is more focused on en
route/high level issues but is still conceptually useful for airport airspace. This
document is discussed more fully in Section 4.2.4, while the complete
document is available at Appendix C.

Annex 10 (Application Of Risk Analysis To Airspace Planning In Australia)
describes quantitative modelling undertaken in Australia in recent years. It
provides a Target Level of Safety value of 1.5 E - 8 fatal accidents due to
collisions per system flight hour. It also acknowledges the need to
demonstrate due diligence. This document is discussed more fully in Section
4.5.4, while the full document is available at Appendix D.

4.1.4. Document 4444 – Procedures for Air navigation Services – Air Traffic
Management

Chapter 2 of this document addresses ATS safety management. Section 2.1
requires States to ensure that the level of ATS and communications,
navigation and surveillance, as well as the ATS procedures applicable to the
airspace or aerodrome concerned, are appropriate and adequate for
maintaining an acceptable level of safety in the provision of the ATS. To
ensure this, the appropriate ATS authority shall implement formal and
systematic safety management programmes for the ATS under its jurisdiction.

This appears to relate more to the requirement to ensure any ATS provided is
suitably safe, rather than whether an ATS is required at a particular location
or area.

Section 2.3 requires, inter alia, a safety assessment in respect of the planned
implementation of airspace re-organisations. This would apply, for example,
to the implementation or withdrawal of controlled airspace around an
aerodrome.

Section 2.6.2 of the document discusses safety significant factors which
include:

(a) Types of aircraft and their performance characteristics, including aircraft
navigation capability;

(b) Traffic densities and distribution;

(c) Airspace complexity;

(d) Aerodrome layout, including runway configurations, runway lengths and
taxiway configuration;

(e) Types if air-ground communications;
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(f) Types and capabilities of surveillance systems; and

(g) Local or regional weather characteristics.

Section 2.7 addresses safety-enhancing measures, but only in very general
terms requiring the ATS authority to implement safety-enhancing measures if
it becomes apparent that the level of safety is not acceptable.

4.1.5. Summary of ICAO Characteristics

Many of the ICAO documents are relatively old, some from the mid 1980s.
They offer a “reference system approach” as well as describing research
undertaken by leading States. They do not have explicit target levels of
safety or trigger points. However, the ICAO document suite does establish
clear guiding principles upon which States may base airspace management.

4.2. European Union (EU), EASA and Eurocontrol

Eurocontrol is the agency tasked with the provision of air traffic services for member
states of the European Union. Eurocontrol is not an aviation regulator; the regulatory
function has recently been ceded by member States to the European Aviation Safety
Authority (EASA).

Europe and Eurocontrol are less relevant than the other States discussed in this
paper as they generally manage only upper airspace. However, Europe is discussed
in some detail as it is becoming one of the two largest aviation administrations in
world aviation, and has recently released some significant documentation on the risk
assessment of airspace.

EASA is the centrepiece of the European Union’s strategy for aviation safety. Its
mission is to promote the highest common standards of safety and environmental
protection in civil aviation. National authorities continue to carry out the majority of
operational tasks such as certification of individual aircraft and the licensing of pilots.
The Agency will continue to develop common safety and environmental rules at the
European level. EASA monitors the implementation of standards through inspections
of Member States and provides technical expertise, training and research. It is also
responsible for type-certification, i.e. the certification of specific models of aircraft,
engines or parts approved for operation in the European Union. The Agency expects
to take over additional regulatory tasks by 2008. In the long-term, it is also likely to
play a key role in the safety regulation of airports and air traffic management
systems.

4.2.1. Outline of Regulatory Structure

EASA became operational in 2003 through a European Parliament and
Council Regulation (1592/2002). As an independent EU body under
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European law, it is accountable to the Member States and the EU institutions.

A Management Board with representatives from the Member States and the
European Commission (EC) manages the Agency’s budget and work
programme. The aviation industry is actively involved in the Agency’s work
through a number of consultative and advisory committees. There is also an
independent Board of Appeal. The EC has established a high level Air Traffic
Management Unit (ATMU) which, to some extent, develops airspace
management policy.

European legislation requires each State to establish a National Supervisory
Authority, usually the Ministry of Transport or the regulator within that State.
This Authority ensures compliance with EC requirements, including the
issuance of certificates to Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSP) on the
basis of common standards. When certified, an ANSP can provide services
in any State and can cross subsidise between tower and enroute services. At
present, certification applies only to upper airspace.

Eurocontrol is the aviation advisor to the EC. The EC has given Eurocontrol a
mandate to advise on airspace design. The initiatives discussed below derive
from this mandate. Eurocontrol cannot enforce any regulation.

4.2.2. European Airspace Policy

The major EC policy initiative is the Single European Sky (SES) concept,
which is under development by the Air Traffic Management Unit.

4.2.3. Consultative Arrangements

Eurocontrol has formal consultative arrangements with civil and military
ANSPs. There are a number of observer groups that include industry groups,
the FAA and some individual airlines. General Aviation (GA) is represented
through the Aircraft Owners’ and Pilots’ Association (AOPA) but it has been
observed that the influence of GA is reducing in Europe due to the capacity
demands of public transport.

The EC has two consultative forums, the SES Committee (Member States
only) and a second industry wide group including IATA and IFATCA. It is also
developing an MoU with the USA. Formation of an independently chaired
industry consultative body including CANSO, IATA, AEA (Association of
European Airports) and IFACTA is under consideration.

4.2.4. Procedures and Design Process

The Eurocontrol Hazard/Risk Analysis Methodology (which has been
incorporated into ICAO documentation) describes Eurocontrol’s hazard/risk
analysis methodology. The methodology focuses on enroute rather than
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aerodrome airspace. There is a formal hazard identification process involving
searches of incident and accident databases, as well as the use of hazard
identification workshops. After analysis, the results are compared to
pre-defined target levels of safety.

As part of a process to develop and manage traffic growth in Europe, several
reviews and working parties have been established.

A 2004 review collected and evaluated techniques and methods capable of
supporting the guidelines of the EATMP Safety Assessment Methodology
(SAM). It identified over 500 techniques being used in nine different
industries. Of the 500 identified, 19 techniques believed to be able to support
the SAM immediately, or in the short term, were selected for further
evaluation including:

 Bow tie analysis (threat barrier analysis);
 Common cause analysis (CCA) or zonal analysis;
 Event tree analysis (ETA);
 External event analysis;
 Failure modes effects and criticality analysis (FMECA);
 Fault tree analysis (FTA);
 Hazard and operability analysis (HazOp);
 Human error assessment and reduction technique (HEART);
 Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM); and
 Use of expert judgement.

This shortlist is consistent with techniques used in Australia and proposed for
New Zealand.

4.2.5. Summary of Key Characteristics

Policy, Regulatory and Service Delivery Structures:

Safety Regulator - EASA

Airspace Regulator - EC/ATMU

Service Delivery - Eurocontrol

Airspace Policy - EC (European Transport Commissioner)

Airspace Change Process

ICAO sanctioned methodology.

Aerodrome airspace change processes are through the individual State’s
administrations. A toolbox of techniques was developed in 2004.
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Decision Criteria

No triggers found. No explicit aerodrome airspace target levels of safety
published but the over-riding European safety objective for the tolerable level
of accidents in controlled airspace is set as 1.55 x E -8 accidents per flight
hour (or 2.31 x E -8 per flight).

Aerodrome Airspace Service Options

Upper airspace only eg. Airways, Permanent Upper Air Routes (UAR),
Conditional Routes (CDRs), Advisory Routes.

Pending Changes/ Improvements

The main change issues surround capacity enhancement, harmonisation and
the Single European Sky programme.

Strengths & Weaknesses

Given that the European environment operates under a significantly different
political structure than State administrations:

Strengths

Segregation of airspace and safety regulatory functions
Single arbiter of airspace policy
Hazard/risk assessment methodology
Toolbox of techniques (qualitative and quantitative).

Weaknesses

Segregation of airspace policy and management between EC and Member
States
Separation of functions between EC and national administrations.

4.3. United Kingdom (UK)

As a member of the European Union, the United Kingdom is in a period of transition
to regulation by the European Aviation Safety Authority (EASA). This adds a level of
complexity to safety regulation in the UK, as it is also moving towards Europe’s
“Single European Sky” objective and the integration of UK airspace with Eurocontrol.

UK legislation is subservient to the EC regulations.

4.3.1. Outline of Regulatory Structure

The Civil Aviation Authority (UK), a public corporation, was established by
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Parliament in 1972 as an independent specialist aviation regulator and
provider of air traffic services. The CAA Board reports through the Ministry of
Transport.

In 2001, there was a separation of the National Air Traffic Services (NATS)
from the CAA. This left the CAA as the UK’s independent aviation regulator,
with all civil aviation regulatory functions (economic regulation, airspace
policy, safety regulation and consumer protection) integrated wi thin a single
specialist body. The Economic Regulation Group within the CAA is influential
in EC policy making and in ensuring that CAA regulations have the
transparency required by the EC.

The UK Government requires that the CAA’s costs are met entirely from its
charges on those whom it regulates. There is no direct Government funding
of the CAA’s work. The Transport Act 2000 allows the Secretaries of
Transport and Defence to make joint directives to CAA.

The UK NATS is a private sector company 49% owned by the government. It
provides air traffic services within the UK.

Within the constraints discussed above, safety regulation in the UK is still
undertaken by the Safety Regulation Group of the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority. As shown below, there is an autonomous Directorate of Airspace
Policy.
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4.3.2. National Airspace Policy

The Directorate of Airspace Policy (DAP) is an independent entity within the
CAA. The Director of the DAP is a CAA Board member and can be issued
with government policy objectives and directives. He has some latitude in
deciding how these can be achieved and has considerable independence in
that he cannot be over-ruled by fellow board members on airspace matters.
SRG staff are not seconded to DAP but do participate in DAP working groups.
Most airspace change proposals either come from NATS, jointly from NATS
and the Ministry of Defence, or from airport owners or operators such as the
British Airports Authority and local councils. DAP reviews submissions and
determines whether they meet its published criteria. It takes into account
both safety and economic factors.

4.3.3. Consultative Arrangements

At the national level, the United Kingdom has a peak consultative body, the
National ATM Advisory Committee, which comprises fifty to sixty people and
organisations.

During an aeronautical study, extensive consultation is built into the change
process described below.

4.3.4. Procedures and Design Process

Airspace within the UK is owned by the State and is regarded as a national
asset. Change proposals address both safety and economic efficiency and
must take environmental considerations into account.

DAP does not monitor facilities or levels of service (some safety monitoring is
carried out by the SRG) – they see the onus being on NATS, aerodrome
owners and operators.

Procedures specified by the DAP for the airspace change process and the
establishment of aerodrome traffic zones are contained in CAP 724 Airspace
Charter1 and its associated Appendix 1.

The party proposing the change must conform to the standard published
process and convince the Director Airspace Policy, of the need for, and merits
of, the proposed change. The seven stage process is outlined below:

 Framework Briefing
 Proposal Development
 Preparing for Consultation

1 Link to CAP 724 Airspace Charter(http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP724.PDF)
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 Consultation and Formal Proposal Submission
 Regulatory Decision
 Implementation
 Operational Review.

The UK Civil Aviation Authority has issued CAP 760 Guidance on the
Conduct of Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and the Production of
Safety Cases2 to assist the industry in applying hazard identification and in
developing safety cases. It describes an additional seven step process for
the detailed analysis of risk:

 System description
 Hazard and consequence identification
 Estimation of the severity of the consequences of the hazard occurring
 Estimation/assessment of the likelihood of the hazardous

consequences occurring
 Evaluation of the risk
 Risk mitigation and safety requirements
 Claims, arguments and evidence that safety requirements have been

met and documented in a safety case.

It also includes guidelines on an institutional framework in which the risk
model functions, including the establishment of consultative bodies, forming
of hazops committees and the use of a hazard log to assist in the ongoing
management of risk.

Under the UK model, Class G airspace is all that airspace that is neither
classified as controlled or advisory airspace (i.e. all airspace outside of
classes A-F). There are only 2 types of uncontrolled airports within the UK;
those with an associated Air Traffic Zone (ATZ) and those without.

In order to provide an Air Traffic Service (ATC/AFIS) or an Aerodrome
Air/Ground Radio Service, the aerodrome must have a published ATZ
associated with it. The dimensions of an ATZ are typically a 10 nm radius of
the candidate aerodrome up to 2,000 ft agl.

In a significant departure from international practice, the UK does not
necessarily implement controlled zones/areas in all portions of airspace to
support the delivery of air traffic control services within an ATZ; hence there
are a number of G airspace aerodromes that offer ATC services even though
they are considered to be uncontrolled airports.

In these instances, although the controller issues direct (ATC-type)
instructions to the pilot, the pilots understand that they are flying in an
uncontrolled environment and that the associated controller instructions are
treated as advisory in nature; however the pilot is expected to follow ATC
instructions wherever possible.

2 Link to CAP 760 Guidance on the Conduct of Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and the Production of
Safety Cases (http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP760.PDF)
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An example of aerodrome airspace is where ATZs as defined by Article 129
of the Air Navigation Order 2000 are established at certain aerodromes to
afford protection to aircraft operating in the visual circuit and in the vicinity of
the aerodrome. Licensed aerodromes where flying training takes place will
normally have an ATZ. The qualifying criteria and the provisions for the
establishment of ATZ are contained in Rule 39 of the Rules of the Air
Regulations 1996. CAP 428 Safety Standards at Unlicensed Aerodromes3

describes safety standards that should be met or established at unlicensed
aerodromes.

DAP may visit an aerodrome which has applied for the creation of the ATZ
and any other aerodrome or aviation activity site that might be affected by the
change. Information gathered may include levels of activity, movement data
together with any co-ordination procedures and other factors relevant to their
decision such as gliding, parachuting or microliter operations. They will also,
if necessary, act as a mediator to resolve conflicting interests.

When a manned ATZ facility is closed, the associated tower/AFIS frequency
becomes the published broadcast frequency for all aircraft operating into/out
of the relevant aerodrome (ATZ).

For those aerodromes that do not have a published ATZ, the national
broadcast frequency (known as “SafetyCom”) is 135.475 MHz.

Another CAA document (CAP 728) defines safety management systems for
organisations. In addition to discussing risk management in terms of
likelihood and consequence, it sets out a table of criticality. These measures
are qualitative rather than quantitative.

As far as can be established, DAP do not have firm triggers for an
aeronautical study. This is left to the judgement of SRG (from safety
monitoring), NATS, owners or operators. The SRG do in some
circumstances, mandate levels of service but do not have prescribed public
standards or criteria. They rely on “intelligence” which includes audit reports,
traffic growth and formal reviews undertaken during the licensing process.

4.3.5. Summary of Key Characteristics

Policy, Regulatory and Service Delivery Structures:

Safety Regulator - CAA UK Safety Regulation Group

Airspace Regulator - CAA UK Directorate of Airspace Policy

Service Delivery - National Air Traffic Services

3 Link to CAP 428 Safety Standards at Unlicensed Aerodromes (http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP428.PDF)
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Airspace Policy - Department of Transport, CAA UK Directorate
of Airspace Policy

Airspace Change Process:

The proponents of change (usually NATS) develop an aeronautical study for
DAP review and approval. EC policies impact on UK airspace (upper
airspace at present). Procedures and methodologies for change process are
well established under CAP 724, CAP 728 and CAP 760.

Decision Criteria:

No triggers found, monitoring and industry intelligence used. European target
levels of safety are used as guidance.

Aerodrome Airspace Service Options:

The type of route or structure:

Control Zones
Aerodrome Traffic Zones
SafetyCom areas.

Pending Changes/ Improvements:

As far as can be established, no changes to the present methodologies are
under consideration. Airspace changes will, in the near term, be driven by EC
requirements.

Strengths & Weaknesses:

Strengths

Segregation of airspace and safety regulatory functions
Single arbiter of airspace policy
Well defined methodology to conduct aeronautical studies.
Well documented risk evaluation tools.

Weaknesses

Identification of risk locations mainly through NATS and local operators, little
direct DAP surveillance
Few options for risk management at aerodromes.

4.4. Canada

Canada is a progressive and respected aviation State with considerable influence
within ICAO and other international forums. Its systems are, through necessity,
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closely aligned with those of the United States, but its size and relatively sparse
population provide it with challenges that in many ways mirror Australia and New
Zealand.

4.4.1. Outline of Regulatory Structure

Transport Canada is the Ministry of the Transport portfolio for Canada. It is
also the regulator and oversights NAV CANADA, the commercial air
navigation service provider. NAV CANADA was established by statute in
1996 as a private, non-share capital (and not for profit) organisation that owns
and operates Canada’s civil air navigation service. It provides air traffic
control, flight information, weather briefings, aeronautical information, airport
advisory services and electronic aids to navigation.

NAV CANADA is regulated by Transport Canada in the same way as an
airline and is, therefore, subject to oversight and audit. Level of service
changes are processed via a NAV CANADA business and safety case
mechanism that goes through the NAV CANADA Board prior to being sent to
the regulator for approval. NAV CANADA is required by statute (the
Commercialisation Act) to ensure appropriate levels of safety, which are
further defined in regulation (Canadian Aviation Regulations – Part VIII Air
Navigation Services Subpart 6 – Levels of Service)4. These are phrased in
terms of acceptable risk rather that hard figures. Levels of service are
however under constant review.

The real estate of major airports is owned by the Canadian Government with
airport operators paying land rent to the Government. Regional airports are
owned by local municipalities. Transport Canada also regulates a number of
private towers (currently operated by Serco) as well as a range of small
ANSPs such as navaid maintenance companies.

4.4.2. National Airspace Policy

Transport Canada is the safety and airspace regulatory authority; it is also the
airspace policy maker.

The Chief of Standards in Transport Canada has the authority to make
changes to airspace classifications, and NAV CANADA can make changes to
route structures (such as SIDs, STARs or VFR routes) as long as they are
consistent with established design criteria. The Minister of Transport can also
direct NAV CANADA to undertake an aeronautical study, this has occurred
following submissions from airspace users. The current regulations are
based on the facility providing the service and are limited to those service
providers who operate Air Traffic Control Units and Flight Service Stations.

4 Link to Canadian Level of Service policy document
(http://www.navcanada.ca/contentdefinitionfiles/Services/ANSPrograms/LevelOfService/ANS_Policy_en.pdf)
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4.4.3. Consultative Arrangements

Canada has formal industry consultation processes in place. At the highest
level five members of the NAV CANADA Board are appointed by airlines,
business and general aviation, while two are appointed by unions. Extensive
consultation occurs at both national and local levels during any aeronautical
study. The formal terms of reference for an aeronautical study (refer
Appendix E) nominate organisations and individuals who must be consulted.

4.4.4. Procedures and Design Process

The Canadian Standard for Risk Assessment (Q850) forms the basis of the
risk model used to assess changes in airspace classification by way of an
aeronautical study.

It appears that some assessment of an appropriate level of service is made
when reviewing an aerodrome licence, or when changing an airline AOC to
include new ports of operation for RPT aircraft. There are no target levels of
safety other than the principles in Q850 and as far as could be determined,
there are no hard movement figures used by Transport Canada for the
establishment or disestablishment of airspace. NAV CANADA, however does
have threshold criteria that prompt closer examination of the level of service;
for example, if movement rates fall below 60,000 movements per annum, or
vary between 20,000 and 40,000 movements per annum, an aeronautical
study may be undertaken. However, these trigger points are not absolute and
there is no apparent public document or legislation giving them any head of
power.

Canada operates the full range of ICAO-approved airspace classifications
(i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F and G). Controlled airspace classifications and
operations are similar to those of Australia or New Zealand. Uncontrolled
airspace includes classifications F and G. F airspace (frequency 126.7 MHz)
is normally deployed for advisory areas and for any operations within Special
Use Airspace (i.e. Danger or Restricted Areas).

In G airspace, uncontrolled aerodromes are all allocated an aerodrome traffic
frequency (ATF) whereby aircraft can communicate with each other for traffic
separation purposes, or with authorised ground vehicles to ascertain the
status of maintenance works or runway availability. The ATF will normally be
the frequency of the Unicom where one exists or the general broadcast
frequency of 123.2 MHz for those aerodromes that don’t have a Unicom
service. An ATF (different frequency) can also exist outside of manned hours
at those airports that normally operate a control tower or FSS during the day.
This concept of operation is very similar to Australia’s current CTAF
procedures.

The designation of an ATF is not limited to aerodromes only. An ATF may
also be designated for use in certain areas other than the area immediately
surrounding an aerodrome, where VFR traffic activity is high, and there is a
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safety benefit in ensuring that all traffic monitors the same frequency. For
example, an ATF area could be established along a frequently flown corridor
between two uncontrolled aerodromes. All aircraft operating within the area,
below a certain altitude, would be requested to monitor and report intentions
on one frequency. When such an area is designated, it will be specified either
in an Aviation Notice, or in the Canadian Flight Supplement (CFS).

At the busier and more complex airports, a mandatory frequency area (MF) is
established with a discrete published frequency. An MF area typically
encompasses an area of 5nm radius of the airport up to 3,000ft agl and traffic
information may be exchanged by communicating with either an FSS (local or
remote), a CARS (Community Aerodrome Radio Station), Unicom operator,
vehicle operator, or by simply a broadcast transmission. For the aerodromes
with an MF, the specific frequency, distance and altitude within which MF
procedures apply will be published in the CFS.

4.4.5. Aerodrome Services Available at Uncontrolled Airports:

Flight Service Stations (FSS):

Flight Service Stations provide site specific resources for flight planning,
access to briefings on weather and other pre-flight information, aeronautical
information, en-route and airport advisory services, vehicle control services,
monitoring of navaids, VHF/DF assistance and alerting of Search and Rescue
centres for overdue aircraft.

Flight Information Centres (FICs):

FICs centralize the provision of those flight information services that are not
location dependent, providing pilots with efficient, seamless flight planning,
en-route services and better access to flight information services. They are a
one-stop shop for flight planning and in-depth interpretive weather briefings
provided by qualified specialists, using the latest computer and
communications technology. Services are offered pre-flight and en route.
NAV CANADA has 7 FICs.

Remote Communications Outlets (RCOs) and Remote Aerodrome Advisory
Services (RAAS):

RCOs are remote transmitters/receivers set up to extend the communications
capabilities of FSS stations. They allow Flight Service Specialists to provide
some flight information services to remote areas and aerodromes without a
staffed NAV CANADA facility. When an RCO is used to provide airport
advisory services at a remote aerodrome, the service is referred to as a
Remote Aerodrome Advisory Service (RAAS).

Community Aerodrome Radio Stations (CARS):

CARS provide aviation weather and communications services at designated
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sites in the Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Northern Québec.
CARS are operated by observers/communicators who are usually recruited
locally. Each CARS is assigned to a designated Flight Service Station which
provides operational support assistance. A Unicom is similar to CARS but
without the formal link to a parent FSS.

4.4.6. Trigger Points under the Canadian System

Canada uses 20,000 annual movements as the first benchmark for
establishment of an Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS) unit and
60,000 annual movements as the benchmark for the establishment of an
aerodrome control service. In general, the decision to implement AFIS would
be at around 40,000 movements with some complexity. Remote Advisory
Airport Services (RAAS) and Community Aerodrome Radio Stations (similar
to Unicom) are used to manage safety issues at remote locations. The
diagram below summarises the criteria used.

4.4.7. Aeronautical Studies

Aeronautical studies are conducted in accordance with Q850. They begin
with the issuance of formal terms of reference (see Review of Air Navigation
Services Mackenzie River and Liard River Areas of the Northwest Territories
at Appendix E) then follow a standard process:
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Consideration of all relevant factors, including traffic volume, mix and
distribution, weather, airport role, airport and airspace configuration, surface
activity and the efficiency requirements of operators using the service. The
scope of studies can range from minor adjustments to airspace boundaries to
an examination of the impacts of replacing an airport control service with
another form of service, introducing a new service, or terminating a service
completely.”

The above is a comprehensive framework that involves full consultation with
those affected by changes to air navigation services so that all potential
effects of a proposed change on those who use the services can be fully
understood.

Consultation with stakeholders formally occurs following the preliminary
analysis phase when issues and impacts of a proposed service change are
reviewed. However stakeholders may share their views and concerns at any
time during a study. Consultation helps confirm or disprove assumptions
made during the preliminary analysis and validates customer issues. The
service proposal can then be altered if warranted.

The Aeronautical Study process provides a systematic methodology for
analysing complex issues using a risk management approach. Risk analysis
includes the identification of exposures to risk, and the identification and
evaluation of alternative strategies for reducing or eliminating losses.
Perception and communications issues that affect risk decisions are also fully
assessed.

Once an Aeronautical Study is completed, it is forwarded to NAV CANADA’s
senior management and the Board of Directors for approval. The Ministry of
Transport reviews NAV CANADA’s Aeronautical Studies as per section
806.02 (2) of the Canadian Aviation Regulations, to assess "whether the risk
to aviation safety would be unacceptably increased by a proposed termination
or reduction in the level of air navigation service" .

An Aeronautical Study consists of a six-step process: initiation, preliminary
analysis, risk estimation, risk evaluation, risk control and action/monitoring.
An example of a completed Canadian Aeronautical Study for Campbell River,
British Columbia is located at Appendix F.

4.4.8. Other Studies

A CAANZ paper (November 2005) provides a detailed review of the Canadian
system. In summary:

“Canada has conducted many aeronautical studies and has a wealth of
knowledge in the area. Aeronautical studies in Canada are mainly
conducted by NAV CANADA; Transport Canada has conducted studies
but has come to the view that these should be completed by the service
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provider.

Canadian aeronautical studies focus heavily on qualitative identification of
risk by discussions with stakeholders and establishment of a risk register
approach – Hazard Identification and Risk Analysis (HIRA). Studies are
conducted in accordance with the standards contained in Q850. A
guiding principle is that the size (complexity) of the study should be
commensurate with the feature being addresses. TAAM modelling is
available as are other forms of simulation; however the literature refers to
their use for airspace design and capacity analysis rather than aerodrome
risk modelling.

Control zones are established at aerodromes with scheduled IFR
movements, irrespective of whether there is a control service provided or
not. The objective is to amend the pilot’s VMC to that of controlled
airspace requiring a greater distance from cloud and any IFR aircraft.
Special use airspace is treated as class F, Canada’s equivalent to an
MBZ is a Mandatory Frequency area (MF). Class E control zones are
used in Canada and Class E airspace is used extensively for lower
controlled airspace, training or gliding activity areas within controlled
airspace and for unattended control zones.

There is an opinion that education along with a very structured
environment can achieve similar results to ATS in suitable operational
environments, presumably environments without undue complexity.”

4.4.9. Summary of Key Characteristics

Policy, Regulatory and Service Delivery Structures:

Safety Regulator - Transport Canada

Airspace Regulator - Transport Canada (studies by NAV CANADA)

Service Delivery - NAV CANADA

Airspace Policy - Transport Canada

Airspace Change Process:

Well defined process consistent with risk standard Q850. Process includes
an initial terms of reference and comprehensive guidance on consultation.
Mainly qualitative models used.

Decision Criteria:

Threshold criteria for establishment of ATS services, monitoring and industry
intelligence used in conjunction with criteria. No target levels of safety found.
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Aerodrome Airspace Service Options:

Control Zones (Class E Zones also used), Flight Information, Mandatory
Frequency Areas, Airport Advisory Areas, Remote Advisory Airport Services,
Community Aerodrome Radio Stations (Unicoms).

Pending Changes/ Improvements:

Changes mainly in areas of overall route structure efficiency and introduction
of new ATS technology. Harmonisation with USA.

Strengths & Weaknesses:

Strengths

Single arbiter of airspace policy
Well defined methodology to conduct studies
Has undertaken many aeronautical studies
Extensive options for airspace risk management at aerodromes.

Weaknesses

Safety and Airspace regulatory functions both within Transport Canada
No quantitative risk tools found
Identification of risk locations mainly through NAV CANADA and local
operators
All service providers below ATC/FIS level, including Community Aerodrome
Radio Stations (CARS) and Approach Unicoms (AU), are currently
unregulated.

4.5. Australia

Airspace has been a contentious stakeholder issue in Australia for many years. To
ameliorate stakeholder concerns, collision risk modelling was introduced, which
attempted to bring some precision and rigor to the review of airspace requirements.
This has been successful to some extent, but there has still been significant
disagreement amongst stakeholders over assumptions, methodologies and
conclusions.

4.5.1. Outline of Regulatory Structure

Civil aviation administration has evolved continuously, from the 1970s when
there was an autonomous Department of Civil Aviation (DCA), through a
period under the multi-modal Department of Transport, to a Civil Aviation
Authority of Australia (1988). All of the above organisations had many, and at
times conflicting, functions such as safety regulation, economic regulation,
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administration and ownership of airports and provision of air traffic services.
In 1995, the regulatory functions were devolved to a regulator (the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority CASA). The commercial service provider,
Airservices Australia, remained the airspace regulator.

Airspace administration and reform have had a troubled history since that
time. There have been several abortive attempts at major airspace change.
There has been ongoing debate on the risks involved where general aviation
and sports aviation interface with passenger carrying activities. There has
been significant lobbying of the government and the Minister has become
involved in several instances.

The current structure has the Department of Transport and Regional Services
as the portfolio agency. In addition to providing advice to the Minister it is
also the economic and aviation security regulator. Airservices Australia is the
air traffic services provider and airspace regulator. The Department of
Defence is also involved in airspace regulatory issues. CASA performs all
other safety regulatory functions.

A specialist unit within Airservices Australia (AERU) retains the responsibility
for the design, declaration and management of airspace. CASA retains the
responsibility for setting the minimum standards for safe operation within each
class of airspace. CASA is able to propose the upgrading of particular
airspace on safety grounds.

On 1 July 2007 all airspace regulatory functions will pass to the Office of
Airspace Regulation (OAR) within CASA. The Office is segregated to an
extent from the routine CASA safety regulatory function as it reports directly
to the CEO.

4.5.2. National Airspace Policy

In May 2007, the Federal Minister of Transport and Regional Services
released a draft airspace policy paper for consultation5. This paper sets out
the Government’s vision for airspace administration then provides five key
principles which CASA must consider:

 Safety of passenger transport operations is the most important
consideration;

 Efficient use of airspace is a benefit to the aviation sector and the
Australian economy;

 Protection of the environment is of concern to all Australians;

 Access to airspace will be open to all users unless there are justifiable
reasons to deny access in terms of safety, efficiency, environmental

5 Go to: http://www.dotars.gov.au/aviation/airspace_reform/pdf/AAPS_PublicRelease24May07.pdf
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protection or national security; and

 Airspace administration will take into account national security.

The paper commits Australia to the ICAO airspace model with minor
modifications and sets out the role of CASA in the airspace change process,
including a requirement to undertake regular airspace reviews. It then
outlines an airspace change process:

 Risk management analysis consistent with the CASA Risk Management
System and the Common Risk Management Framework;

 An assessment of the potential costs and benefits of the proposed
change;

 Inclusive consultation with stakeholders; and

 Ensuring consistency with Government policy as expressed in this Policy
Statement.

Airspace design principles are stated, including a requirement to conform to
the AS/NSZ 4360 Standard and to apply the ALARP (As Low As Reasonably
Practicable) concept. Government airspace change priorities are then
provided.

The future direction of airspace risk management in Australia is outlined in
another draft consultation paper, issued in February 2007, by the Department
of Transport and Regional Development, the Department of Defence, the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority and Airservices Australia – the “Common Risk
Management Framework for New and Changed Operational Requirements
within Aviation”6. The joint nature of this document recognises that all
agencies have an input and responsibility for aviation management and that a
common, rational, analytical and co-operative approach is essential.

For the overall system to function effectively, it is important that the work of all
agencies is complementary and based on a shared sense of understanding
and purpose. Past experience has demonstrated that “without a common
apprehension of approaches to risk assessment and evaluation, the potential
for misunderstanding and conflict within the industry can increase which is
unproductive and time consuming.” The document presents an agreed set of
processes and structures that are directed at rationalising potential
opportunities within Australian aviation, whilst managing adverse
consequences. The Common Framework is summarised below.

The paper proposes the following key principles:

 The safety of air navigation is the most important consideration;

6 Go to: http://www.dotars.gov.au/aviation/airspace_reform/pdf/Common_Risk_Framework.pdf
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 Air transport passengers should not be exposed to an increased level of
risk unless the costs of this are more than offset by the benefits to society
in other areas;

 National security considerations may over-ride all other interests; and

 Performance levels are likely to reduce during transition from one system
state to another.

In Australia, there is a demand for airspace architectures that allow safe and
efficient operations, but also equity of access to a national resource.

4.5.3. Consultative Arrangements

Extensive consultative arrangements are in place. At a strategic level a
stakeholder group (ASTRA) has developed a national ATM strategic plan.
The AERU unit has a consultation process in place and the CASA regulatory
development Standards Consultative Committee (SCC) monitors airspace
issues through a subcommittee.

During the planning and implementation of any airspace initiative extensive
national and local consultation takes place through project teams, as well as
established forums.

4.5.4. Procedures and Design Process

In the 1990’s, an Airspace Risk Model (ARM) was developed by Airservices
Australia to analyse the risks of various airspace classifications, in particular
those in isolated areas. The critical event under this model is the “near miss”
where two or more aircraft come within one nautical mile of 500 feet without
being aware of the other’s presence. A cause/consequence model is centred
on this critical event. Since that time, both qualitative and quantitative tools
have been used to evaluate airspace risk.

Under the proposed “Common Risk Model”, all risk management systems will
be in conformance with the Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS
4360:2004). All risk management systems will be premised on the concept of
“As Low As Reasonably Practicable” (ALARP). This acknowledges that there
are practical limits to which the aviation industry can go in managing risks.
ICAO has published details of this modelling in Appendix 10 to Doc. 9689
(Appendix D). It provides a Target Level of Safety value of 1.5 E -8 fatal
accidents due to collisions per system flight hour. It also acknowledges the
need to demonstrate due diligence.

Risk Assessment and Evaluation:

Under the evolving Common Risk Framework, a ”toolbox” of techniques will
be available for the identification and analysis of risks. Tools will include:
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 The Bow-Tie
 Collision Risk Modelling
 Failure Modes and Effects Criticality Analysis
 Fault Tree Analysis
 Human Factor Analysis
 Use of Expert Judgement

Agencies will ensure that facilitators and practitioners are skilled, and that as
broad a range of stakeholders as practicable are asked to assist in the
process. Additional tools will be developed jointly, viz:

 The first will be the Airspace Safety Levels, Assessment and Monitoring
(ASLAM) model which will be used in mid-air collision risk assessments;

 Criteria for the evaluation of risk levels will be endorsed then published.
When qualitative criteria are used in a consequence-likelihood matrix,
they must be premised on the basis of the effect on aircrew and the
travelling public;

 Agencies will use economic values published by the Bureau of Transport
and Regional Economics (BTRE) in relation to the value of statistical life;
and

 Large scale assessments will embrace formal cost benefit analysis .

To ensure that practices are, and remain, consistent with industry best practice a
joint evaluation by an external stakeholder panel will take place every year. CASA is
in the process of establishing a panel of contractors to provide specialist support in
airspace risk management.

Modelling Criteria and Collision Pair Probabilities

Data on modelling criteria and collision pair probabilities are at Appendix B.

Trigger Points under the Australian System

A draft of CASR Part 71 contains trigger points as follows:

Annual
Movements

CTAF MBZ CAGRO ATC
(D)

ATC

Total
Movements

10,000
or

20,000
or

40,000
or

See
Aerodrome

Control
Service

60,000

IFR
Movements

3,000 >3,000 7,500

Note 1. This table does not state the need for an assessment for aerodromes with operations of
scheduled commercial aircraft of more than 30 seats capacity.
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Notes 2. The above table does not reflect the differing requirements that may be revealed by the results
of an aeronautical study taken on a site-specific basis.

Aerodrome Control Service.

The provision of an aerodrome control service at an uncontrolled aerodrome
must be assessed by an aeronautical study where total annual aircraft
movements:

(a) exceed 15,000 IFR or
(b) exceed 60,000 of which at least 15% are IFR or
(c) otherwise exceed 100,000.

4.5.5. Summary of Key Characteristics

Policy, Regulatory and Service Delivery Structures:

Safety Regulator - CASA

Airspace Regulator- Airservices Australia (CASA Office of Airspace
Regulation from 1 July 2007)

Service Delivery - Airservices Australia

Airspace Policy - Department of Transport and Regional Services
(DOTARS)/OAR

Airspace Change Process:

Airservices Australia (AERU) have developed but not published an airspace
change methodology, which may be modified by the incoming OAR. A
Common Risk Management Framework is under development.

Decision Criteria:

Triggers as per draft CASR Part 71, monitoring and industry intelligence also
used. Notional Target Level of Safety of 1 x10 -8.

Aerodrome Airspace Service Options:

Approach Control
Control Zones (C,D,E airspace)
FIS in G airspace.
Certified Air/Ground Radio Service (CA/GRS)
CTAF(R), CTAF
Unicom

Pending Changes/ Improvements:
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Airspace regulation is moving to an autonomous Office within CASA. A
common Risk Framework is under development. A panel of risk consultants
is being constituted. Draft airspace policy released by Minister for
consultation. A CASR Part 71 is under development.

Strengths & Weaknesses:

Strengths

Segregation of airspace and safety regulatory functions within CASA
Single arbiter of airspace policy
Wide range of risk treatment service options
Well developed qualitative/quantitative risk tools

Weaknesses

Highly political airspace management environment
CASR Part 71 not yet made
History of failed airspace change initiatives.

4.6. United States of America – Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

The United States has a single aviation body, the FAA. It undertakes both safety
regulation and service provision.
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The major issue for the FAA is airspace capacity. They acknowledge that given the
size of the organisation (Head Office alone has over 5,000 staff) and the complexity
of managing their statutory requirements and stakeholders, change will take time and
present some substantial challenges.

4.6.1. Outline of Regulatory Structure

The Air Traffic Organisation (ATO) is a relatively recent initiative within the
FAA. It is consolidating many specialist functions including airspace
management into five domains and five service units. The ATO still receives
funding from Congress.

The Current FAA structure is shown on the previous page:

4.6.2. National Airspace Policy

Airspace policy in the USA places all airspace into two categories:

 Regulatory (Class A,B,C,D and E, restricted and prohibited areas); and

 Non Regulatory (Class G plus military, warning, alert and controlled firing
areas.

Within these categories are four types:

 Controlled
 Uncontrolled
 Special Use and
 Other.

Decisions on categorisation are based on

 Complexity or density of operations
 The nature of operations within the airspace
 The level of safety required and
 The national and public interest.

A code of federal regulations covers the design of airspace segments and
issues such as dimensions, exceptions, areas covered, exclusions,
transponder and other equipment requirements as well as flight operations.
There is a trend to the centralisation of airspace decision making in a division
of the ATO that will provide national oversight for the development of airspace
policy, establishment of guidelines for airspace architecture and structural
changes and analysis of current and proposed operations.
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4.6.3. Consultative Arrangements

The FAA tries to remain responsive to the needs of its stakeholders by
adopting an airspace consultation strategy based on safety (the critical
factor), security and efficiency. There are well established processes for
consultation at national and local levels and through the rule development
process. In addition, the FAA have a formal order (7400.2E) which prescribes
procedures to be followed for all informal airspace meetings held in advance
of airspace rulemaking actions.

4.6.4. Procedures and Design Process

The FAA has recently published an Airspace Management Handbook which
documents process and tools for use in airspace management and risk
analysis.

4.6.5. Airspace Management Handbook

The document and its associated Appendix D appear to lean heavily towards
the classical risk assessment process. They outline an 8-step process for
Airspace Management:

 Characterise the problem
 Perform an initial evaluation of the problem
 Initiate an appropriate airspace study for the identified problem
 Conduct an airspace study for the identified problem
 Summarise and present the results
 Select the required airspace changes
 Plan the implementation of the changes at a field facility
 Evaluate the changes after implementation.

The FAA website indicates that categories and types of airspace are dictated
by:

 The complexity or density of aircraft movements
 The nature of operations conducted in the airspace
 The level of safety required and
 The national and public interest.

The FAA now has in place a selection of qualitative and quantitative tools to
evaluate airspace risk. In addition, FAA document APO-90-7 provides a
detailed mathematical modelling framework with criteria for the establishment
and discontinuance of control towers. The criteria are given in terms of
benefit/cost ratios rather than movement numbers.
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4.6.6. APO-90-7 Establishment and Discontinuance Criteria for Airport Air
Traffic Control Towers

This document presents the classic cost-benefit analysis applied to air traffic
control towers. This involves:

 Identifying the costs of setting up and running a tower facility;

 The cost savings resulting from having the tower facility, not all of which
are safety related. For example cost savings due to reduce flight delays
are included; and

 Estimating the probability of the cost savings occurring, for example the
number of accidents and associated fatalities and serious injuries
avoided.

This appears to be a very similar approach to that taken for safety
improvements in other transport modes (e.g. highways improvements) and
airlines (e.g. assessing the benefit of incorporating safety enhancements on
aircraft).

4.6.7. Summary of Key Characteristics

Policy, Regulatory and Service Delivery Structures:

Safety Regulator - FAA

Airspace Regulator - FAA

Service Delivery - FAA

Airspace Policy - FAA

Airspace Change Process:

The Airspace Management Handbook provides an eight step airspace
change process.

Decision Criteria:

No triggers found per se but benefit/cost ratios available, monitoring and
industry intelligence also used. No target levels of safety published. Airspace
Handbook provides guidance on process and available tools.

Aerodrome Airspace Service Options:

Control Zones in B, C or D airspace
E airspace – no tower, amended weather minimums
FIS
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CTAF
Unicoms
Special Use Airspace.

Pending Changes/ Improvements:

Extensive work underway to improve overall efficiency of all airspace,
capacity enhancement.

Strengths & Weaknesses:

Strengths

Single arbiter of airspace and safety policy (although still in Air Traffic
Organisation of FAA)
Well defined methodology to conduct studies.

Weaknesses

Quantitative tools are complex (benefit/cost ratios)
Identification of risk locations mainly through local operators
Few options for risk management at aerodromes
Service provision and regulation are in the same operational area.

5. PRINCIPLE FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

This section of the review takes the data gathered in Section 4 (the structures,
policies and methodologies used by a selection of major aviation States) as a basis
for an analysis of overseas options and their applicability to New Zealand. It then
discusses policy options which CAANZ may wish to consider. The caveat discussed
in Section 3 of this report must be kept in mind when considering comments on
overseas administrations. Where recommendations are developed, they will be
carried through to the final project report.

If an analysis is to be meaningful, it should consider a regulatory approach in the
context of the environment that exists in that country. For example, when
considering Eurocontrol we must acknowledge that it provides only upper airspace
management of congested airspace within the EU framework.

5.1. Airspace Policy and Regulatory Structures

Airspace regulatory structures vary. In all cases except the USA, service provision is
segregated from regulatory functions. The UK, USA and Canada have the airspace
and safety regulatory functions within the same organisation, Australia will adopt this
model from 1 July 2007 following the establishment of the OAR within CASA.
However, there are significant differences of approach among administrations to the
segregation of airspace and safety regulatory functions.
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In the UK for instance, the safety regulatory function operates at arms length from
DAP. Nonetheless, DAP have a clear mandate to consider safety along with
efficiency and the environment. In Canada, the safety and airspace regulatory
functions exist side by side. Australia is moving to an arms length arrangement from
1 July 2007. The European Union is still in the formative stages of building airspace
regulatory structures with low level and airport related aeronautical studies
undertaken by individual State administrations. The main organisational des ign issue
appears to be non-technical; it is partly historic, the way the organisations have
evolved and partly political, how can it best be structured to achieve the
safety/efficiency and environmental goals while retaining the trust of the industry.

Airspace change proposals (usually aeronautical studies) generally address safety,
economic and environmental issues. In Australia, equity of access is also a major
issue. Equity of access policy addresses the availability of airspace to general
aviation and recreational aviation given the overarching safety priority of protecting
the fare paying passenger.

5.2. Airspace Risk Management Policy in New Zealand

Under Section 14A of the Civil Aviation Act, the Minister is responsible for New
Zealand’s participation in the Convention on International Civil Aviation. Annex 11 of
the Convention requires States to determine those portions of airspace and
aerodromes where air traffic services are provided.

The provision of ATS at aerodromes was reviewed in a CAA Policy Paper of August
2005. While other risk mitigation options in addition to ATS are addressed in
passing, the overall impression is that of an ATS solution. While it may well be true,
in general terms, that ATS is the optimal safety option, this may or may not be so at a
particular location. There are several intermediate options including procedures,
administrative agreements, Unicoms and locally staffed licensed flight information
services which should be considered before moving to an ATS solution. This
graduated approach has the advantage of tailoring the solution to the management of
risk at the location and building confidence within the aviation community that CAA is
focussed on efficiency of operations provided that the overarching safety obligation is
met.

Recommendation 1

That CAA New Zealand considers adopting a graduated response to the
management of aerodrome airspace risk.

The CAA Policy Paper envisages most aeronautical studies being developed
externally by the proponent of the change using a standard methodology. Such
studies would then be reviewed by the Aeronautical Services Branch of the CAA.
This is a robust model which segregates the development and review processes. As
a regulator, CAA may occasionally face a situation where it wishes to undertake a
study internally in response to safety concerns. In this case, the study would most
probably be undertaken by the Aeronautical Services Branch as it has the required
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expertise. This could cause a governance issue as a single area of the organisation
would both develop, then review, the proposal.

Recommendation 2

That CAA New Zealand considers the development of aeronautical studies by
external agencies (as envisaged by the 2005 Policy Paper) for review by the
Aeronautical Services Branch prior to a recommendation for approval being made to
the Director. Where, in response to safety concerns, the Branch undertakes the
study, the Director may wish to have the study reviewed by an external and
independent body before making a regulatory decision.

5.2.1. Consultative Arrangements

All overseas administrations studied in this review placed great importance on
consultation with industry stakeholders. Many found consultation with the
broad spectrum of general aviation interests challenging. Consultation takes
place at both national and local levels and is seen as vital to the acceptance
of the outcome.

New Zealand has an advantage in that it has a peak aviation body with which
it can consult; other administrations have had to set up broad consultative
councils to achieve this result.

The methodology under development by this project stresses the importance
of consultation at national and local levels.

Recommendation 3

To assist in the management of aeronautical studies and, in particular
consultation, CAA New Zealand may wish to consider requiring proponents to
submit a Terms of Reference document (as in the Canadian model) for
approval before the study commences. A list of organisations and individuals
to be consulted would be an integral part of this document.

5.3. Procedures and Design Process

Overseas aeronautical studies vary from those of New Zealand. Many are qualitative
rather than quantitative; processes to estimate costs and benefits also vary.
Canadian economic analysis, for instance, is done through a business case. Others
have quite complex mathematical tool sets available. Australia for example, is
developing a Common Risk Framework which uses a selection of quantitative and
qualitative techniques, while the FAA has recently published an Airspace
Management Handbook that offers both types of tools.
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5.3.1. Trigger Points, Criteria & Target Levels of Safety

Some administrations have target levels of safety in place. These are
documented in the summary table and are in the order of magnitude of 10-8

for collision risk.

Canada and Australia have annual location specific movement levels, which
trigger further action, while the FAA has benefit cost ratio criteria for
establishment and discontinuance of control towers.

The CAA Policy Paper and its Appendix 1, provide criteria for different types
of ATS. They are based on traffic parameters – total aircraft movements, IFR
movements and international passenger services. On its own, this is a rather
narrow approach as it does not take into account the type of operation (such
as training), operational complexity or location specific operational issues
such as terrain and weather. Canada also uses similar criteria (Section 4.4.4
above). That being said, such criteria can be useful triggers for further
examination, as long as they are supported by the use of other types of
intelligence.

Recommendation 4

That CAA New Zealand considers reviewing the criteria in Appendix I of the
CAA Policy paper to ensure they reflect their use as triggers for further
studies. Other factors that may affect aerodrome airspace safety may also be
relevant when evaluating the need for an aeronautical study at a location. If
CAA wishes to make use of target levels of safety in some situations, it
considers adopting those used by overseas regulators.

Recommendation 5

If not already in place, CAA New Zealand considers establishing a shortlist of
marginal locations to be monitored. This would require the development of
the list, a process to review the list (including changes to it) at regular
intervals, as well as formal advice to the Director on emerging safety
concerns.

5.4. Other Issues Arising From CAA Policy Paper August 2005

The CAA Policy Paper 2005 raised several specific policy issues. They are
discussed briefly below. It is suggested however that they be reviewed in
terms of a graduated response to the management of risk in aerodrome
airspace.

Also, thresholds may need to be reassessed as points at which further
examination through an aeronautical study should be undertaken:
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 Thresholds for provision of ATS:

Discussed above, levels where further evaluation should take place.

 The aerodrome operator to be responsible for ensuring that the provision
of ATS is in accordance with the established thresholds:

This is generally in accordance with overseas practice; however wording
may need to be changed to reflect the initiation of an aeronautical study.

 The approval specifications for an aerodrome shall specify the
arrangements for the provision of the required level of ATS and its
ongoing monitoring:

Placing the onus on operators through formal documents is in line with
overseas practice. There may be other options rather than ATS which
may be as or more effective.

 Air operators shall be prohibited from using aerodromes where ATS is
required, but for whatever reason is not being provided:

Generally in line with overseas practice but there may be occasions where
such use may be necessary. There should be a provision to handle such
exceptions.

 Where an aerodrome is not already certified, it shall be required to be
certified (or take other measures) if movements at that aerodrome reach
the threshold for provision of any level of ATS:

As above, should be read that a point has been reached where an
aeronautical study should be undertaken to establish whether the
aerodrome should be certified. CAA may need to make a policy decision
on the updating of Rules to provide the necessary powers.

 Aerodrome operators shall have the option of initiating an aeronautical
study to determine the levels of risk at that aerodrome and identify
possible alternatives to the provision of ATS:

Such a process should become the norm, not the option.

 The Director shall have the option of conducting a study if he considers
ATS to be necessary even though the threshold may not have been
reached:

By all stakeholders taking a wider view of the criteria, the need for the
Director to take such action could be reduced.
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 The methodology for aeronautical studies is to be published in an
Advisory Circular:

It is essential that the methodology is readily available, transparent and
understood by all stakeholders.

 All aerodromes with movements above a defined threshold, or when
otherwise required by the Director, are to maintain data on aircraft
movements at that aerodrome and supply the data to the Director

A CAA policy initiative.

6. SUMMARY

Overseas aviation administrations have differing organisational models for the
management of aerodrome airspace risk, the aeronautical study is the tool most
administrations use to evaluate and manage this risk. Qualitative risk tools are
generally available but some administrations prefer to use quantitative methods. The
table below summarises overseas practices.
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International Comparison – Aerodrome Airspace

State
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Safety Regulator EASA CAA/
SRG

Transport
Canada

CASA FAA

Airspace Regulator ECATMU CAA/
DAP

Transport
Canada

CASA FAA

Service Delivery Eurocontrol NATS Nav Canada Airservices
Australia

FAA

Airspace Policy EC UK DoT
CAA/DAP

Transport
Canada

DOTARS/
OAR

FAA

Decision Criteria Not
Published

Not
Published

Not Published See Criteria
Table

See Twr cost/
benefit ratios

Aerodrome Airspace Service
Options

Upper Airspace
Only

Upper/Lower
Airspace

Upper/Lower
Airspace

Upper/Lower
Airspace

Upper/Lower
Airspace

ATC Tower (Class C) N/A Y Y Y Y

ATC Tower (Class D) N/A Not Found Y Y Y

ATC Tower (Class E) N/A N Y Y Y

AFIS (Licensed FIS) N/A Y Y Y ?

CAGRS (Certified FIS) N/A N N Y N

Unicom (3rd Party no FIS) N/A N Y Y Y

CTAF (Radio Required) N/A Y Y Y Y

CTAF (Radio Optional) N/A N Y Y Y

G Airspace IFR/IFR
Traffic, known VFR traffic

N/A N Y Y ?

Trigger Points Not
Published

Not
Published

60K, 40K,
20K

As per Draft
Part 71

Not
Published

Target Levels of Safety 1.55x 10-8 1.55x 10-8 Not Found 1.5x 10-8 Not Found
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Appendix B: Australian Criteria

Quantitative Criteria and References

Parameter Quant itative Criteria

Safety Det Norske Veritas (DNV) Control Limits1 10-3 per annum for pilots (workers) and 10-4

for passengers (public) probability of fatality2. In certain circumstances ICAO may
publish a target level of safety which must be satisfied before an activity can be
implemented eg RVSM.

Value of Life Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics

Capacity Number of aircraft able to access services/facilities (eg runway/airspace)

Cost Quantified costs of service/flow on costs to passenger/user/industry

Efficiency Capacity delivered over user demand

Environment Carbon Dioxide emissions, Oxides of Nitrogen and Sulphur, Particulate Matter,
Hazardous Particles, Noise.

1 These limits are currently (February 2007) endorsed by the Airservices Board as the intolerable.

2 This is an interim (as at February 2007) criterion until a report from an independent consultant is
received.

Collision Pair Collision Probabilities

Collision Pair VFR/VFR IFR1/VFR IFR2/VFR IFR1/IFR1 IFR1/IFR2 IFR2/IFR2

Configuration

Unalerted 7.84 E-5 1.61 E-4 7.07 E-5 2.76 E-4 2.34 E-4 6.28 E-5

CTAF 70% 3.31 E -5 2.93 E -5 1.27 E -5
CTAF 80% 2.32 E -5 1.96 E -5 8.24 E -6
CTAF 90% 1.43 E -5 1.15 E -5 4.67 E -6

MBZ 4.93 E -5 3.85 E -6 1.29 E -6

IMC No ATS 1.10 E -5 3.80 E -6 6.59 E -7
IMC ATS 7.12 E -6 1.80 E -6 4.55 E -7

VMC No ATS 1.19 E -6 2.02 E -7 1.69 E -8
VMC ATS 7.92 E -7 1.00 E -7 1.23 E -8
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Appendix 9
THE EUROCONTROL HAZARDruSK

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

I. BACKGROI]ND

1.1 In tutue, RNP I rotrtes will becobe available
rllo*ing, in principal, a reducrion in spacing from &e
present 16 NM between centre lines to somerhjnt
approacbing 5-8 NM Th€ navigation perfor@ce of RNP
1 is defined .s hariDg a 95 per cent conlainment value of
I NM. How€vd, this value defines only .he aclieved
track-tceling performaxce of the narigatim system. ATC
sy51en loop emB (blundert and navigalion sysrem failures
ouKide of this core e porendarly very much larger. Hence,
the route spacing achievable wnhour considerint con,
trclld inrervenlion and based sol€ly oD collision nsk
modeliing m.y be lirde betr€! than rhar for presenr day

1.2 Collision.isk modelling, takirg itrlo accomr rhe
Eack-k@pirg perfomance, rrdffic densiiy ed 1be urger
lcvels of saJery, wirhour ATC ability ,o inrervene, has b€cn
appiied rc rculc rpacing lor NonI ALlantc op.rarions.
Elropeo airspace, for which roule{p&ing srardards were
developed pnor ro rhe establishmmr of collision risk
modellbg €cbniques, includes .adar rudeilluce for
deviation mon iroring dnd diren pilotconrroller v HF \ orce
conrmunjcadons, rhus pmitrjDg ATC inervenlion ro 3void
polendal losses of sepaEdon.

1.3 An initial study, sponsorcd by EUROCONTROL,
erd 'ned 0 'efe.s 'br l i tyo iu inS h! /xd od) ' i .  e  d mpul
itrto th. dcvelopmenr of minimuh spacing bei* een RNP- I
ATS rcure\. Thi! lrudv shosed !h!r hudd/r\[ ear]ss s
d prcmN'rg teclniqu< dd rhar fifther $orl in devet.!,ng
a compiet€ couision risk model, including rhe leducxon m
risk associared with ihe ayailabiliry of sureiUance and
direcr loice cormunicarion, *ould be desirable.

1 .:1 A follow-u! study ha been comissioned dd is

2. AIMS OF THE HAZ{III)
ANALYSIS PROGR{MME

2.r Hazaid anallsis o.iSinated $ the deyelopmenr of
automatic ldding systems but has b€n developed sub-
stantlally as a esult of its application in high iechnolog]
indusries, e.s. off+hore &illins, nuclear energy, for the
assessme of lhe risk associatcd wirh the role of rhe
human in lhe coruol loop.

2.2 This siudy aims ro integrale the more convcntional
collision risk mod€lling Glalistical analysis) *1th a detailed
knowledge of the rt?es, mechanisns and frequency of
oc.mnc.s of deviadons caused by ATC syslcm l@p
eron locared duoughour thc ait aaffic syslem. In addirion,
ihe progla$me takes &counr of tle ability lo use radar
sur\cillance dd vHF \oice connumcarions ro rliminaLc
pmeive.l deviations and rcduc. risk.

2.3 abe €!€nual aim of fiis progtalMc is thE
delelopment of RNP-I larcral roure slacing srddards for
applicanon in contindtal European nnspac€. Thc ncuod-
oloC] used in the stud) is adaplable, ard could b. uscd in
applicati.ns In oderregions orsrare\. d app,opn,c

3. METHODOLOGY

Ll The ovdall melhodology ror lhe eplication of
hddd analysis !o fte probl€m of collision risk D the
presence of an ATC capabiliy is sho*a schematically in
Figure A-9{ bclow.

3.2 El€rD.nt! of the collision risk nodel

3.2.1 The nain el€m.nts oflh. couision risk mdel
include ihc followidg:

65
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Flgure A.9-1. Colision risk nodel slrucrure

a) the iderdticarior of sc€nados wljch may lead to a
loss oi separalion or a possrble collision b€rs.een

b) the identificalion of specific hazards dd the
fcquency with whrch they occw. E&h hazdd leads
individually, or in combinarion wirb olhd circum-
s$nc€s, to a devialion scm&io wirh an attcnddr
deYiarion d;tribuuon:

c) the calculaiion of rhe prbable collision risk arising
hom rhe above scenarios assuning lhar rhe devta-
lrons de permirred b cdrinu. uncorected (Reich

d) the calcllation of !h€ probabihy ofdeviarion detec-
rion aDd corr€.tion by ciih€r the pilot or ATC. Th€
different modes of ATC int.Nemion, i.e. conflict
avoiddce or devianon coaecdoD hodes, wilt affect
the time d€penden.. of dificrenr hazald gles dd
their derectior ed recolery strat.gics; dd

e) lhc deduction of rhe resultanr overal lrobabitiry of
coltision despir. rhe sNeilldce capabilily. Thc
probrbjln) of colli.ion rrn rhe ao(enceof corecri!e
acrion) k facrored by thc lrobability of non-
detectior ard rccovery befoft rhe couision oclus.

3.3 Notes on Eerhodology

3.3-1 In the tbrmula.ion of ft. hodel panicullr carc
hs bEn taketr to coEcctly repesent the behaviour of borh
common nod€ fa ules (Ctt{R. j.e. wb€rc a sinsle hazdd
can cause lhc simultan.oDs maltunciion or failure ofseveial
ststem elemmrs, as well s evenrs which miShr calse
localized peak in tle 6ils of rhe d€viarior distributions of
conscqu.nr imponance when asessin8 the inreraclion/

convolution ofdre distributions. The curem model iakes
ecoun( orly of aircraft in lsel fli8hl.

3.4 Model capability snd output

3.4.1 The model will be capable of caiculating $e risk
mder eiven conditions and for ldiour rack spacings. Tll€
compdison b€tween those risk and rhe applied TLS will
help ro det€nine ibe minimum rack spacing. In addiiion,
thc modcl willdeiemine the risk sensiriviry ro ihe voous
hazards and providc lseful feedback wlih respecl ro the
relationsbips betwen causal hzards and Esulrot nsk.
Finally. rhe model will predic! olher tandbte everts, which
bay be used lor validador-

4. SCENANOS

4l A nunbd of sc€neios @ beirg examired ard are
shown bclor. Thcsc do not rclresent a comptele ser of
lossible scendios b represeft rhe rypes of resulhnr
deviations induced by th€ id€rtifiod hadds.

4.2 Ir should be nored rhd Figure A-9-2 could atso
iepfesdt a gerde wandering about lhe nrck cenne line
rrther than asingle drift off cou6e. Also, rhedeviation may
stan, not frcm the cdre line, but from m al.eady offse!
aack pdallel l() the cenrc line.

5. IDENIIFICATION OF IIAZARDS AND
DEIER.]\{INING TIIEIR FREQUENCY

5.1 Thus f&. only hddds leading ro lareral deviarions
bave b€en considered.

Eventtree
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A. GBdoal drllt - stfa ghl ife seom€nr B. Shan turn - stra ghl lin. sEgment

-- ->Slra ighlon

D, Sharp devla l  ons at turns

Planned deviaton in HDG mode

C. Devial on atter otanned d€vaiion tn HDc mode

E. Gfadualdr f t -s tadtnqataway.poin l

FiSure A-9-2. DeviatioD scena.i6

52 Herd
ideDtfi..lion

5.2.1 Examplcs ofrhe l}Tes ofeEors thal are loown
lo cause later.l deviaions includ. rhe following:

a) g€neral navigadon capability and vdiabilily inctud-
je navaid qualir). daubase eroB dd Ue caFiage
of navigation .quipmenr inadequate for RNPj

b) flight u€w omr includirg incdecl dan .nq,
w"y.poinr .nrD. ctctinB rrlure lnd gentral

c) ATC enor inclDding incollsr secror handover md
conr.oll€r disr.adion;

'11 miscoruun'cllion belwen ATC and pilor, includ-
ing call-sifl confusioa od the Y&ng aircraft
Espondi.g to ATc insllcrions; and

e) adminisiraivc and sysren enors. including flight
pld cnor'. mneadind NOTAMS, alcran equrp-
mor lailurcs and sofr*de €rors,

5.2.2 Evcn wh€n rh€se eros dc nodced during a
flight, ody de considered to b. ofno consequencc od are
not rcponld. Ad hoc cockpi./conr.ol room maurcs tend to
be uofficiauy developcd for minor prcblems that are
encountered or aregulrbdis. However, it is oft n nord
indivjdual fault that causes a problen, bur pier lwo or
more occu in randem with ofter ninoi phblem, a
si81tricdt deviation cd resulr. Reiatvely nlnor problens
willpoterrall! becomemoF rmpofl anrsr$ rhe dpplicalion
of RNP,l.
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5.2.3 T he hazards w€rc idcnritied by a combination of
thc followif, g tecbniques:

a) searches of incidenr relorts, darabases, erc.i and

bj fomdl hdzard idotificatlon dd dal).i. 'es!ions

53 Searches of incideot
rePorts a hcident

datlbasB

5.3.1 Mdy hudds have been exrracted ftom the
statutory rcponing schemes and siudies compilol by
national o. irternational aurhorines.

5.3.2 Aiong othe. sources. the EUROCONTROL
.rud) hd. =led hea\ily on uforlnanon rrcn opcraror' in
rhe Euopem region. This dala includ.s evdts reFned
volsntarily by flighr crcws, olerarors and ATS provideB
(contollc6) in additior to rhe mandabry everr rcpons by

5.3-3 l4weFrisk evenB can also be significdr, bur
considerabl€ mounls of dara must bc available to provide
a represenrarive sample of statislics. The Foblem associaFd
pith data Ba$enng sysems has been thar nodally dly
sienficet €vents hale been recodcd, which produces too
s6all r sanple of data 10 pioducc medingJul sranstics.
Tlis study hd been pa.riculdly inleresled in rhe porcndal
b@ds noied ir ihe interacnon betw@n thc flighr crew md

5.4 fotusl hrard
id.ntific.tion.rd En.lysis

s.ssions (HAzoP)

5.4.1 HAZOP is a techniqre used ro deremine the
likely hddds ad consequences wirhin a hiEb-technology
envnoment in which humms fon ! major liDk in the
decisior pro.ess€s. A team of four or fivc experienced
penomcl dnfr a checklisr on which thc haad identifi
cauon \s\ion: rhen.ehes $e btueo. Cach resron is
attended by soDe ten s!€cialislpdsonnel reprcs€nting flighr
crews. controll.rs, ad equipment manufacuren *ho se
guidcd uou8h rhe cnecubr of porfrrial n.k Inducrng
situalions. The specialisrs de thcr invned to off€r fteir

b) possiblc safe8uardsr and

c) possibl€conscquences.

5.4.2 Ar the hazard idendficarion scssions no au€mpt
is madc b quetify the risks arsocialed Bith the hedds or
lhe frequency with which rhe initiatng hazads occur.

5.5 Hazard fr€quency aDd rankins

5 5.1 Thereladve inpondcc ofrhe vdious initiating
haads ; decmined by esiimating the f.equency of
occurence a.d fte potendal resultan! risk.

5.5.2 Hazard frcquacy cstimadon is cmied ourby
considerarion of th€ vdious data sources with additional
infomaiion being derived Aom olhcr sourccs cadar
recordings. etc.) whcrc availablc- Finall,, a poel ofexperts
is convenrd tojudg. ft. validiry of these eslinales. Views
cxprcssed ar the h.zard ftequency €srjmafon session arc
incor?orated into a quesr'onna're conceming specinc
hazads, lhen consequen@s, deleclion md corection. This
is rhd senr io a wider selecnon of cooperadng pilors and

5.5.3 During the cou6e of estimaring rle frequercy,
md potential resulaant risk, some haz ards sted our a b.ing
mjor sources of risk in lerms of borh likelihood and
seventy. It is Dece$ary to rank ftese k€y hazards in orde. of
their inponance and to rry to estimat€ thcir frcquency of
ocsrence with Croatcr accuracy, since th€y have a
reladvely ldge effer on the final sysr€n nsk.

6. EI'EI\'IS, DETECTION Ar\D RECOITRY

6.1 It is evidenr ftom Figure A,9- I rhar a combinahon
of h8Ads interact ro cause a !.nicula! r)?e of deviarion.
The conseq'iences of tbis devialion, ud ihe possibillty of n
delcloping into an incident, is delemined by a similar ser
of interaciions, which de mo$ easily assessed ar a
detection and recovery rree.

6.2 Lnporldt factoE in detection

6.2.1 Factor rhat N inregral to rbe derecrion of a
devi ion include tbe following:

a) dcviadon q€, Eaffic lcveh, ATC and pitoi

b) $hefier rhe devralion occurs *hm a lum is

c) wheftc. thc deviarion occurs dudng a seclor
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d) the sweillance caplbility, including radar separa,
tion mi.i!na. basic radar accuacy, filtering and

6.2.2 The availability ofalerring sysrcmr, the nature of
ftc displays, the comunicarion s)sren. eic., all contiburo
to th€ valialion in dciecdon time.

6.3 ImportaDt factors
m recovery

6.3.1 The following are impo.tar. factors in rhe
r€covery from a deviati.n:

a) d.lays due to misidcnrincation of aircraft;

b) nisdi@tedcon cdy. inst crion or pm corrccrive
mmoeuqe; ed

L) rhe time rcmaininB .n shich 'o ble core$ive

6,4 Sinple deviation and relovery nodel

6.4.1 A si-ple model hd bcen dcvcloped ro simulale
an airclalt d.viating within rhe scerdios desc.ibed in
se.non.{. Thcposlibi1iryof fliShtcrewdd ATC detecnoL
rhe corccrion reaction 1ifts dd cvcniual recorery ro tbc
appropriatc sepralion minimur have b€en included. Tbe
aim is to detemire rh. prob*iljty of th€ devialing aitcr&.!
infringing on lhe adjoinint lrek-

6.5 Conflict d€t{tion and .aoluiion
for a giyen scnario

6.5-l Evenr ndes ass@i{ed wirh each.tcviarion
sc€nano hav€ b€en da.mi.ed and p{merds (prob-
abilitia dd rih+scalct applied io:

a) fte d€rcction of a delialilg aircr.ft by ATCI

b) the abiLiry to conwunicaE that facr lo ihe deuaring

c) l.\e ability of that aircrafi tc, succsfully cornpl€E
a corr.c$ve (avoidins) bdoenvre.

6.5,2 Tbe resulknt stuctrres de extrehely com
llicaled, tud lor alt of the pormid brealdowns of rbe Eee
cln be ieadily dalysed. Howeld, tre comphnry h^ been
rcduced by assuminS a more limited set of corective
tumc-qcalrr. Md deducrng rhe tiiellood or correc.ioo

beforc lhe application of sho.t tefm conflict al.n
reaching the closesr poinl of aplroach. as shom

6.5.3 The capabjliry of ATC ro deteci deviarions is
dependent on a number of circunsrmces det nbed
prcviousry bu! lanicdu arrention should be paid to the
likelihood of a CMF occuring.

6.6 Overall system collision
riskunderATC

6.6.1 Figrre A-9-4 is a fudcr expansior of lhe
stDciure of Figu. A-9-3 bu accumulated over l{ losliblc
tccnario,.The Drcbabrlirlota.olu!'on anrn8fi oo cgNer
scedario (in rh€ dbsence of ATC) is gjv€n by Px, but with
ATC suNeillance the d€viatior my be detecred and
corected with varyins prob.biury righr up to rhe time of
collisior. If thc cuulative plobabilirt of this conccdve
actjon bcin8 appLed rucc€ssfully is PC! pd ccni tnen Oe
resulGn!probability of the collision (rcmingwill be P" *
(100 PCx) per cenr Trle overall probability of a coll'sion
srisirg will now be ihe sum over alL of ihe scmdios.

6.7 Fuiure f.cron
.ff.rthe hard

detation and cor.etion

6.7.1 Orher fadoF. which have not becn included ar
fi\ \Lte. our which ma) oe incresingly ibpo(mr in
futuE, de lhose.ulomar.d featues, which enabl. thc ATS
sysien to predjcl ard dctect stsific hazeds dd ro su8gesr
opimum correcdve straegies. These includei

a) on'boad equipmert lhat cd detect driri trom rack
or Polential collision risk, (..9. re.eiver autonomous
irtegnN nonitorirg GAIM), airlrnfl auronorbus
int€entv mouorinS (AAIM), Faltc collisio il.n
dd avoidance syslen (TCAS))i dd

b) aulondred ATC capabrluies in-lud'ls duroma',c
htruder alerts. which can highlight poor nedoves
and moniror ddoeDvle( (losr ro rbounddry.

7. }TODEL SENSITIVTIY

7.1 Parr of rhe hazdd./risk ealysis .rudy cui€s o$ a
sdsirivity dalysis ro asscs! rhc €ffar of lafious cstimared
values and model simplihcadons on rhe calculaLd systeD
rist. It is im!ort&! lhat key faciors/pammeteB de deieF
mined aI d early stage to ensure $ar accumte 6sessmenrs
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de made of ftose paianrlc$ havin-! a najor influencc on
the resrlt. The 6scssmdt meftodology wiU also allow d
evalualion of thc imp.ct of differ€nt en\ironn€nrs on the
ILS,

8. YALIDATION

8.1 Vadous praclical dara analyscs bav€ ben carneo
oul ir lhe !61, blr il is very ditricuh lo id€ndfy dev'ation
statistics rising from specific caus€s. Those camed out by
ICAO (19?6) and ELTROCONTROL (1982,E4) give some
resul$ in relarively sjlnple scerarios whdc arGmprs have
been made !o isolate any effocts of ATC inrervention. Evo
in these cases tbe hils of rhe deviation disr.ibutions rc

irafiic densitjes, the lonte neiwork envircnment ard passirg
frequmcies de hade available for i.p!r ro rhe model,
whrch d€Lermines the separation required rc rchie\c the
IequiredTLS.

8.2 In this casc, $e nerhodology pr€dicts rhe
disributions dislnS llom specrfic corbinadoDs of hddds,
differebt operating areas wirh ditrercnt saffrc l€lels, .8.,
dd then alplies the risk calcllatiol ro prcdicr lhc rcsultor
rates of infringemerr of separation. These rales of
'ntung€nenl de ften conped wirh rada. re@rdirgs ro
rnsure uar rhe reco'lcd od pEd;cled B|es d in
agreernert over a wide range of inf.ing€melt radii and

9. APPLICATION

9.1 Tho collision nsk model (CRM) is apptied !o
suirable roucs scleckd b) rh. €valuation authoriry. Dara ot

10. CONTINUING
PROGRAMME

10.1 In d,e European study, the immediare last is 10
conlinue lhe deielopment of rhe devialion, deiection ud
coreclion model wilh rhc inclusion of more complere
scenarios and th! validadon of the early resulrs.

10.2 Sensnivity dalysk, which slould be applied in
thc ldt stages of lhe model developmen! indic.res ihose
!a!ts ot the model rhat require turure work rhrough
modificaion of the conplexiry or by dcvcloping more
lrecse eslmates of frcqucncy of occurence. The
conlleled model cm be used !o calcuiae lhe risk
dsioc'ated $iLb vdrling spdcirC nininc dd to d.remine
whai sprcinSs will penrtt opcradons in ecordance qilh the
requiied TLS.

10.1 Funher rcserch should be concenrrat€d on
extending the undereranding oi ATC sysGm l@p emr
mcchdins ad ATC inlervenrion success rales, using tnth
detailed data collcciions md additional reat,rim€ simu,auun
srudies.Ihe inpct ofautomaic devjarion and other alens
or ATC iools nad to be alsessed s tbey are brougbr on
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Appendix 10
APPLICATION OF RISK ANALYSIS TO AIRSPACE

PLANNING INAUSTRALIA

I, INTRODUCTION

1.1 The atspac€ plarning menodology for ih.
deierminalion af sepdation minima outlines rso barc
methods of dcrcmining whetler a syslem is acceprably safe.
Firstly, cotupdison wjth a reference sysr€m cb b€ nade,
prcvided therc is e exlensivc hislory of sysbm s.fery in
arms of systcrn flighr hours, Ir is noted thal rhis merhod is
impr&rical for low tEJfic density.

1.2 Th. second method is to evduate sysrem risk
aeain$ a dueshold TLS. Safely critical paldcrc6 havc to
be identlJr.d ud lheiJ effecr on collis.on risLmdellcd.The
risk analysis prcc€ss follows the tradirional steps of sysr.m
defi b irion. :euin8 e\aluanon crireria- lddd,dorif carion,
ftequency e"Umr'on. cq'equoce dodelluu. ri5I esrina
t ion.  r i \ l  c \Eluar ,on and r isk 'educuon n,e^LF), , r
requied. A TLS of 1.5 x lO! far.l accjdmrs due to colli-
sions p€! systen flighr hour is rcco]Mdded.

1.3 T}c glrdance marenal ccolMend( lechniSues
slch 4 matnemancal modeling. cxput judgemerr aod
comparison with other simild op.radons. It also snggesrs
using pancls of otaatonal expens guided by a Eained
fiacnitator. who will also us€ the large mounr of accumu-
lacd knowl€dge on likcly enor rat€s in other indushes

1.4 This paper dcscribes Oe use of just such b
approach by Airscivic.s Australia to address Lhe risk of
vdious anspace classificarior dd rechnolog) o?rions for
rh. spdsely settled irterior of comincntal Austratia. A bse
cale has been estabtishcd fd €isring lisk levek and an
ai^pace nsk model (ARIO developed.

1.5 Tbe major pan of Ausfalii. olGide rle esrem
seaboard, capit2l clics ud @jor towns, is unconuolled
ailspacc, nd *ill evsrually be caEgorizcd 6 ICAO Ct4s
G. Th@ are corcems abour thc.ouision nsk ihar re8lltar
public ranslon GPT) nay b€ .rposed ro cenain
uncontolled rural adodromes such as Dubbo, Ayers Rock

ud Kunununa. These aercdromes have a mandatory
broadcst zotr (MBZ) dd may r€quire ICAO Clds E

2. DUE DILIGENCT

2.1 The ap?lication ofengineering techniques to the
lr€seFarion of life ard ile piole.don of prolerty assets bd
been welt established in the proc.ss industries (Ref.rence
l)'. Until recently, however, lhese Fchdques have sed
little applicadon h olh€r jnduslnes. A multidiscipliiary
aptroach to .isk managcment n.cds to .onsid.r borh
techrologl and humo fero6.

2.2 A common law d'rry of c@ cxisb for a safe work
plde and syst ds of work. The obligarion to ensure thar
nsk is ". . . a low as reasonabl, plactical (AI-ARP) 'is also
erskined in Australian Occlpadonal t{€alrh dd Safery
(OH&s) legisla.ion. To be foud guilry of neslisence, ue
atrsw€r to all four of the following quesrions ne€ds ro be
'tej 

, on a balance ofprobabiliry bd;.

2-2.1 Quesrion 1: Causarron

Did thc injurl 6cur becaDse ofrhe "unsaie" marler on
which $e clai$ of regligence is basedl

2.2.2 Quc,lion2:Forese.bility

Is n posible ro forese that rhis injury could hrypen?

2.2.3 Qu€$ion3:ft€vcrtabilily

Is $<rc a pk,u.dl akemalivc !odoinB LhLjob rhis wcy
or wirh cquipnent within rhe employer cor$ol?

92
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2.2.4 Qu€srion.l:Reasonableness

What ; $c bdldce of the sifliJicuce of the risk versus
thc.ffon r€qlned to reluce it?

2.3 Probatility criterie ee often us€d ro judge risk for
cdtical or callstiolhic ourcoines (singlc or multiplc
fatalities). Wllere nsks are clos lo accclrablc, one must
d€monstrate ftar thc' . . . cosr of renuction would excccu
fte inprcvemenl gained", qhile in the hieher risk band. lisk
is tolerabte " . . . only ifreduciion is irnpr.ctical or if cost is
gto-l) drJproponionarc !o lhc rmprc\emnr pcibed .

Airspace Cldsification Scheme (AACS) initially prololes
nnimal changes by keeping exisring ainpace bourddies
ed senices, bur revising nomenclature in accordoce wfi
ICAO reconnendalions. Due !o safery concelrs for IFR
op€ratiors md pendhg fiinher risl analysis, Class G
airspace will rcquirc mardalory notificarion of IFR

4.3 Aircrail have mdilionally retied on ndio calls to
provide the "alen" compondt of the 'alened see-dd-
avoid" principle At MBZ rerodromes, caniage of radio is
bddato.' while at coro'loD traffic advisory fiequcncy
(CTAD acrodromer, it is not. The nadatory cariage and
use of radio aI MBZ a.odrom€s is confined !o a voluDe of
li.space usually ol 15 NM ndius and up to 5 000 fi abolc
ground level (AGL).

4-4 Refercnce 2 defires a hddd ar a physical
'i$anon sith a po'.ndal tor hund injuD. The 'em ir
taken to include danger to perrors h a mid-air coll is'on. In
ih€ temiDal majust ourside tle cjrcui! arriying ancEfi d€
bolh descending and manoeLrvlint ftom a veicty of uacls,
wh ile a ircrali deparhs rR cl'mbinsand alsom!noeuvring.

4.5 The most likely type of collision pairs will depdd
on localton and eearh€r. They can be caregoriz€d according
to *l€ther aircrafl are flymg a.cording ro visual flighl rules
ryFR) or irstrument fligh! rules (IFR). The l.tter reSe
from low'capacio !.ivale/chaner aircraft generally wilh
only one pilot (IFRI). 10 high{apacily RPT akcBft
opented by rwo pilots (IFR2).

4.6 Nine types of collision pairs arc possiblc:

a) w& r'FR in \4tC (r cas€)i

b) IFRIATR dd IFR2/VFR in vMC i2 cas€s)i and

ci IIRI^IRI, IFRI,/IFR2 dd IFR2^FRz jnborh
l-]'IC and IMC (6 casct.

4.7 The collision lair oalysis considels both visuar
ard insEumeol met€orclogical @nditions (VMC ud IMC).

5, AIITSPACE R]SK
MODEL (ARM)

5.1 The ARM fcus.s on the "near mhl'as tne
cnncal event. A near mhs is cosidered !o occu! when rwo
(or fuorc) drc.an come qithin defined horizonnl and
vertical limi$, wi$our being awdc of cach othd's
presence. For rnodelling purposes, a cri.ical paii of aicraft
is one wherE lhey come willin 1.0 NM horizonrally and
500 ft venic.lly. r thcy hir rhey become a "collision pair".

3. MEIHODOLOGY

3-1 H@ard ed risk analysis techniquer originated m
the ae.ospace irdustry in the 1960s. They have siCnrtica ly
improved safery l.v.ls in thc so-cdled high ha2ard
ch€mical. pelr@hemical and nucl€ar indosrics. Ar tbe sde
1ime. principles of hLghly prolect d risk have been
developed for fi-r€ proEcrion in rhe manufacruin8, prpd

3.2 A tau!e-c@qucn.." approlch lo hodclling
nsk (Reference 1) wd adopied ro develop rhc atspace risk
nodei. The ap?roa.h combines iauh lree and €vent Eee
rechnigues focu!€d on a c€n1ral evmtr the pinr in rimc al
which conEol ov€r porenrialy damaging energy b losr
Thcsc tcchniques have b€en applied ro haedous probieins
in . .dg€ of indusrri€s, both in Ausralia and oversed.

3.3 Th€ concQt of risk always has rwo elemens,
ndcly lhe frequency *i1h which a hazar:d occu.s and rne
conleqlenceG) of the ti@ardous event (Reference 2). An
energy-damge approach is used in developing modcls ro
que y ih€ consequences of unwdled cvdB and a
l16c{cque.ce approaci! ro idenrit the c.us€ and quantify
rhe likerihood.

4, A}PLICATION

4.1 An airspace ;sk nodel has been develop.d ro
obJectively d.rchi.e risk leveh associared 1litn cdcnr dd
proposed lllethods of operaring Ausralio airsprc€. Thc
work began *i$ a r.view of uncon.rolled lerminat ailspacc
b reLatjon to ICAO clasificaliors- By insperion, ir iniiially
f@us.d on ai.craft lllnsiting from thc m-rouE !o the crcuu
dvimnmenG, ar lhis was considdd to be the highesr rjsk

4.2 The ICAO model preyid6 for a rote of ainpace
!|es (A'G) wi*r diffding leveh of servie. The Alsralid
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5.2 Cause-conscqucncc model.ins rRelerence L
combines tradidonal fauh Eee and even! lre€ techniques by
focusinS on a csral evenr: th€ poirt in ume at which
comrol over potentially damaging ener$ is losr.

5.3 Slatisncal av@8es are used ro esrimare the
possible consequences of panicular collisior pans. A
socielal risk appromh consid€n rhe cumulnlive aequency
of,V or nore fatalities @curinS-

5.,{ The ARM, which has lhus fd been applied mainly
to$et rmi.al ea of d nncontrclled amdmme, lroposes
that three phases all have tl] fail for a poEnrially conflicting
pair of aircraft to becomc a crjrical pair:

a) th.re ; a brskdown in ATC sepalation procedu€s
o., s in the cse of unconirclled aerodromes, an
ATC separation senice is no! provid€dr

b) lhe consider€d acdon lhde fails. This ph6.
includes ATS alens *bcn r€l€vmt. It is bded on
pilot coordinarior by r.dio dd separation by
procedual means such as separue allitudes or
specific ractjng de(ails. T)?ica1ly, ir cove6 a
four-minutc p€riod, b€rweer five minutes ard 60
seconds from poendal irnlacr. Considered aclion
by either aircraft will avoid a c.ilical pani dd

c) th€ evasivc &tioD phd. fails. This phase is any
.irudliod *herc \LJal acquilrron and dvoiddce is
necessary, bu! l)?ically berw€etr 60 s.conds od l2
seconds ftom por€nial impact. k is affecled by lhe

gconery of the critical pair, lre,warnins (radio,
olh€r howledge of aircraft). aircraft size, colour,
vi\ibilir), clt* vrgrldcc dd sorkload. E!3i!.
adon b) eiuer atclah willa!oid a cnrical pair.

5.5 In focusing oD the nes miss s the caiticd even!
Lhelo$ ol,ontlolofLhe situal,on is rdenliJred 4s de poinr
at which movement ofth. co.rol su.fac* of d aircrsft ai
risk would ool have any signincant effect by rhe dme in€
collision point was passed: no n,a c' what rhe pilot does,
luck will rulc lhe rcsull This ir about l2 secondsbeforcony

5.6 The cause-consequerce diaglan is cenre{l on the
diricdl ev€nt ftom which consequdces flow and towdds
whr.htherc arecausate\enl.. s rLh (imcdcpi!rcti tu no$in8
lrom len ro .ight acros th€ page. The el€nents of$e model

a) loss of contrrcl - 12 selonds before mid ajr
collision or near miss;

b) contibutin8 events considercd action and
evaivc action phdes; and

c) h8e of ou|cones - event !r€€ analysis quesdons.

5.7 FiElre Al0-l represents the AND" logic lhat
ALL five idenlified causes have to fail in ordd for Nsr ur
control to occu!. On the rielt sidc of the hod.l, fte balace
of plobabilities b.twM ourcofts is esrinated.

Fnd a rcfaf l fals lo

Figure A-10-l
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5.8 The fonnulae Dsed in the nodel are dedved from
th€ noinlrl tul€s of conbining tmbabilitics.

Whdc d evflt cu occur if eilher of the contnbuc
ing events occur. i.€. lh€re is more tban one cause o!
failure mode, ihis is call.d d "OR" Eate:

4 O R B = , 4 + B - A * A

NoIe thar th€ subr&ciion term is necessary so as tot
to double count the intersection of fte rwo evenK. U
both evenB have a failw probabilily of 1 in l0;

A o R a = 0 . 1 + 0 . 1  -  0 . 1  + 0 , 1 = 0 . 1 9
(= 19% - 1.9 x lSr = l.9E-l in scienlitrc roralion)

Conversely, wherc a contiol bcdue D is p.oposed
ro 8u&d aga;nsr d unwored evenl c, this rs
logicall!an'AND gaie as bolh C must ti88cr snd
D rnusr fail for loss of conbol ro occur:

CANDD=C*D

e.g. if both evenLs have a failure probabilily of 0.I :

c A l \ D D = 0 . 1 * 0 . 1 = 0 0 l
(= 1% = | 0 x ll''z = ll E-2 1n scienrific nolarion)

5.9 A iraffic den procers wilt obviously fail if an
aircrail cannot receiv€ a call OR if no lraffic alcn is
pmvjded. Furthc!, the provision of a traffic alert can come
fiom ATS A.fiD ftom fte second aircrafl, i.e. borh must fnil
for there to be no alen. This h shown in Figur€ A-10-2.

5.10 An aircraft canno! receiv€ a call if ir has no
receiver c4abiliry - recerve! hor in.|!lcd OR re.ci\cr
iails. Thc pilor cb also fail. €iih€r by selectint lhe wrong
fiequmcy OR faiting to list€n. This pan of lhe model is
shown inFigueA-10-3.

Traf lca ler t  notrecelved
A T S  a  e n f a r s

Trallic a et not prcv ded

FlgureA-10-2

Figur. A-10-3
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5.ll Corsidered acdon fails if both aircraf! fail ro s@
each olher OR il o ailcrali is aware bur makes d cmr- In
lhis context \cc' can have a bloader m€ding: the pilot of
oDe atcran leeJ' thc or,\.r ia rhc "miDd's e)€", i.e. fonDs
a norat piclue of (he other aircraft's locaoon. 'Ihe 

onLy
optioD for d unalened aircraft n visual acquisidon, vhich
is ulikely in fte considered elion phase. Even U one
aircraft is 6wde of the orhert posirion, ir car sr t mak€ an
.dor, eirhe. by failing to respond ro a poteniial lbrea!, or by
responding inconectly (see Figlre Al04).

5.12 Ev8ive &1ion fails if both aircrli fail to s€c
each other OR m aircraft is aware but makes an eno!. ln
thls context'\e€" ha. only one meaning - unalerred visual
acquisition. Other poss ibilities have already been lakfl rnto
accolnt m rhe considered acrior limc-fram.. By way of
glDng u exdpte of wherc. in rhe model, a paniculu
contol technology wo!]d bc considered, th€ rol. ofACAS
is also depicted (Tigur. A-10-5).

Aircraft fa sto see

Eitur. A.1lI4

FisuF A-r0.5
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6, QUANTIFICATION OF TIIE MODEL

6.1 Thc ARM w* d€velo?€d dd quunned by a
study tcd of op€rations dd .esearch p€rsonnel dd
consultins risk engineen. Probabililies fo! sone com-
ponents of ihe nodel wee bded directiy on empirical dala
(e.9. €quipm.nt fit, soft on indirect or exnnlolarcd dala
(e I vilual acquisition) ud some on subjcctiye dala (€.s.
hunrar facto6). The model and its probabiliii€s were rhen
scrulinized by a safety panel mad€ up of a ffoss-s@tion of
ind u\u) Fpre,mtatves *rrh ( @.nr op.ralion al e \perience
While the panel acccptcd th. modcl and some of lhe
€mpiricaly derived probabilities, it derived lrobabilili€s for
\odc codponenh of rhe model b) d ircEri\. toring

6.2 An aircrft€quipmcrr suncy conductcd in 1994
(Refererce 3) indicaEs rhar 5 per cc't of \aFR ancraft do
nol have radio installed, bui that all IFR aircraft have radio

6.3 Several inciderls of aircrafr receiver fail@ de
reported bl the B!ftau of Air safety tnvcsiiSlrion (BASD
each weck out of roughly 150 000 Erovcncnls in Ausraxa
Allop1na for under-rcponirS, $c failue Fte of I x 10r
(t Ea) for elcctronic .qnipnqt typically adopred in
proc$s indusq risk amllsis (e.s. Refe!.nce r ) js reeaded

6.,1 BASI reporb sugges! a failurc probability of 8 in
100 m,0 for airc.af! on lhe qrong frqucncy. The safety
pdel felt this figur€ would be highly dQendenr on
experience. For YFR pilots it was consid€red ridiculously
low. Th. pdel voted for figwes of 9 E-4 for lFR2 aircrafi
dd 8.7 E-l for \.FR aircraft, i.e. lhe idea of rhe facbr of l0
:pplying lo \aFR w6 a8rced. By interpolalion, a figue of
2.5 E-3 is used in the mod€l for lFRl.

6-5 A mcd probrbility of 1.3 E-2 was adopEd for
\aFR pilots failiiS to listen, I -2 E-3 for IFR2 pilots, wiih tbe
inE4olated va.lu€ for IFR1 rhen berng 4.01 E-3.

6.6 Failu.e rates of ATS alen are likely !o be very low,
say I i' 1 miuion for radar or nodncalion failures and I in
100 000 for p.oc€ssing or comunicaiiors erron.

5.7 The study ream sugg.srcd ngws of I E-3 for an
IFR pilot md I E,2 for a \aFR pilor for failure b make cal1s.
This refleds the textb@k difference ber*@ u .xp..icnccd
compdeD! oFralor ard one who is m.ftly rrained. The safery
pmel decided on a figurc of 1.+ E-3 for IFR2 md 6.2 E 2 fo.
wR pilo6, giving 9.2 E-3 for IFRI pilors.

6.8 The pmel adopred 2.7 E-3 for an IFR2 pilor failure
to respond to an identficd thrcat, beciuse rhey are 6ain.d

to orgeizc dd iniriare selaradon. An esdmate of 5 4 E-2
war adopted for \aFR failure to respond ro 6 identified
ltuear, th€ con sponding figw for IFR1 being I 22 E-2

6,9 A q?ical IFR pilot who respondod irco@ct1y
once in 1 000 tiDes would therefore do so about once every
lhrcc ycm. Th. slfety pmel agie€d this was close to the
t@k, adopting a red of 1 1 E-3. For VFR ftc figuc wa
1.72 E-2 ed for IFRl .4.43 8 3.

6.10 Failure to a.l under cletu and present dug.r was
equalcd !o penonal cxperi.nce of one nislake in I 000
flights {a professional pilot would lylicauy make t 000
fli8hi! in two yeart. Th€ safety pdcl adopled a mean of
1.15 E-3 for IFR2 tilols, l.3l E-3 for \.FR pilois a for
IFRI pilois, 1.23 E-3

6.11 As io ai.qaJt .esponding incorecdy, note thar
p ' lo ' '  have no prdcuce or  re. t in8 in  -onJJ<r in8. ta! \c
mano€lt res in porential confl,d r run! on s In iomar ,on or
two recert ne& misses wa considered by ft€ panel, which
adopted a mean of 2.34 E-l for IFR2. For \.FR, the fig!re
was 4.75 E-3 ud for IFRI,3.34E 3.

7. MODEL *ESI]LTS

7.1 The failu.e rale for IFR/IFR conflict !ai6 not
beirg alened .ang€d frcm 0.22 ?e. cent to 1.89 per cent. Lr
MBZS, tl'c failuc rate wd Ll2 pe! cenr for VFR/VFR
pai6. dd rMged from 2.44 pe. cdr 1o 7.71 pcr em for
IFR/VFR pai^- In CTAis, failur rates fo. VFR/VFR dd
IFR/VFR pii6 were found to be very sensitive to VFR
radietanicipation rates, rmging ftom 15.45 per cem ro

7.2 ldnut lode(ecr d ucrafrmore thu onc diluie
awsy n ihe considftd action pbas. wd considered to
rdge from 7E pcr ccnt to 94 pd cenr probability for lilors
who werc mcnhll) alert but nor *alerted'. A figue of 5.7
E 3 ws adopted by th€ panel for a IFRz pilots failur. !o
realize the need for conside.ed action when alerted. A lnean
faiiue rate of 8.9 E 2 was adopted for !.FR lilols be{ause
their Eai.ing does nor empharize enough situalional
awdetress or ftin king ahead. By int€rpolation. 2.36 E-2 wd
adopted fo. IFRI pilots.

7.3 The evarive acron ngures weE b.:od on rables of
cumuladve probability up to the loss of conrol poini of 12
i@nds from polenlial impac!. The critical factor was
id.otificl !() be lhe sizc oi thc rtrg.r aircrafr. Tb. failurc
probabililres adoplcd rogcd from 24.8 ler ceni for an IFR2
lookin8 for & VFR aircmfr !o I I.3 per cenr for a \aFR
lookiDg for d lFR2 ancraf!.
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?.4 The ntio berween collision pai6 md cririca, (n€a
mist pairs was considercd to bc abour i:300. Modelling of
Dubbo a.rodrome in New Solth Wales has been useo o
cslimate lhe likelihodl of a cntica.l pair (near r[ss) ensring
on a given trip. Overall, with 25 000 movemen$ in a y.d,
250 critical pdrs w€re found, i.e. 1 pd ccnt of tolal

7.5 Applying lhc 1:300 rario gives the condilional
collision probabilirics sh6w jn Table A,l0-1.

7.6 The likely av€rage consequences for ceh collision
pair are 20 laralnies for IFR?iIFR-Z. I I-12 rf Lhere i. one
IFRz involv€d dd 1.G4.5 for collisions involvinS
\TRIFRI.

7.7 Thc Elative risk results show rhar for IFR colisior
pans, Lletihood decreases sh.iply as cons€quence
itrcreases. This rcfl€.ts the socieBl .isk concept rhar sociery
has a much gRater aveBion ro high corsequence evcnrs.
Thc hodel is sensitive lo IMC where risk increased by m
o.der of magnitude comped with VMC because tne
iee-and-avoid corrribudon is nol possible ir IMC.
Howeve., risk is nor si8nificantly g.earer in eirh.r cse jf
ATS is not prcvided. Thh is due ro very hish radio
panrcipation rates by IFR piiors_

7.8 For IFR./VFR pairs in MBZ. likelih@d decEases
by m ord€r of nagnitud€ s consequqce increases! i.e. the
rilk (which is the prcduct of likelihood times consequence)
remains considl. Tbere is a facro. of 3 increase in nsk fronl
d MBZ up to a CTA-F 90 per cenr and a funher facror of
2.5 increase in risk berw€en rl€ mosl opliDistic md the
mo\r pe5\imietic a\mpuons about CTAf plnrcrpdr on
rat s. Figure A,l G6 shows lome of $c rcladv€ rilk resulrs.

7.9 The resuhs for pilob being conpletely unalened
a,r I 2 orders of magritude erealc. cvcn lnd CTAF 70 per
cent. A key .onciusion thercfore relares to rhe issue ofalen.
Tbe probabiliB of collision is hiSh ehen t'orh aircra.ft dc
unawar€ of the othd. Any dptjon, such as MBZ, thar
endbl.s rI. aircrcfr ro be d$de or e.ch odrer rs a najo.
benef,t. With ACAS, the prcbability of loss of control s
further reducod for cach ancralt ?ai. so equipped.

7.10 The 'risk rianglc ' conceF injrially promoled by
fteUKHealrhandSaf.ryExecutive(Refer.n e4)ddvRF
Hatdbook (R€fdcnce 5) places ihe AL{RP ringe berween
10{perye{ (l0O choces per miliion) and 10{ (1 chdce
pe! million) per yw for individual risk ditdia for a criticsl
exposed goup. By comparison wirh t bles of risks ro
individuals (RefeEnce 6), this is saying tbat nsks which are

Table A.10.1

YFPJYFR IFRzNFR IFR]/IFRI IFR2/1FR)

Corfigurarion

CTA.F 70%*

CTA.F 80%*

CTAF 90%*

MBZ

LVC no ATS

IMC ATS

VMC no ATS

larc ATs

?.841i5

3. l l  E-5

2.32 E-5

1.41 8,5

4.9J E 6

1.61E-4

2 93 8,5

| 96 E,5

t _ 1 5  E  5

3.85 E 6

7.O7 E,5

LZ1 E-5

4.24 E4

1.67 E-6

1.29 E-6

2.76E4 2.34E4 6.28 E 5

l  l0E-5

7.12 E 6

1.19 E-6
'7.92E-1

3.80E-6

1.80 E,6

2.62E-1

1.00 E-7

6.54E-',]

4.55 E',7

r.69 E-8

1.23 E-8
' Retes ro Lhe perccnbge ofradio-eqJrfped dcrafr rhar roLe rdio calk.
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more dan8erous rhan driving a caf are likely ro b€ unaccept-
able, whereas thos€ lhar @ about as likely as being suuck
by lighining af rivial.

?.11 Individlal risk focuses anertion on critical
€xposcd Foups ruch as crew n€mbers, who oay be
involved in 500 movemcnrs p.r annurD. The Dubbo
collnion pau aral)\i5 { o$\ indi\ rdual n:t or bein8 in a
mid-air collision is 23 chances per million p.. yee for an
IFR] at o MBZ. This risk ris.s !o 40 chances per mi|ion
in CTA! 90 per ccnt, 57 checes per miliior in cTAIi 80
per c€nt and 79 chsnces per million in CTAF 70 per cent.

?.12 The resulri ploncd in FigrEA-10 7 show]VIBZ
nsk as tolerable" (les rh.n 25 chances per milion for
IFRI crew) ud CTAI 80 p€r ceDt risk a! ,.barely tot@bte,,
(up to 57 chuccs per million fo.IFR1 crcw) depodins on
radio padiciprtion rares. h this ALARP rEgion, |hc
obligation remains Io r.du€e risk "as low a5 reasonablt

7.13 tusks of diffeqt consequences are ofrcn
compared or rh. basis rhat risks are simil f a lenfold
rncrease h scvcnry i\ accompanred b) a reruolo derre4e rn
likclihood, However, jr appws that once rhe d€ath
threshold has passed, the cornmunity h$ a buch great€.
avenion b mulriple faraiiry incidbrs. Figurc A- t 0-E sbows
thc cumulativ. probabiliB of N o. more fnhlities comlded
lo tenladve socicd nsk criie';a.

7.14 Funher *ork is need€d across rhc avhuur
,Ddustry ar a *hole Etudirg rh€ risk p&merers:
Passengers killcd, safe passenger }jtodctrcs flotrn, safe
parseogcr sear kilomedes flow., o!c.

E. DISCUSSION

E.l Risk malysis tectniqu€s m advocated as an
essendal ingredienl in detenlning safery policy.

E.2 Unal€ned s..,bd-avoid consli$!€s ar uaIXept-
.ble rhk. The siz. of rhe teger aircraft is $e cridcd factor.
Plobabilities of failue !o acquirc the rarget vary froD I 1 3
per cent for \aFR aiErdt looking for a rwo-piloi IFR
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ente6 the area of barely blerabb nsk.

8.5 Fuiner work h6 comenced on wherc to set
limits/cnteria for establishing o MBZ over a CTAI, and
wha. nsk redoctionr might be achieved for whar dollars
spenl on implementing new technologics sucl ai ACAS.

E.0 Th€ causecorsequence modelling appro@h caD
be cdibrated to give an assessmcnr of tL. €xisti.t rht of
thc p,niolar system onde. srudy- By resring such models
againsr both rh. availabledsG dd Lhe e\penence!ofsenror
managemeot and technical personnel in rhe indusiry con-
c€med, one can ensurE lhat thc nodel accu.alely reflecrs rhe
besr available infolmrion and hopledge at rhe lime wh.D
it is lsed to nake decisiors .cgardilg lirk acceprance and
nsk reduction, if rcquiEd

9. NEXT STf,PS

9.1 The first sr.p is to recognize that alrhough lhe
basic rlucturc of rhe ARM is ulik€ly ro change, rhc
qudribnve results pr€s€nrcd hcr. ue p.elimjnary. As
finne. resedch is conducr.d, p.niculdly in the crjncal
d€a of probabiljty oi saing olher aircraft, and fte near
t ss to coUisiotr ratio, rhen fte resul$ will chmgg
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passengcr scats), medjun (10-38 sears) and high (grearer
thln 38 seats) cap&iry RPT aircraji. this is imporldr
because the ARM is sensitive ro fte nunber of likely
fatalities in a mid-air colisio..

93 Thirdly, rhe relarionship b€tween absolute risk md
risk &ceptdce criieria neds to be addressed. In pardcul&.
should risk criteria be b6ed on soxoe crirically exposed
gloup, such d RgI pilots or freqlcm fl]e6, or on some
co.c?t of overallrisk? This will influence such lhings as
the qiteria for upgradinS d a@drome from a CTAF !c, m
MBZ, or froh d MBZ to a contrcl !o*er.
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Terms of Reference 
 

Mackenzie River and Liard River Valleys Aeronautical Study 
 

1.0 Purpose 
 
The purpose of the Terms of Reference (TOR) is to provide a framework for an Aeronautical Study to 
review the ANS requirements in the region of the Mackenzie River and Liard River valleys in the 
Northwest Territories in advance of the proposed Mackenzie Valley Gas Pipeline project.  
 

2.0 Scope  
 
The intent of this Aeronautical Study is to identify service and airspace requirements to support safe 
and efficient IFR and VFR aircraft operations. The study will identify customer needs, issues and 
concerns and will consider the operating environment, including all expected flying activity in the area.  
It will consider airspace design, airport and en route traffic services, Instrument Approach Procedures, 
STARs, SIDs, IFR and VFR routes, communications, surveillance, ATS and pilot procedures, aviation 
weather services and navigation services.  The study will recommend the best way to structure the 
airspace and provide air navigation services to meet the safety and efficiency goals of aircraft 
operators and their customers.   
 

3.0 Methodology 
 
The study team will:  
 

• Interview customers and stakeholders to obtain their needs, issues and concerns; 
• analyse the concerns and issues raised by the stakeholders; 
• develop possible solutions and/or options; 
• conduct HIRA as required; 
• identify those solutions or options which may be implemented on a priority basis; 
• prepare a final report; 
• present recommendation to Senior Management for approval; 
• co-ordinate with the appropriate managers who would be involved with the technical and 

operational implementation of proposed service changes; 
• ensure the maximum practical customer and user support for proposed changes; and 
• co-ordinate with Transport Canada with respect to regulatory review. 

 
The study team will ensure that consultation with users, customers and affected or interested 
stakeholders is sufficient prior to making any recommendations to senior management. 
 
Business cases will validate recommendations where required.  
 

4.0 Safety Management 
 
The manager responsible for implementing any decisions resulting from this aeronautical study will 
prepare a project safety management plan.  The plan will include mitigation and monitoring actions 
identified through this study that are required to implement the change in service. This includes a 90-
day and a one-year review following implementation. 

In addition, the plan will include a methodology for responding to safety concerns emerging during this 
study, which require immediate action.  
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5.0 Human Resources 
 
The Study Leader will rely upon and obtain the assistance of specialists in specific fields of expertise 
within NAV CANADA and may require expert assistance external to the company.  
 
Team membership will be based on a multi-discipline, matrix organization.  Representation will be 
obtained on an as needed basis for key technical, operational and support areas.  Additional members 
will be identified during the course of the study and will be expected to participate on specific tasks on 
an as required basis.  The duration of those tasks may vary from a few days to two weeks.  A key 
focus of the study project manager will be to minimize impact of all work assignments on other projects 
underway. 
 
The level of effort and duration will be calculated during the planning phase of the project. 
 

6.0 Workplan 
 
A work plan will be developed following the initial management team meeting.  
 

7.0 Aeronautical Study Team Members 
 
The following resources will be required:  
 

Project Manager   Manager, Level of Service and Aeronautical Studies - West 

Analyst   Level of Service and Aeronautical Studies 

Analyst   Level of Service and Aeronautical Studies 

Analyst   Level of Service and Aeronautical Studies 

Airspace Specialist  Manager,  Airspace Planning and Design 

Operations Specialist    CNS Service Design 
Surveillance 
Engineering  CNS Engineering - West 

Contributor  Weather Services Specialist,  Aviation Weather Services 

Contributor  Site Manager, Inuvik FSS 

Contributor  Site Manager, Yellowknife Control Tower and FSS and Norman 
Wells FSS 

Contributor  Manager, North Bay FIC 

Contributor  MACCO, Edmonton ACC 

Contributor  Manager, ANS Plans and Program Coordination 

Contributor  Manager, ATS Standards and Procedures 

Contributor  GM Edmonton FIR 

Contributor  MAO, Edmonton FIR 

Contributor  Manager, AIS HO and Production Planning 

8.0 Finance 
 
The costs related to the conduct of this study, travel and consultation will be funded by the Level of 
Service and Aeronautical Studies Branch.   
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9.0 Materiality of the Change 
 
It is possible that the recommended changes may represent material changes.  In that event, NAV 
CANADA will send official notices according to Civil Air Navigation Services Commercialisation Act. 
 

10.0 Communications 
 
LOS & Aeronautical Studies will conduct the consultation activities with the support of the Director 
Communications. 
 

11.0 Consultation 
 
The following users and stakeholders will be consulted: 
 
ABORIGINAL PIPELINE GROUP (APG)
ADLAIR (YELLOWKNIFE) 
AIR NORTH (WHITEHORSE) 
AIR TINDI YELLOWKNIFE) 
AKLAK AIR (INUVIK) 
ARCTIC SUNWEST AVIATION (YELLOWKNIFE) 
BUFFALO AIRWAYS (HAY RIVER) 
CANADIAN BUSINESS AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION   
CANADIAN HELICOPTERS (NORMAN WELLS, INUVIK) 
CANADIAN NORTH (YELLOWKNIFE) 
CONOCOPHILLIPS CANADA (NORTH) LIMITED
DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENSE (440 SQN) 
EXXONMOBILE CANADA PROPERTIES
FIRST AIR (OTTAWA) 
GREAT SLAVE HELICOPTERS (YELLOWKNIFE) 
GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 
GWICH’IN HELICOPTERS (INUVIK) 
HIGHLAND HELICOPTERS (RICHMOND) 
IMPERIAL OIL RESOURCES VENTURES LIMITED
KENN BOREK AIR (INUVIK) 
NAV CANADA EMPLOYEES 
NORTH CARIBOO (FORT ST. JOHN) 
NORTHERN AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION 
NORTHWESTERN AIRLEASE (FORT SMITH) 
NORTH-WRIGHT AIR (NORMAN WELLS) 
RCMP (YELLOWKNIFE) 
SAHTU HELICOPTERS (NORMAN WELLS) 
SHELL CANADA LIMITED
TRANSPORT CANADA (PRAIRIE & NORTHERN REGION) 
URSUS AVIATION (TULITA) 
VILLERS AIR SERVICE (FORT NELSON) 
 
 
 
Additional users and stakeholders may be added to the consultation process as required. 
 

12.0 Decision Maker 
  
Kathleen C. Fox – Vice-President, Operations – NAV CANADA  
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 Initiation 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Transport Canada - Pacific Region has identified frequency congestion as a significant safety 
concern at Campbell River. They believe this is due to the volume of traffic, pilot procedures and, 
flight service specialist procedures. This includes repetitious passing of routine information, over-
solicitation of aircraft position reports, passing of non-pertinent traffic, passing of IFR clearances 
on the Mandatory Frequency (MF), repeated transmissions to aircraft and providing non-flight-
related information to pilots. This frequently results in pilots not being able to make timely position 
reports. It also makes it difficult for other pilots in the Mandatory Frequency Area (MFA) and the 
flight service specialists to maintain situational awareness, thereby increasing the risk of collision.  
Transport Canada representatives are supportive of any changes in the provision of the airport 
information service that will contribute to the reduction of the frequency congestion at Campbell 
River. 
 
The purpose of this Aeronautical Study is to review the Control Zone (CZ), the Mandatory 
Frequency Area (MFA), the Aerodrome Traffic Frequency (ATF) Area and, the delivery of airport 
Information in order to identify safety issues related to frequency congestion.  
 
 
1.2 Aeronautical Study Team 
 
Project Manager Brian Stockall Manager, LOS and Aeronautical Studies - West 
Study Team Leader Brian Stockall Manager, LOS and Aeronautical Studies - West 
Contributors 
 

Gerry Nourry 
Joe Oster 
 
Brett Oram 
 
Rob Bishop 
 

Manager - Campbell River Flight Service Station
Supervisor - Campbell River Flight Service 
Station 
Analyst - Level of Service and Aeronautical 
Studies 
Analyst , Level of Service and Aeronautical 
Studies 

 
1.3 Stakeholders 
 
703 West Coast Floatplane Association 
Central Mountain Airways - Smithers  
Corilair Charters - Campbell River 
DND - 442 Sqn - Comox 
DND Terminal Control Unit - Comox 
E & B Helicopters - Campbell River  
Helifor Inc. - Campbell River 
Helijet Airways - Richmond 
MJM Aviation - Campbell River 

NAV CANADA Flight Service Station - 
Campbell River  
Transport Canada - Pacific Region 
Parallel Aviation - Campbell River  
Pacific Coastal Airlines - Richmond 
Rush Air - Campbell River  
Vancouver Island Airways - Campbell River 
Vancouver Island Helicopters - Campbell River 
West Coast Helicopters - Campbell River
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2.0 Preliminary Analysis 
 
2.1 Methodology 
 
An Aeronautical Study Team was established that included a Level of Service and Aeronautical 
Studies manager, and a LOS and Aeronautical Studies analyst as team leader.  On-site meetings 
and telephone interviews were held with key stakeholders.  The NAV CANADA Site Manager and 
Team Supervisor provided information on aircraft, airport and FSS operations.  The team 
analysed the nature of aircraft operations at and in the vicinity of the airport and developed the 
preliminary risk assessment. The Expert Panel format was used for a two-day customer meeting 
and for team deliberations. 
 
2.2 Environment 
 
2.2.1 Geography and Climate 
 
The city of Campbell River is located on the coast, mid-way up the east side of Vancouver Island.  
The Vancouver Island Range stretches the length of Vancouver Island.  These significant 
landforms play a major role in the shaping of the climate and weather of the island. Low clouds 
and poor visibility frequently occur along the narrow Discovery Passage. 
 
2.2.2 Campbell River Airport 
 
The airport is owned and operated by the District of Campbell River and supports scheduled 
airline passenger service, air cargo, charter flights, flight training (including air cadets), parachute 
jumping and general aviation. 
 
The airport elevation is 346' ASL.  Manoeuvring areas consist of one runway; 11/29, which is, 
5,000' long and 150' feet wide with taxiway access to both ends and the middle of the runway.  
Taxiway C, which provides access to the button of runway 29, is limited to an aircraft weight of 
44,000 lbs.  A standard left-hand circuit is used for runway 29, but a right-hand circuit is used for 
runway 11.  
 
The Campbell River FSS facility is at ground level with visibility to the south-west only.  The 
facility is currently not equipped with NARDS or ATIS. 
 
 The Campbell River Flight Service Station provides Airport Advisory Service (AAS) 16 hrs per 
day from 05:30 to 21:30 local and METARS from 06:00 to 21:00 to support a 13 hr TAF (08:00 to 
21:00).  Flight Information Services En Route (FISE) is provided 24 hrs on frequency 126.7 MHz 
via RCO to Kamloops FIC.  Comox Terminal (DND) provides ATC service. 
 
A NDB, a DME and an ILS serve the Campbell River Airport. The approaches currently published 
are RNAV (GPS) RWY 29, NDB RWY 11, LOC (BC)/DME RWY 29 and ILS or LOC/DME RWY 
11.  When the FSS is closed (21:30 to 05:30 local) the Comox altimeter setting is to be used for 
all procedures.  When using the remote altimeter setting 90' must be added to all procedure 
altitudes and pilots must verify that the runway is unobstructed.  Straight-in localiser (LOC) 
minima are not authorised when the Comox altimeter setting is used.  
 
Currently there are three air carriers providing scheduled passenger service to Campbell River; 
Central Mountain Air, Pacific Coastal Airlines and Helijet Airways operating Beechcraft 1900D 
and Shorts SD360 aircraft.  There are 2 helicopter operators based at the airport using Bell 206 
Vertol 107 and Chinook helicopters. 
 
The airport is heavily used for flight training.  There is a flying school, a skydiving school, and an 
ultra-light flight school based at the airport.  Additionally, a helicopter flight school, based off the 
airport, uses the airport for training, as does a heavy helicopter operator, who uses the airport for 
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recurrent training.  As the Campbell River airport is the only ILS equipped airport on Vancouver 
Island or the Lower Mainland of BC which can easily accommodate IFR training, the airport is 
routinely frequented by DND from Comox, as well as aircraft operators and flying schools from 
Victoria, Vancouver and Boundary Bay.  Due to the rugged mountainous terrain of Vancouver 
Island, both wheel and float equipped aircraft operating in accordance with visual flight rules, 
flying between Victoria and Port Hardy, and points in between, follow the coast. 
 

Campbell River Aircraft Movements - TP577 
 

YEAR TOTAL ITINERANT LOCAL 
2003 40907 23071 17836 
2002 42957 23251 19706 
2001 43110 23960 19140 
2000 38018 22902 15116 
1999 32854 22966 9888 

 
There is a considerable seasonal variation in the monthly aircraft movement figures with 2,000 - 2,500 
movements per month during the November - March timeframe increasing to 3,500 - 9,000 per month 
in the period May - September.  Much of the summer increase can be attributed to the DND air cadet 
flight training activity, conducted under contract by the local flying school.   
 
2.2.3 Campbell River Hospital Heliport 
 
The hospital is located close to downtown Campbell River, near the coast and 3.6 NM north-east 
of the airport.  The helipad is a 75' x 75' concrete pad located adjacent to the hospital.  The 
helipad elevation is 228' ASL - 118' below that of the airport.  Pilots using the helipad must avoid 
the build-up areas of the city.  They are restricted to a single arrival and departure path - 081o to 
the coast with a 12% slope. The helipad is certified for multi-engine helicopters only and prior 
notice is required for its use.  Retro-reflective markers and take-off and landing area floodlighting 
provide lighting.   
 
2.2.4 E & B Helicopters Heliport 
 
This busy private heliport has four landing pads and is located 5.3 NM north of the airport and .5 
NM west south-west of the float base.  The elevation of the heliport is 7' ASL.  Operating a fleet of 
Robinson R22 and R44 and Bell 206 JetRanger helicopters, E & B conducts flight training and 
charter operations from this location. 
  
2.2.5 West Coast Helicopters Heliport 
 
The heliport is located 6 NM north-west of the airport, adjacent to the Campbell River float base 
at an elevation of 7’ ASL.  The heliport serves as a base for charter operations using AS350 
aircraft.  
 
2.2.6 Campbell River Water Aerodrome 
 
The float base is located on the coast north of the city and 6 NM north-west of the airport.  Take-
offs and landings are conducted in a designated area in Discovery Passage, which lies between 
Vancouver Island and Quadra Island.  The water aerodrome serves as a base for the following 
charter operators who operate DHC2, C185 and BE18 aircraft: Corilair Charters, MJM Aviation, 
Rush Air and Vancouver Island Air, as well as Sealand Aviation, a MRO facility specialising in 
DHC2 Beavers and other float planes. 
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2.2.7 Airspace 
 
A Class "E" control zone (CZ), with a radius of 5 nautical miles, is centered on the airport to a 
height of 3300 feet ASL.  Overlying and surrounding the Campbell River control zone is the 
Comox military terminal control area, the airspace classification being Class E airspace above 
700' ASL.  Below this, the airspace is Class G.   
 
2.2.8 Air Traffic Services 
 
Airport information service is currently provided 16 hours per day by the Campbell River FSS from 
1330-0530Z  (0530-2130 local time).  This service consists of airport advisory and vehicle control 
service, the provision of relevant local information and the relaying of IFR ATC clearances. FSS 
personnel conduct aviation weather observations (METAR) during the hours of FSS operation.   
 
Visibility from the single-story FSS facility is poor with only a portion of the manoeuvring area and 
the approach to runway 11 being available to the flight service specialists. Because of this lack of 
visibility, flight service specialists have to request position report updates from pilots on a frequent 
basis. 
 
The Comox Military Control Unit provides IFR control service.  Primary and secondary radar 
coverage extends to the ground in the vicinity of the airport. This radar information is currently not 
available to the flight service specialists in the FSS as they are not equipped with a radar display 
(NARDS).  This equipment is scheduled for installation early in 2005. 
 
The Canada Flight Supplement (CFS) does not contain VFR Terminal Procedures Chart (VTPC) 
for Campbell River and no formal VFR reporting points have been established.  
 
2.2.9 Traffic 
 
The geographic location is a major influence on the traffic flow into and out of the airport. The 
Vancouver Island Range is located to the west. The Strait of Georgia and Discovery Passage is 
to the east. There are fishing and logging camps to the north and east. Vancouver, Victoria and 
the USA are to the south. The majority of itinerant traffic (estimated at 75%) arriving and 
departing Campbell River flows to and from the south and east. 
 
Itinerant IFR aircraft movements at Campbell River consistently exceed 5,000 per year.  In addition to 
the three air carriers operating several daily scheduled passenger flights, privately owned and 
corporate business jets regularly use the airport, the Campbell River area being world famous for 
its salmon fishing.  Since the majority of IFR arrivals are from the south and the departures are 
also to the south and the close proximity of CFB Comox, ATC clearances are both numerous and 
complex.  
 
A significant number of the itinerant pilots (both IFR and VFR) are unfamiliar with the airport, 
leading to non-flight related questions, such as to where to park, refuel, obtain customs service, 
etc.  These numerous and sometimes lengthy questions, and the responses are currently carried 
out on the MF. 
 
2.2.10 Communications 
 
A Mandatory Frequency Area (MFA) is centered on the Campbell River airport with a radius of 5 
nautical miles and a vertical limit of 3300' ASL.  The mandatory frequency (122.0) is used for air-
ground communications during the hours when the FSS is operating. Outside of operating hours 
of the FSS, pilots broadcast their intentions on the MF in accordance with CAR 602.98. Comox 
Terminal provides service to IFR aircraft on frequencies 123.7 and 227.6 outside of the MFA. 
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An aerodrome traffic frequency (ATF) (122.5), with a radius of 3 nautical miles and a vertical limit 
of 2,000' ASL is centered on the water aerodrome, located 6NM north-west of the airport.  The 
ATF abuts, but does not overlap the CZ and MF area.   
 
The common ATF for water aerodromes on the West Coast is 123.2.  Given the number of water 
aerodromes, their proximity and the low in-flight altitude of floatplane operations on the coast, 
most pilots monitor this frequency and use it for in-flight information exchange. It is the standard 
pilot-to-pilot in-flight frequency on the coast.  Transport Canada recommends that pilots operating 
below 1,000' ASL monitor 123.2 for advisories of imminent blasting operations, as this is the 
frequency used by logging companies. 
 
2.3 Study Assumptions and Constraints 
 
This review is conducted under certain assumptions as follows: 
 
• 

• 

• 

The current procedures for aircraft operations at uncontrolled airports are considered to be 
safe. 
The common practice for aircraft operations to be conducted at altitudes of 500' or less in the 
coastal environment is considered to be safe. 
Pilots will fly in accordance with CARs. 

 
2.4 Consultation 
 
A consultation meeting on the National Level of Service Aeronautical Study was held in Campbell 
River on May 26, 2004.  During this meeting a number of issues related to Campbell River 
frequency congestion and MF procedures were raised.  A subsequent two-day expert panel 
workshop was held in Campbell River on June 22-23 to further identify issues, concerns and 
possible solutions.  Additionally, a letter describing the proposal along with a diagram of the 
proposed airspace change was mailed to all above-named stakeholders.    
 
2.5 Issues 
 
2.5.1 Frequency Congestion 
 
In recent years there have been concerns by local users and flight service personnel about the 
frequency congestion in the vicinity of Campbell River and the problems attributed to it. 
Contributing to the frequency congestion are several factors.  Total aircraft movements at 
Campbell River have been in excess of 40,000 per year since 2001.  This traffic is comprised of a 
mix of IFR and VFR itinerant aircraft and local IFR and VFR training operations. Also contributing 
to the frequency congestion are floatplanes, passing through the zone en route via the Discovery 
Passage or the Strait of Georgia or landing at the Campbell River waterdrome.   
 
Pilots operating between 250' and 500' ASL along the coast and over the Strait of Georgia and 
Discovery Passage are able to communicate with the FSS. However, the communications often 
have to be repeated due to intermittent signal coverage because the FSS is located at the airport, 
which is at an elevation of 330' ASL.  This increases the number of radio transmissions and adds 
to frequency congestion. 
 
During the summer, a significant number of the pilots arriving at Campbell River are unfamiliar 
with the airport.  The flight service specialists, in response to pilots' questions advise itinerant 
aircraft, where to park, where to get fuel, where to go for customs etc.  The majority of itinerant 
pilots ask these questions on the MF every time they arrive in Campbell River, which at times 
adds considerably to the frequency congestion on the MF. 
 
As a result of the relatively large number of IFR aircraft  (arrivals and departures) at Campbell 
River and the close proximity of Comox airport, IFR clearances are both numerous and complex. 
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The number and complexity of IFR clearances relayed by the flight service specialists on the MF 
contributes to frequency congestion. 
 
The frequency congestion has led to complaints from aircraft operators that pilots are unable to 
properly broadcast their intentions or make the mandatory MF calls. This means that pilots flying 
in the vicinity do not have the benefit of accurate situational awareness. This might lead to 
conflicts with other aircraft.  The flight service specialists also have difficulty providing effective 
Airport Advisory Service due to frequency congestion as it becomes difficult for them to maintain 
an accurate traffic picture as well. 
  
2.5.2 Delays 
 
Local helicopter operators provide MEDEVAC service to Campbell River, landing at the helicopter 
landing area at the hospital, which is located 3.6 NM north-east of the airport and 118' below the 
airport elevation.  Since the flights are conducted in accordance with VFR, when weather 
conditions are below VFR minima, the pilots must obtain Special VFR (SVFR) authorisation in 
order to enter the control zone and depart the hospital.  When IFR aircraft are operating into or 
out of the airport, these pilots experience delays in obtaining SVFR authorisation.  In 2003, E&B 
Helicopters requested that the control zone be modified to remove a portion of the control zone 
below 500' ASL to permit MEDEVAC helicopters to operate into and out of the hospital heliport 
without having to obtain SVFR authorisation. 
 
2.5.3 Special Visual Flight Rules (SVFR) 
 
Once the helicopter has discharged the patient, it is no longer a MEDEVAC and the pilot is 
unable to request priority to depart the hospital and return to his base.  During consultation it was 
reported that pilots are, however, unable to communicate with FSS below 250' ASL after their 
departure from the hospital.  This prevents the pilot from requesting SVFR authorisation prior to 
departure.  When IFR aircraft are operating into or out of the airport, pilots experience delays in 
obtaining SVFR authorisation or may have the request denied, even though the helicopter is 
already in flight in the CZ.  The pilot must then return to the hospital. 
 
Many itinerant aircraft follow the coastline, transiting the eastern side of the control zone at less 
than 700' ASL.  Since the flights are conducted in accordance with VFR, when weather conditions 
are below VFR minima, the pilots must obtain special VFR (SVFR) authorisation in order to enter 
and transit the control zone.  Pilots operating at less that 700' have difficulty communicating with 
Campbell River FSS due to poor reception and are unable to communicate with the FSS at 500' 
or less.  Pilots are often unable to report clear of the control zone. Since pilots of MEDEVAC 
helicopters are unable to communicate with the FSS in flight below 250' ASL and when on final to 
the hospital they are unable report down at the hospital. Stakeholders stated that this results in 
delays to pilots requesting IFR clearances or other pilots requesting SVFR authorization since 
they must wait until the status of the original aircraft has been determined by the flight service 
specialist before subsequent SVFR requests can be approved or IFR clearances obtained.,  
 
Float plane Pilots operating below 250' ASL along the coast and over the Strait of Georgia and 
Discovery Passage are unable to communicate with the FSS.  They are therefore unable to 
properly make the mandatory MF calls to the FSS and when they broadcast their intentions they 
frequently cause interference with transmissions by the flight service specialist, which they are 
unaware of.  Some of these pilots also transit the CZ along the coast below 500 ASL without 
obtaining SVFR authorization, being unaware that below VFR weather conditions exist at the 
airport.   
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2.5.4 Position Reporting 
 
Concerns have been expressed regarding the lack of adequate depiction of local reporting points 
and frequency areas in the vicinity of Campbell River.  An ATF is in place for the 2 heliports and 
the water aerodrome located northwest of the airport on the edge of the CZ/MFA.  Itinerant pilots, 
unaware of the ATF monitor the MF, over-flying the heliports and water aerodrome without 
communicating with, or being aware of, the local traffic.  Some reporting points are commonly 
used by local pilots, but some pilots use different names for the same location.  Some commonly 
used VFR reporting points are the same as those used by IFR pilots, but the names used by the 
VFR pilots are different than those used by the IFR pilots. This creates uncertainty on the part of 
both flight service specialists and pilots as to the location of other aircraft in the area. Pilots 
operating within the MFA along the coast below 250' ASL are unable to communicate with the 
FSS to report their position and receive traffic information. This creates uncertainty on the part of 
pilots as to the location of other aircraft in the area. 
 
 
3.0 Risk Estimation and Risk Evaluation 
 
The expert panel estimated and evaluated the risks as described in sections 3.1 through 3.4. 
 
3.1 Frequency Congestion 
 
Frequency congestion hampers communications, which in turn are vital for situational awareness 
and traffic flow. Frequency congestion may be the cause of traffic conflict, which in turn may lead 
to a collision. Based on recent in flight conflicts and experiences of the pilot members of the 
expert panel, the risk of an air to air collision was estimated as low with high consequences.  This 
risk is unacceptable.   
 
3.2 Delays 
 
Delays result in extra operating costs to stakeholders. In addition, in a MEDEVAC situation, a 
delay may have serious consequences on the life and health of a patient. The expert panel 
estimated the probability of unusual delays due to frequency congestion as low with minor 
consequences.  Delays are, nevertheless, unacceptable to customers because of cost. 
 
3.3 SVFR 
 
Difficulties in pilots obtaining SVFR clearances cause delays, which are costly to operators. As 
well, there may serious consequences on the life and health of a patient during MEDEVAC.  
MEDEVAC pilots who were team members or interviewed stated that the probability of delays 
under SVFR conditions was high with moderate consequences. This is unacceptable to users 
and to patients. 
 
3.4 Position Reporting  
 
The lack of standard reporting points and the inability to communicate with the FSS causes 
confusion. This leads to errors in situational awareness, which in turn may lead to collision. The 
expert panel thought that the probability of an air to air collision in these circumstances was rare 
to low with high consequences. This is an unacceptable risk.  
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4.0 Risk Control 
 
4.1 Options 
 
The following options were considered: 
 
1. Maintain the status quo at Campbell River 
2. Raise the base of the control zone to 500' ASL in the section of the control zone overlying the 

hospital and extending to the coast of the island and maintain the MF area in is current size. 
3. Raise the base of the control zone and the MF area to 500' ASL in the section of the control 

zone overlying the hospital and extending to the coast of the island. 
4. Raise the base of the control zone and the MF area to 500' ASL in the section of the control 

zone overlying the hospital and extending to the coast of the island. Increase the size and 
shape of the water aerodrome ATF. Depict these changes on a VFR Terminal Procedures 
Chart (VTPC) in the Canada Flight Supplement (CFS) and Water aerodrome Supplement 
(WAS) (Fig 1). 

5. Establish VFR reporting points in and adjacent to the control zone and depict these in the 
new VTPC (Fig 1); and 
• 

• 

• 

Review the use of a separate frequency to pass IFR clearances and non-flight-related 
information to aircraft on the apron;  
Install an ATIS. This will remove the necessity to communicate airport information 
thereby relieving frequency congestion.  
Install a radar display (NARDS). This will solve the FSS specialist situational awareness 
problem, which in turn will help alleviate frequency congestion. 

 
Option 1 was not considered further as this configuration is not meeting the needs of the 
MEDEVAC service providers, the floatplane operators, and the flight service specialists and 
contributes to frequency congestion within the MF area. 
 
Option 2 is not recommended, as it does not meet the needs of the floatplane operators, the flight 
service specialists or contribute to reducing frequency congestion within the MF area. 
 
Option 3 is not recommended. While it would meet the needs of the MEDEVAC service providers, 
the floatplane operators, and the flight service specialists and contributes to reducing frequency 
congestion within the MF area, it does not address the safety concerns in the vicinity of the 2 
heliports and the water aerodrome. 
 
Options 4 and 5 are recommended as they will meet the needs of the MEDEVAC service 
providers, the floatplane operators, and the flight service specialists, contribute to reducing 
frequency congestion within the MF area and address the safety concerns in the vicinity of the 2 
heliports and the water aerodrome 
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Fig.1 VTPC with Control Zone and Mandatory Frequency Area Adjustment and ATF Extension 
as per options 4 & 5.  

 
5.0 Action/Monitoring 
 
5.1 Recommendations 
 
It is recommended that executive management approve the service delivery proposal to:  

 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Raise the base of the control zone to 500' ASL in the section of the control zone overlying the 
hospital and extending from the hospital south-east to the CZ boundary on the coast and 
from the hospital north to the CZ boundary on the coast;  
Raise the base of the MF area to 500' ASL in the section of the MFA overlying the hospital 
and extending from the hospital south-east to the MFA boundary on the coast and from the 
hospital north to the boundary on the coast; 
Extend the existing helicopter/float base ATF (122.5, 3NM 2,000’ ASL) north-west to cover 
the Discovery Passage to the Seymour Narrows, (sfc - 1000' ASL) and south-west below the 
control zone (sfc - 500' ASL). 
Establish VFR reporting points in and adjacent to the control zone and depict these in the 
new VTPC. 
Review the use of a separate frequency to pass IFR clearances and non-flight-related 
information to aircraft on the apron;  
Install an ATIS.  
Install a radar display (NARDS).  
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5.1.1 Change Management Table 
 

Current System Proposed System Changes Impacts 

CZ - 5 NM 
diameter to 
3300' ASL 

Base of CZ raised 
to 500' ASL in 
eastern portion 
over coast. 

CZ exclusion below 500' ASL 
over coast. 

Permits MEDEVAC 
flights to/from the 
hospital without the 
need for SVFR 
authorisation. 

MFA - 5 NM 
diameter to 
3300' ASL 

Base of MFA raised 
to 500' ASL in 
eastern portion 
over coast. 

MFA exclusion below 500' 
ASL over coast. 

Pilots will be able to 
operate low-level 
along coast without 
the risk of delays 
and without 
contributing to 
frequency 
congestion. 

Waterdrome and 
heliport ATF - 2 
NM to 1500' 
ASL 

ATF extended 
north to Seymour 
Narrows (1000' 
ASL) and south 
beneath MFA. 

Extend ATF north and south. Pilots will be able to 
monitor and make 
position reports on 
common low-level 
frequency.   

No common 
reporting points.  
Frequency 
areas described 
in CFS. 

Reporting points 
and frequency 
areas depicted on 
VTPC. 

Develop common reporting 
points.  Design VTPC. 

Pilots will be aware 
of common reporting 
points and areas for 
frequency use.  

MF used for IFR 
clearances and 
non-flight related 
information 

Use a separate  
frequency to 
provide IFR 
clearances and non 
flight related 
information. 

Develop unit procedures and 
amend site manual. 

Congestion will be 
relieved on the MF. 

All advisory 
information is 
repeated to 
each pilot. 

Install an ATIS. Develop unit procedures and 
amend site manual. 

Publish the ATIS frequency in 
the CAP and CFS. 

Congestion will be 
relieved on the MF. 

No radar 
information 
available to 
assist with 
situational 
awareness. 

Install NARDS. Develop unit procedures and 
amend site manual. 

Congestion will be 
relieved on the MF. 
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5.2 Implementation  
 
5.2.1 Communication 
 
The overall intent of the communications plan is to facilitate an orderly service transition, monitor 
results, and gather data relative to the service change.   

 
 

Publication Changes 
 

Publication Cut-off Date to Regional AIS Office Effective Date 
DAH 16 February 2005 12 May 2005 
WAS 3 January 17 March 2005 
CFS 16 February 2005 12 May 2005 

 
5.2.2 Implementation Plan 
 
The implementation plan for the amendment of the CFS will be predicated directly upon the 
Aeronautical Information Services AIRAC schedule.  

 
Communication/Implementation Responsibilities 

 
Section Task Notable dates Comments 

LOS & 
Aeronautical 
Studies - West 

1. Advise GMAO the results of this 
study. 

2. Prepare draft “Notice” for 
Intranet/Internet and send to 
LOS & Aeronautical Studies 
HQ. 

3. After TC Review, notify local 
stakeholders of change. 

4. Develop VTPC. 
 
5. Notify AIS of required CFS 

change. 
 
6. Perform scheduled monitoring 

activities. 

On approval of this 
study. 
No later than 15 
February 2005. 
 
 
No later than 1 March 
2005. 
No later than 16 
February 2005. 
No later than 16 
February 2005. 
 

HQ LOS & Aeronautical 
Studies will inform LOS & 
Aeronautical Studies - 
West when review is 
complete. 
 
Effective date of publication 
change to be 17 May 2005. 
 

ANS Plans & 
Programs 

1. Prepare DAH amendment. On approval of this 
study. 

 

AIS Vancouver 
 
 

1. On notice from LOS & 
Aeronautical Studies - West 
prepare a Publication 
Amendment Change (PAC) to 
amend the CFS. 

No later than  
16 February 2005. 

 

AIS  
Head Office 

1. Receive PAC from AIS 
Vancouver. 

2. Publish AIRAC notice. 

No later than  
2 March 2005.  

Anticipate AIRAC to be 
published early April 2005.  

 
5.3 Safety Management 
 
The manager responsible for implementing any decisions resulting from this aeronautical study 
will prepare a project safety management plan.  The plan will include mitigation and monitoring 
actions identified through this study that are required with the implementation of the 
recommended changes.  
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5.4 Monitoring  
 
Following implementation of the proposal, NAV CANADA will undertake a follow-up review of the 
effects of the change 90 days and one-year after implementation. The Monitoring Plan will seek 
to confirm that the following areas have not been adversely affected to an unacceptable level by 
the change in the control zone and MF area: 
 

a. Flight safety, 
b. User operations. 
 

Comments and data will be gathered from stakeholders and internal data sources for 
measurement against items a) and b) above.  Indicators will include, but not be limited to any of 
the following: 
 

• Negative reports on any items listed above; 
• Reports filed with the NAV CANADA Regional Safety Manager; 
• Reports filed with Transport Canada – CADORS; 
• Internal NAV CANADA reports. 

  
Any required corrective action would be developed through a team-oriented approach to the 
situation. Reports will be filed with the Manager, Level of Service and Aeronautical Studies - West 
for review and recommendations.  
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SUMMARY 
 
An aerodrome airspace collision risk model has been developed for the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA).  It has been derived generatively, that is, by discussing the issues with 
aerodrome users (mostly pilots at Gisborne) and formulating a model which appears 
immediately intelligible to them. 
 
The model was then tested against a further group including CAA staff for sensibility using 
Timaru data as a development site. 
 
To test the complete utility of the model will require its full application at an aerodrome before 
being rolled out at other aerodromes. 
 
The primary strength of the model is as a communication tool that facilitates robust internal 
conversations at each aerodrome and consequent external review.  This transparency should 
enable defensible risk decision making, both by airport operators and regulators. 
 
1.0 OBJECTIVE 
 
The objective of this study is to develop an aerodrome airspace movement collision risk model 
for use in New Zealand by the Civil Aviation Authority and others, as required.    
 
This is one of the elements of the project to be delivered by Ambidji for the development and 
proposed standards and practices for the management of aerodrome airspace risk. 
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2.0 METHOD 
 
2.1 Legal Context 
 
2.1.1 Statute 
 
The CAA operates under the Civil Aviation Act (1990) and rules and regulations made under 
that Act.  The CAA is a Crown entity with the principal functions of undertaking activities 
which promote safety in civil aviation at reasonable cost (CAA website viewed 14/05/07). 
 
Statutory design decision makers (including those acting under delegation) may be negligent.  
The basis of negligence is ‘duty of care’ (Sid Wellik, CAA Solicitor 2005).  The usual standard 
is what is accepted practice for a competent engineer. 
 
Under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 (HSE Act), employers in New Zealand 
are responsible for making sure the work done for them is safe and healthy. It requires 
employers to approach health and safety in the workplace in a systematic yet flexible way 
taking into account generalist information in Regulations, Codes of Practice, and best practice 
guidelines as well as from the experience of employees.  Under the Act employers are required 
to take all reasonably practicable steps to make the workplace safe. Failure to ensure such may 
be negligent, and can lead to the significant costs associated with common law claims. It may 
also lead to statutory penalties for 'responsible' individuals.  Under the provisions of the Act, 
the role of the Civil Aviation Authority is to administer and enforce the HSE Act in the aviation 
sector.  The Act also covers crew working aboard the aircraft.  
 
The HSE Act states that all reasonably practicable steps must be taken to make work safe.  All 
practicable steps is defined in the Act to mean:  ….all steps to achieve the result that is 
reasonably practicable to take in the circumstances, having regard to – 
 

a) the nature and severity of the harm that may be suffered if the result is not achieved; and 
b) the current state of knowledge about the likelihood that harm of that nature and severity 

will be suffered if the result is not achiever; and 
c) the current state of knowledge about harm of that nature; and 
d) the current state of knowledge about the means available to achieve the result, and about 

the likely efficacy of each of those means; and 
e) the availability and cost of each of those means. 

 
To avoid doubt, a person required by the Act to take all practicable steps is required to take 
those steps only in respect of circumstances that the person knows or ought reasonably to know 
about. 
 
It appears that the HSE Act is a statutory statement of common law duty of care described in 
the following section. 
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2.1.2 Common Law 
 
For risks not identified as 'intolerable', the common law principle applies, that is, the balance of 
the significance of the risk verses the effort required to reduce it. This is represented by the 
diagram below adapted from Sappideen and Stillman (1995). 
 

 
 

How would a reasonable defendant respond to a foreseeable risk? 
 
In order to meet the common law duty of care, it would appear that risk management is shifting 
away from the concept of 'acceptable' risk to 'not intolerable' risk. If an identified risk is found 
to be 'intolerable', that is prohibitively dangerous then the activity must be stopped. The 
concept that risks can only be 'tolerable' (meaning ‘not intolerable') seems to be supported in 
the 2004 revision of the Risk Management AS/NZS 4360:1999 which appears to have deleted 
all reference to the term 'acceptable' risk. 
 
This appears to mean there is no lower limit to risk. If for 50 cents the risk of a small issue can 
be reduced even further, then in the event that it occurred, the failure to have spent that 50 cents 
will give rise to negligence. In practice, the lower limit appears to ‘pixilate’ meaning that 
despite best research efforts, it becomes unclear what effect allocating further resources 
actually has. 
 
In part, this shift seems to be because the courts appear to be consequence driven. Risk is 
generally considered to be a combination of likelihood and consequence. However, after the 
fact, the likelihood is certain. Any view that the event occurs very, very rarely is not relevant. 
The expert witnesses then look to see what could have been done, which if it had been done, 
would have prevented the occurrence. (As an aside, being an expert in hindsight is not that 
difficult.) Risk per se is not relevant. It is only raised to assess the reasonableness of the 
possible precautions in view of the state of knowledge before the event. 
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2.1.3 Good Practice 
 
The legal focus appears to be on ensuring that all sensible practicable precautions are in place 
taking into consideration recognised good practice.  In making such an observation, the writers 
are not saying that risk assessments ought not to be done. It is just that they are part of a due 
diligence solution especially when trying to determine the efficacy of competing precautions 
and mitigations. 
 
Overall for senior management and board members at least, liability management is very nearly 
identical to consequence management. Frequency and therefore risk management is not really 
an issue. If a serious loss event can credibly occur then it must be (seen to be) managed. 
 
 
2.2 Risk Context 
 
Any argument that an expert witness could formulate after an event needs to be considered 
prior to the event. The following table outlines the different ways in which risk arguments can 
be formulated.   Each of the methods has different strengths and weaknesses depending on the 
culture of the organisation and the nature of a particular task. The best methodologies that 
might be used to demonstrate due diligence in the development of a safety argument are 
highlighted in the following table. 
 

 Technique 
Risk Management 
Paradigm 

Expert reviews Facilitated 
workshops 

Selective interviews 

1. The rule of law Yes 
(Legal opinions) 

Yes 
(Arbitration, moot 

courts) 

Yes 
(Royal 

Commissions) 
2. Insurance approaches Yes 

(Risk surveys, 
actuarial studies) 

Yes 
(Risk profiling 

sessions) 

Yes 
(especially moral 

risk) 
3. Asset based, 'bottom-

up' approaches 
Yes 

(QRA, availability & 
reliability audits) 

Yes 
(HazOps, 

FMECAs etc) 

Difficult 

4. Threat based 'top-
down' approaches 

Difficult 
in isolation 

Yes 
(SWOT & 

vulnerability) 

Yes 
(Interviews) 

5. Solution based ‘good 
practice’ approaches 

Difficult to be 
comprehensive 

Difficult to be 
comprehensive 

Yes 
(Fact finding tours) 

6. Simulation Yes 
(Computer 

simulations) 

Yes 
(Crisis simulations) 

Difficult 

7. Risk culture concepts Yes 
(Quality audits) 

Difficult 
 

Yes 
(Interviews) 

 
 

Risk management paradigm - technique matrix 
 
The purpose of a common law safety argument is to ensure 'due diligence', not that target levels 
of risk or safety have been achieved or that accidents and incidents won’t happen. 
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2.3 CAA Aerodrome Airspace Risk Model Development Methodology 
 
The method adopted for the CAA Aerodrome Airspace Risk Review is based on a common law 
safety case approach which is a documented demonstration by the organisation that all 
statutory, regulatory and common law requirements have been met. It consists of a number of 
arguments that demonstrate that all reasonable practicable precautions are in place. A common 
law safety case essentially ensures that due diligence is (seen to be) demonstrated, not that 
accidents / incidents won’t happen. 
 
Conceptually the writers believe the argument should satisfy Lord Cullen’s (2001) definition of 
a safety case namely: 
 
A safety case regime provides a comprehensive framework within which the duty holder’s 
arrangements and procedures for the management of safety can be demonstrated and exercised 
in a consistent manner. In broad terms the safety case is a document – meant to be kept up to 
date – in which the operator sets out its approach to safety and the safety management system 
which it undertakes to apply. It is, on the one hand, a tool for internal use in the management 
of safety and, on the other hand, a point of reference in the scrutiny by an external body of the 
adequacy of that management system – a scrutiny which is considered to be necessary for 
maintaining confidence on the part of the public.                 
 
In order to complete the review the following generic process will be applied at a particular site 
in order to develop the generic model. 
 
2.3.1 Brief the CAA lawyers of the proposed due diligence process. 
 
2.3.2 Hazardous scenario completeness check.  Confirm that all credible, critical hazards have 

been identified.  Information will be collected from history, aircraft types and activities, 
arrivals and departures  and generative interviews with key stakeholders. 

 
2.3.3 Construction of threat barrier diagrams and initial expert calibration of trials, barrier 

effectiveness and outcomes for an initial trial location.  This step will also allow the 
identification of further potential barriers and precautions.  These can also be expanded 
to cause-consequence models as required.  

 
2.3.4 Stakeholder workshop to test the models. 
 
There are multiple ways for safety case arguments to be constructed and presented. But if they 
are to act as a pre-trial case then the argument should be couched in a way that satisfies judge 
and jury in addition to boards and relevant government regulators and ministers. Such persons 
are not generally technologically or scientifically trained.  
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3.0 TASKS COMPLETED 
 
3.1 Inception Meeting and Briefing of CAA Legal Counsel 
 
An inception meeting and briefing was held at the CAA offices in Petone on Tuesday 15 May 
2007.  The following CAA personnel attended the session: 
 

• Max Evans 
• Merv Falconer 
• Toby Farmer 
• Graeme Harris 
• Mike Haines 

• Leslie MacIntosh 
• Peter Nalder 
• Chris Northover 
• Alan Roberts 
• Len Wicks 

 
In attendance from the Ambidji project team were Brian Jackson, Rob Graham, Dave Park, 
Richard Robinson and Gaye Francis. 
 
Graeme Harris provided an overview for the project team which was followed by a risk and 
good practice briefing by Richard Robinson which was subsequently presented to the meeting 
of industry stakeholders and is attached as Appendix A. 
 
In discussion, Leslie MacIntosh noted that the liability focus of many common law jurisdictions 
such as Australia was greater than New Zealand as the ACC reduced the impact of liability 
claims.  Nevertheless, the due diligence arguments that may be used to minimise liability 
remain similar. 
 
3.2 Industry Stakeholder Meeting – Wellington 
 
A half-day consultation session with industry stakeholders was held in Wellington on Tuesday 
5 June 2007.  The following stakeholders attended the session: 
 
Derek Edwards Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association 
Bob Guard Air Nelson Ltd 
Fred Hansen Airways NZ 
Praveen Singh Airways NZ 
Richard Gates Ardmore Airport Ltd 
Tim Allen Civil Aviation Authority 
Terry Curtis Civil Aviation Authority, Airline Flight Operations 
Merv Falconer Civil Aviation Authority 
Mike Haines Civil Aviation Authority 
Graeme Harris Civil Aviation Authority 
Alan Roberts Civil Aviation Authority 
Bob Young Civil Aviation Authority 
Ian Calvert CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Ltd 
Doug Roberts Eagle Airways 
Wayne Taylor Eagle Airways 
George Rogers Gliding NZ 
Nick Taylor Ministry of Transport 
Hugh Feris NZ Airline Pilots’ Association 
Jeremy Thompson NZ Airline Pilots’ Association 
Johnny Walker NZ Airline Pilots’ Association 
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Ray Dumble NZ Airports Association 
John Funnell NZPIA 
Dale Webb Mount Cook Airline 
Mike Groome RNZAC / Taupo Airport 
Jim Jennings RNZAF 
Grant Waring RNZAF 
John Mathewson Zeal 320 
 
The briefing was presented by Richard Robinson and documented by Gaye Francis, R2A.  Also 
in attendance from the Ambidji project team were Rob Graham and Dave Park. 
 
The objective of the session was to outline the various risk management techniques and 
paradigms currently in use.  In addition, an explanation of the proposed methodology for the 
development of the aerodrome airspace risk model was provided and why R2A believes such a 
process is able to demonstrate diligence so that any argument developed may be expected to 
survive legal scrutiny after an event.  The presentation as circulated to the stakeholder group 
following the session is attached as Appendix A. 
 
3.3 Preliminary Model Development – Gisborne 
 
Gisborne was selected as the development site for the preliminary model.  This was primarily 
completed on site in Gisborne on Wednesday 6 and Thursday 7 June 2007.  The model was 
developed by collecting information during a number of generative interviews with the 
following stakeholders: 
 
Andrew �Reid Owner and pilot, Air Gisborne 
Andrew Cliff Westwind Captain, Air National 
Wayne Taylor Manager Flight Operations, Air New Zealand Link  
Phil Granger Chief Controller Gisborne Tower, Airways New Zealand� 
Fred Hansen Airways New Zealand 
Wayne Ashworth Owner and pilot, Ashworth Helicopters 
Mike Beach Eagle Air 
Vernon Douglas Eagle Air 
Massey Lynch Standards Pilot, Eagle Air 
Nick Lennon Eagle Air 
Murray Bell Airport Manager, Eastland Infrastructure  
Matt Todd Chief Executive, Eastland Infrastructure 
Johnny Walker Technical Officer, New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association 
Koro Keepa New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association / ATC 
Wayne Thomas New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association / ATC 
Glen Thompson Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
Geof McGregor Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
Kevin Lloyd Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
Paul Corrin Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
 
The interviews were conducted by Richard Robinson and Gaye Francis, R2A.  Rob Graham 
and Dave Park were also in attendance. 
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As a result of the interviews a series of preliminary models were developed and presented 
during a briefing session on Thursday afternoon.  The following stakeholders attended: 
 
Andrew Cliff Westwind Captain, Air National 
Wayne Taylor Manager Flight Operations, Air New Zealand Link  
Phil Granger Chief Controller Gisborne Tower, Airways New Zealand� 
Fred Hansen Airways New Zealand 
Murray Bell Airport Manager, Eastland Infrastructure  
Johnny Walker Technical Officer, New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association 
Glen Thompson Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
Paul Corrin Owner and pilot, private light aircraft 
 
The presentation given to the group is attached as Appendix B.  It is also noted that the same 
presentation was given to CAA on Friday 8 June 2007. 
 
Resulting from the development work in Gisborne, a preliminary generic model was developed 
for review.  The outcomes of this are contained in a separate briefing paper attached as 
Appendix C. 
 
3.4 Generic Model Development Using Timaru Data - Wellington 
 
In order to refine the preliminary model a workshop was held at the CAA on Thursday 28 June 
2007.  The following participated in the session: 
 
Terry Curtis Airline Flight Operations, CAA 
Toby Farmer Aeronautical Services Officer, CAA 
Murray Fowler Flight Safety Advisor, CAA 
Mike Haines Acting Manager, Aeronautical Services, CAA 
Graeme Harris General Manager Personnel Licensing & Aviation Services, CAA 
Dave Park Astral 
Alan Roberts Aeronautical Services Officer, CAA 
Wayne Taylor Manager Flight Operations, Air New Zealand Link  
Frank Usmar General Aviation, Civil Aviation Authority 
Johnny Walker Technical Officer, New Zealand Airline Pilots’ Association 
Len Wicks Aeronautical Services Officer, CAA 
 
The session was facilitated and documented by Richard Robinson and Gaye Francis, R2A. 
 
In order to test the utility of the model, data based broadly on Timaru aerodrome was used as a 
development study, the results of which are attached as Appendix D.  The generic model was 
further refined the following day with input from many of the CAA stakeholders. 
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4.0 AERODROME AIRSPACE MOVEMENT COLLISION RISK MODEL 
 
The aerodrome airspace movement collision risk model is an estimative risk model that 
demonstrates the change in risk for the addition or removal of different control options.  It is 
designed to determine the change in risk for the various control options both at the loss of 
control points and in terms of an annualised estimate of persons at risk (see following sections). 
 
The costs of the controls are to be determined by others at a later date.  The decision to 
implement or remove controls would be made as a result of a cost/ benefit analysis of any 
proposal.  This would have to take both safety and business case aspects into consideration.  
This task is also the responsibility of others.  
 
4.1 Aerodrome Airspace Operations 
 
The schematic below represents the identified modes of operation, both normal and abnormal / 
emergency within aerodrome airspace.   
 

 
 
Operations include entry incorporating approach and landing, exit incorporating take off and 
departure, transit through the aerodrome airspace, users who remain within the aerodrome 
airspace such as sky diving aircraft, go around and emergency / priority landings. 
 
A number of factors can add complexity to a particular aerodrome airspace and should be taken 
into consideration when developing the risk model at a specific aerodrome, namely: 
 

• Weather 
• Terrain 
• Number and variety of aerodrome airspace activities including training and itinerants 
• Multiple runway operations 
• Restricted airspaces resulting in funnelling of traffic and increased traffic density 
• Runway intrusion including railway line, animals etc 
• Environment and activities adjacent to the aerodrome that may impact operations eg 

population centres 
• Aging aircraft with both obsolete technology and retrofitted new technology 
• Speed differentials at the aerodrome 
• Pilot experience and currency issues 
• ATC experience issues especially regarding different traffic. 
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The primary effect of most of these is to increase the likelihood of encountering an unexpected 
conflict craft especially when manoeuvring because of an initial conflict. 
 
4.2 Aerodrome Airspace User Classes 
 
Ten user groups have presently been defined, based initially on craft manoeuvrability 
conceptually defining the relevant collision envelopes.  For the generic model, aerodrome 
airspace users have been classified as the following: 
 
i. Jets 
ii. Turbo props 
iii. Piston engines including microlights / ultralights 
iv. Gliders 
v. Helicopters 
vi. Sky divers 
vii. Hang gliders 
viii. Paraponters 
ix. Power parachutists 
x. Balloonists 
 
The concept model is not constrained by these.  Further breakdown may be contemplated 
especially for user group consultation and data gathering purposes. 
 
4.3 Generic Controls / Precautions 
 
The following table lists the generic controls available to aerodrome airspace users to mitigate 
risk associated with collisions. 
 
Operations • IFR 

• VFR 
Aerodrome 
Airspace 

• Airspace classification including A/C/D/E/G, special use airspace 
• Air Traffic Control including multilateration 
• Area Flight Information Service (FIS) 
• Mandatory Broadcast Zone (MBZ) 
• Common Frequency Zone (CFZ) 
• Universal Communications 
• Transponder Mandatory Airport 
• 2nd party mutual observation 

On-board • Non flying pilot 
• IFR equipment 
• TCAS / ATAS 
• Radio equipment 
• Transponder 

Aerodrome • Flight scheduling 
• Special Aerodrome Rules (Part 91 & 93) 
• Published local procedures and education 
• Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS) 
• Aviation Weather Information Broadcast (AWIB) 
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4.4 Threat Barrier Diagram 
 
In concept, the aerodrome airspace risk model is based on a threat barrier diagram representing 
entry (arrival and landing), exit (take off and departure) and transit through the relevant 
aerodrome airspace for each of the user groups.   This was developed through stakeholder 
consultation and reflects the views of the aerodrome airspace users.  
 

 
 
The following sections describe the key elements of the model in detail. 
 
4.4.1 Event Sequences 
 
From the viewpoint of the first aircraft, the event sequences relevant to collision risk are seen to 
be: 
 
a) The action plan adopted at entry, exit and transit are effective and happens as planned, 

that is no conflict occurs. 
b) The potential conflict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modified by the 

implementation of appropriate separation. 
c) The potential conflict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modified but 

implemented in error (including failed response to ATC command) resulting in an 
operational loss of control at least. 

d) Potential conflict detected and subsequent further conflict results after action taken. 
e) The potential conflict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modified but the 

primary craft is unable to comply because of: 
* Loss of navigational ability due to very sudden IMC (for example, rain storm) 

whilst in transit 
* On board breakdown (for example, navigational equipment, engine failure) whilst 

in transit 
resulting in operational loss of control at least. 
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f) Neither aircraft (or ATC if provided) saw or detected the other aircraft before the loss of 
control points. 

 
The main threat scenario is the need for an aircraft having to change their movement action 
plan as a result of a conflict craft (top sequence in the threat barrier diagram).  The other 
scenarios, pilot execution error, 2nd conflict, failed response to ATC (if present) command, 
unable to navigate or unable to achieve changed action plan as a result of an on-board 
breakdown are threats that result from a changed action plan.  These are expected to be quite 
location and craft class specific. 
 
4.4.2 Barriers / Precautions 
 
The barriers are represented by the vertical lines in the model.  The solid lines represent 
existing barriers or precautions and the dashed lines are possible further barriers. 
 
For aerodrome airspace users there appear to be only three main barriers to mitigate the risk of 
a collision.  They are; preparation and execution of a movement action plan, maintaining 
separation either by a 3rd party or by the actual user, and evasive action. 
 
The various generic controls outlined in section 5.3 enhance these three main barriers.  For 
example, the movement action plan can either be provided by a 3rd party including ATC or 
developed by the user.  An aerodrome airspace user will use such tools as pre-flight 
information, airspace classification information and local rules to determine the appropriate 
action plan for a particular aerodrome.   
 
Separation can either be provided by a 3rd party including ATC or by the airspace user.  A 
MBZ, CFZ or TCAS display provide information to the user to achieve self-separation which 
enhance the base case of see-and-avoid. 
 
Evasive action including a TCAS resolution advisory is the last barrier prior to the loss of 
control point. 
 
4.4.3 Loss of Control 
 
The model defined two loss of control points.  The first is the aerodrome airspace operational 
loss of control defined as when two aerodrome airspace users come into conflict and evasive 
action is required to prevent the second loss of control point.   
 
The second loss of control point is the collision loss of control point defined as being when the 
collision envelope of one craft touches another. 
 
Barriers and precautions should be focussed prior to the loss of control points.  The view of the 
stakeholders involved in the development of this model was that aircraft should aim not to 
reach the aerodrome airspace loss of control and that evasive action was not effective collision 
risk management tactics. 
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4.4.4 Outcomes 
 
The model outcomes are represented by an event tree.  There are only two possibilities, either 
the two craft miss or they collide.  Previous risk work for other airspaces has indicated that the 
chance of two jets colliding once the collision envelope of one has touched the other aircraft is 
between 99 and 999 to 1.  
 
The consequence of two craft colliding depend on the class of aircraft involved.  For the 
collision, the model assumes that both craft are fully loaded with the maximum number of 
persons on board and all persons on board are at risk. 
 
 
5.0 APPLICATION 
 
5.1 Excel® Workbook 
 
The aerodrome airspace collision risk model has been developed as an excel workbook.  The 
template model is made up of 12 sheets consisting of a summary page, a collision consequence 
page and one page for each of the 10 aerodrome airspace classes identified in section 4.2 above.   
This is attached as Appendix E. 
 
It is expected that for each of the aerodrome airspace classes at a particular aerodrome, one 
sheet will be completed.   The sheet will initially be completed by users of that particular class 
and is then expected to be peer reviewed by each of the other aerodrome airspace class users at 
that aerodrome (and ATC, if present).  Each sheet consists of two tables, the first for the main 
threat sequence of having to change their action plan due to a conflict craft and the second for 
the identified secondary threats.  Data input requirements have been highlighted by the blue 
cells.  All other cells in the model are calculated. 
 
5.2 Inputs 
 
The following section summaries the key inputs for the model.  An explanation of all inputs is 
included on the Jet sheet (page 3) in the template model as attached in Appendix E.  
 
Each of the aerodrome airspace classes is required to enter the number of entry, exit and transit 
movements per year at the aerodrome under consideration.   
 
A success probability for each of the barriers (barrier effectiveness) relevant to that particular 
class is then determined for each of the aerodrome airspace entry, exit and transit movements.   
It is noted that if ATC is not present then the success probability is zero (default value). 
 
The aerodrome airspace operational loss of control is then determined by summing the 
contribution of all the threat scenarios and barriers.  This is an estimate by the aerodrome 
airspace classes of the likelihood (per annum) that two craft will be in a conflict situation that 
requires one craft to take evasive action. 
 

                                                
® Excel is the registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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The collision envelope loss of control is then calculated by multiplying the aerodrome airspace 
loss of control point total by the evasion barrier failure probability.  This is an estimate by the 
aerodrome airspace classes of the likelihood (per annum) that the collision envelope of one 
craft will touch another craft.   
 
Based on previous risk work in the aviation industry the ratio of misses to collisions  for jets is 
between 99 and 999 to 1.   Taking this chance (or luck) barrier into consideration, the 
likelihood of a collision can then be determined.   
 
The consequence of two craft colliding depend on the class of aircraft involved.  For the 
collision, the model assumes that both craft are fully loaded with the maximum number of 
persons on board and all person on board are at risk.  For example, if two jets collide with a 
maximum capacity of 145 then 290 persons are at risk.  This calculation is completed on sheet 
2 of the template workbook. 
 
5.3 Outputs 
 
The model estimates three key values; the aerodrome airspace loss of control point, the loss of 
control point of the collision envelope of one craft touching another craft and a value for 
persons at risk.   The values from the calculation completed based on representative data for 
Timaru Aerodrome (see Appendix D) appears not inconsistent with other collision risk work by 
CAA.    
 
 
6.0 OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 
 
The aerodrome airspace collision risk model has been developed through consultation with the 
stakeholders and reflects their views regarding aerodrome airspace collision risk.  It assumes a 
generative approach with aerodrome airspace class users as, to be successful, it requires the 
constructive and robust input from them. 
 
It has a number of potential strengths and weaknesses, some of which are noted below. 
 
6.1 Utility 
 
6.1.1 The model can test on a relative risk basis the deletion or addition of a craft class, 

variations in movements as well as testing for barrier changes especially ATC for a 
particular aerodrome.  However, comparisons between aerodromes may be problematic 
and should be assessed carefully. 

 
6.1.2 The use of complexity factors may be a simple way to apply threshold criteria for when 

the model is applied.  For example, the number of craft classes, the number of particular 
craft class movements, the number of runways at an aerodrome, terrain considerations 
etc rather than attempting to assess preliminary ‘risk targets’. 

 
6.1.3 The model appears not to intrinsically require technical risk experts to use.  Rather it 

requires a competent facilitator who is able to collect the required information from the 
class users in a generative manner and then transparently test the results back with them 
collectively. 
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6.2 Credibility 
 
6.2.1 The model is expected to be reasonably robust in the sense that all class users will test 

the risk perceptions of all the other class users at a particular aerodrome.  This may 
potentially cause some friction at an aerodrome.  However much of the valuable 
precautionary insight should occur during this generative discussion process which 
should be independently documented.  For example the runway light precaution 
described in 6.3.3 below was noted during the development study for Timaru. 

 
6.2.2 Many of the model’s calibration numbers may be assessed from CAA data and work.  

These would only be expected to be varied with particular explanations, for example, 
the evasive action success probability would not be expected to change for different 
aerodromes. 

 
6.2.3 The model appears to be independently examinable by technical risk analysts in the 

sense that the primary barriers can be treated as fault (or success) trees.  This enables 
the estimates given by the class users to be tested against result of other studies.   This 
also allows the contribution of location specific precautions to the overall barrier to be 
estimated.  For example, switching on the runway lights to advise non-radio/transponder 
equipped craft of an approaching passenger service.   

 
6.3 Adaptability 
 
6.3.1 The model can be easily modified to take into account other class or sub-class users if 

required.  For example, piston craft could be sub-divided into passenger planes and 
ultralights.  

 
6.4 Limitations 
 
6.4.1 The model is peculiar to time and place and the class of user.  It represents a snap shot 

of the perceived risk at a particular aerodrome at a particular point in time by the 
collective stakeholders at the aerodrome. 

 
6.4.2 The model is silent on collision risks with terrain except in so far as terrain causes 

increased complexity by ‘forcing’ other craft in common traffic zones or patterns as 
estimated by the class users. 

 
6.4.3 The model does not consider special military operations.  Military craft operating under 

civil aviation rules are expected to be covered by the aerodrome airspace user classes 
defined in section 4.2. 

 
6.4.4 ATC failure has not specifically been considered in the model.  That is, the possibility 

that ATC could direct two aircraft to the same place at the same time creating a conflict. 
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7.0 GLOSSARY 
 
ACC Accident Compensation Commission 
Aerodrome Airspace Movement Entry incorporating approach and landing, exit 

incorporating take off and landing and transit through the 
aerodrome airspace. 

AFIS Aerodrome Flight Information Service  
AWIB Aviation Weather Information Broadcast  
ATC Air Traffic Control 
CAA Civil Aviation Authority 
CFZ Common Frequency Zone 
FIS Area Flight Information Service 
LoC Loss of control 
MBZ Mandatory Broadcast Zone 
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Aerodrome Airspace Risk Briefing

5 June 2007

CAA Aerodrome Airspace Risk Methodology

The objective of this presentation is to outline the 
various risk management techniques and paradigms 
currently in use as well as explain the proposed 
methodology for this aerodrome airspace risk review.

It also describes why R2A believes such a process is 
able to demonstrate due diligence so that any 
argument developed may be expected to survive 
legal scrutiny after an event.  

In making this presentation, R2A emphasises that we are not legal experts.  Rather, the purpose is to demonstrate sufficient legal 
understanding to ensure that all risk work completed has a useful legal basis.

Risk Types

Good Practice

.... the starting point should be an option which is 
known to be reasonably practicable (such as one 
which represents existing good practice).  Any 
other options should be considered against that 
starting point, to determine whether further risk 
reduction measures are reasonably practicable.

Reference: UK Health & Safety Executive (2001) Reducing Risks, Protecting People.    
Appendix 3: Some issues relevant to assessing risk reduction options



Lord Cullen (2001)
A safety case regime provides a comprehensive framework 
within which the duty holder’s arrangements and procedures 
for the management of safety can be demonstrated and 
exercised in a consistent manner. In broad terms the safety 
case is a document – meant to be kept up to date – in which 
the operator sets out its approach to safety and the safety 
management system which it undertakes to apply. It is, on 
the one hand, a tool for internal use in the management of 
safety and, on the other hand, a point of reference in the 
scrutiny by an external body of the adequacy of that 
management system – a scrutiny which is considered to be 
necessary for maintaining confidence on the part of the 
public.
Rt Hon Lord Cullen  2001. Transport, regulation and safety: a lawyer’s perspective. The Transport Research Institute. Fifth Anniversary Lecture, 10 December 2001. 

The overall point is that a successful due 
diligence argument demonstrates that all 
reasonable practicable precautions are in 

place.  Risk assessment supports this but it 
is not an end in itself. 

This is consistent with the Risk 
Management standard although not always 
expressed this way. It is really ensuring that 

any risk study is in context (Step 1) with 
statutory and common law duty of care.

Safety Argument Presentation

Risk Management Standard

Aerodrome Airspace Risk Process
1. International risk methodology review.

2. Brief the CAA lawyers of the proposed due diligence process.

3. Hazardous scenario completeness check.  Confirm that all 
credible, critical hazards have been identified.  Information will 
be collected from incident history, vessel types, arrivals and 
departures and generative interviews with key stakeholders.

4. Construction of threat barrier diagrams and initial expert 
calibration of trials, barrier effectiveness and outcomes for an 
initial trial location.  This step will also allow the identification of 
further potential barriers and precautions.  These can also be 
expanded to cause-consequence models as required. 

5. Stakeholder workshop to test the models.

Venn (Swiss Cheese) Diagrams

Traffic Density Radar Option Separation/
Segregation

See and Avoid Near Miss Mid Air Collision

Venn Diagram Model of the Series of Failures 
Required for a Mid-Air Collision



Cause-consequence model for en-route airspace collision risk

Safety Argument Presentation

Threat-barrier diagram for ship movement

Loss of control caused by mechanical failure

Safety Argument Presentation

Fire in Downward Facing Tunnel

Jet Fans and Piston Effect

Bouyancy Effect of Hot Combustion Gases

Sample Threat Barrier Diagram

Emergency
Ventilation

Fire in Car

Fire in Heavy 
Commercial Vehicle

Traffic 
Congestion 

Control

Auto 
Deluge
System

Loss 
of 

Control

Emergency 
Evacuation

DG Fire

Prohibited
vehicle

enforcement

Deaths, 
injury and 
damage

Fire in vehicle in 
stalled traffic greater 

than 5 MW. Manual Fire 
Control



HCV Fire in a Tunnel in Stalled Traffic

Threat controls Vulnerability Controls
Dangerous goods restrictions Stalled traffic minimisation
Non combustible vehicles Manual efforts, deluge systems

Fire Brigades Reponse
Emergency evacuation systems
Jet fans

Threat 0.5 Hit
Fire in HCV in Potential injuries
stalled traffic and deaths

0.01 pa 0.00005 pa
Loss of Control
(Manifest Threat)

0.0001 pa
Precautions Smoke/fire overwhelms Near Miss
Automatic usual air handling systems (Null outcome)
fire control 5+ MW Fire?

0.01 0.5 0.00005 pa

Usual ventilation/air handling
Early automatic fire control including sprinklers/deluge systems
Storm drainage deals with spilt fuel fire etc.

Gisborne Aerodrome Development Site

Generative interviews with each of the aerodrome airspace users 
to refine, test and calibrate the model/s for each user group.

One model page per user group.

The sum of the pages provides the model for the aerodrome 
airspace.

The generic model will have all anticipated aerodrome airspace 
user groups listed

This is relative risk model.  Future changes of precautions will be 
subject to cost benefit analysis and decision making by others.



Generic User Group and Precautions

If time permits, generic completeness checks for:

1.  Aerodrome airspace user groups and activities

2.  Recognised good practice precautions

Risk & Reliability Associates

R2A Pty Ltd
Melbourne: Level 1, 55 Hardware Lane, 

Melbourne, Australia 3000
 ph: +61 3 8631 3400; fax: +61 3 9670 6360

Perth: Level 9, 231 Adelaide Terrace, Perth, 6000
ph: 08 9267 4044; fax: +61 8 9267 4044

Wellington: Level 1, South British Building, 
326 Lambton Quay, Wellington, New Zealand 

ph: +64 4 916 0000; fax: +64 4 473 9483
E-mail:   reception@r2a.com.au 
Website: http://www.r2a.com.au

Consulting Engineers
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Aerodrome Airspace Model Briefing

7th June 2007

Aerodrome Airspace Concept

 

Operation Aircraft type Persons on Board Complexity factors
Fixed wing Normal Abnormal / Emergency

1 Jets
Charter B737-300 136 passengers + 7 crew Arrival Emergency landing Weather
Charter ATR72-500 66 passengers + 4 crew Departure Priority landing Terrain

Charter G4 (Business jet) 19 passengers + 2 crew Take off (circuit)
Landing incident eg burst 

tyre Multiple runways

Charter Westwind (Business jet) 8 passengers + 2 crew
Landing (incl. entry to 

circuit) No. & variety of activities

Medical Westwind (Business jet) 1 stretcher, 4 passengers + 2 crew
Go around for birds, 

traffic, etc
Restricted airspace resulting in funnelling traffic & 
increasing traffic density

Transitting
Runway intrusion including Railway line, animals etc

2 Turbo props Area user Pilot inexperience

RPT Q300 50 passengers + 3 crew
Aging aircraft / obsolete technology / new 
technology

RPT SAAB SF34 30 passengers + 3 crew IFR flights operating visually without charts
RPT Beech1900D 19 passengers + 2 crew Speed differentials

RPT/Charter Jetstream 32 19 passengers + 2 crew
ATC inexperience especially regarding different 
traffic

RPT Navajo, Seneca, Cherokee up to 8 passengers 1 pilot, twin engine
RPT Aztec 5 passengers + 1 crew
RPT Seneca 4-5 passengers 1 pilot, twin engine
Medical Metroliner 2 stretchers, 6 passengers + 2 crew

3 Piston
Charter PA34, Seneca 4-5 people, 1 pilot, twin engine
Charter 172, Grumman 3-4 people, 1 pilot, single engine
General Aviation Various incl. Cessna 172 Generally 4 people but up to 6 Non current private owners
General Aviation Microlights Up to 2 people No private pilot's licence
Aerobatics eg. Tigermoth Up to 2 people
Sky diving PAC Cresco 9 passengers + 1 crew
Agriculture Cresco (750 HP, 1 engine) up to 2 loader drivers + 1 pilot Take off and land against traffic to save fuel
Agriculture C152 2 people Restricted to good weather conditions

4 Gliders

5 Rotating
Vertical entry or exit into aerodrome airspace from 
a non standard take off/landing format

Air ambulance Eurocopter AS350 B2/BA 3 passengers + pilot Mostly urgent
Search & Rescue Bell 222B helicopter 3-4 passengers + pilot
Charter / Training / AgricultureBell jet ranger & Hughes 500 5 people incl. 1 pilot
Charter / Training / AgricultureRobinson 22 2 people incl. 1 pilot
Charter / Training Robinson 44 4 people incl. 1 pilot
Charter / Training AS350BA Squirrel up to 7 people incl. 1 pilot
Charter / Training Llama 6 people incl. 1 pilot
Sky diving FU 24 Helicopter 6 passengers + 2 crew

Adventure
6 Sky diving Parachute Solo to large groups
7 Hang gliding Hang glider Up to 2 people
8 Paraponting
9 Power parachuting Up to 2 people

10 Ballooning Balloon up to 15 people

Modes of Operation

Completeness Check 1

Generic Control Options

 

Operations Aerodrome Airspace On-board Aerodrome
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) Airspace classification Non flying pilot Flight scheduling

- A / C / D / E / G

Visual Flight Rules (VFR) - special use IFR equipment
Aerodrome flight information service 
(AFIS)

- restricted airspace

TCAS Universial Communications (Unicom)
Air Traffic Control

Radio equipment
Special Aerodrome Rules 
(Part 91 & 93)

Area flight information service (FIS)
Transponder Local Published Procedures 

Mandatory Broadcasting Zone (MBZ)

Common Frequency Zone (CFZ)

Transponder Mandatory Airspace

2nd party mutual observation
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1.0 OBJECTIVE 
 
The purpose of this paper is to outline the preliminary aerodrome airspace collision risk model 
based on the development exercise at Gisborne. 
 
 
2.0 CONCEPT SUMMARY 
 
In concept, the aerodrome airspace risk model is based on a threat barrier diagram representing 
entry (arrival and landing), exit (take off and departure) and transit through the relevant 
aerodrome airspace for each of the user groups.   
 
Ten user groups have presently been defined, based initially on craft manoeuvrability 
conceptually defining the relevant collision envelopes.  This means that the present maximum 
size of the model for an aerodrome is 30 pages plus a summary sheet although for a typical 
aerodrome five user groups are anticipated creating a model size of 16 pages in total. 
 
Each user group will complete the three threat barrier diagrams (entry, exit and transit) for their 
user group at the aerodrome under consideration.  This would then be peer reviewed by the 
other user groups at that aerodrome (and ATC if applicable). 
 
A risk calculation summary based on operational loss of control, loss of control (collision 
envelopes) and an annualised fatality rate would be determined.  By changing the barriers both 
in type, efficiency and effectiveness for each user group for entry, exit and transit, a change in 
risk can be determined. 
 
Conceptually the model should also be able to indicate the change in risk associated with 
increased user activities, user types, aircraft size and the like. 
 
The model assumes a generative approach with aerodrome airspace users as, to be successful, it 
requires the constructive and robust input from them. 
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3.0 COMMENTARY 
 
3.1 Overview 
 
The aerodrome airspace risk model is a relative risk model that demonstrates the change in risk 
for the addition or removal of different control options.  It is designed to determine the change 
in risk for the various control options both at the loss of control points and in terms of an 
annualised fatality rate. 
 
The costs of the controls are to be determined by others at a later date.  The decision to 
implement or remove controls would be made as a result of a cost/ benefit analysis of any 
proposal.  This would have to take both safety and business case aspects into consideration.  
This task is also the responsibility of others.  
 
3.2 Assumptions 
 
In developing the model, the following assumptions have been made: 
 
3.2.1 The flight deck crew have been appropriately trained and hold the relevant 

qualifications and competencies for the aircraft. 
3.2.2 The collision envelopes for the different aircraft and activities vary depending on 

vertical & lateral maneuverability and acceleration. 
3.2.3 The collision envelope of aircraft one can touch collision envelope of aircraft two or 

vice versa. 
3.2.4 Military operations have been excluded from the model.  The military are not bound to 

civil aviation rules although comply where and when practicable. 
3.2.5 ATC failure has not been considered.  That is, the possibility that ATC could direct two 

aircraft to the same place at the same time creating a conflict. 
3.2.6 Wake turbulence has not been included in the collision risk model. 
 
3.3 Complexity Factors 
 
During the development stage at Gisborne it was observed that there are a number of factors 
that add complexity to an aerodrome airspace and should be taken into consideration when 
developing the risk model at a specific aerodrome, namely: 
 

• Weather 
• Terrain 
• Number and variety of aerodrome airspace activities including training, itinerants 
• Multiple runway operations 
• Restricted airspaces resulting in funnelling of traffic and increased traffic density 
• Runway intrusion including railway line, animals 
• Environment and activities adjacent to the aerodrome that may impact operations eg 

population centres 
• Aging aircraft with both obsolete technology and retrofitted new technology 
• Speed differentials at the aerodrome 
• Pilot experience and currency issues 
• ATC experience issues especially regarding different traffic. 

 
The primary effect of most of these is to increase the likelihood of encountering an unexpected 
conflict craft.
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4.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
4.1 Aerodrome Airspace Operations 
 
The schematic below represents the operational modes which may include normal and 
abnormal / emergency operations within an aerodrome airspace.   
 

 
 

Concept Aerodrome Airspace 
 
Operational modes are entry incorporating approach and landing, exit incorporating take off 
and departure, transit through the aerodrome airspace, users who remain within the aerodrome 
airspace such as sky diving aircraft and go around and emergency / priority landings. 
 
4.2 Aerodrome Airspace User Groups 
 
For the generic model, aerodrome airspace users have been divided into the following 
categories or groups.  This was determined conceptually in terms of manoeuvrability and the 
perceived shape of the collision envelope associated with each. 
 

Aircraft 
i. Jets 
ii. Turbo props 
iii. Piston engine 
iv. Gliders 
v. Helicopters 
Activities 
vi. Sky diving 
vii. Hang gliding 
viii. Paraponting 
ix. Power parachuting 
x. Ballooning 

 
The concept model is not constrained by these.  Further breakdown  may be contemplated 
especially for user group consultation and data gathering purposes. 
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4.3 Generic Controls / Precautions 
 
The following table lists the precautions for airspace collision risk generally recognised as 
available to aerodrome airspace users which would need to be capable of representation in the 
model. 
 
Operations • IFR 

• VFR 
Aerodrome 
Airspace 

• Airspace classification including A/C/D/E/G, special use & restricted 
• Air Traffic Control including multi lateration, ADS-B, radar etc. 
• Area Flight Information Service (FIS) 
• Mandatory Broadcast Zone (MBZ) 
• Common Frequency Zone (CFZ) 
• Universal Communications 
• Transponder Mandatory Airport 
• 2nd party observation alerting other airspace users (for example, I don’t 

have you visual, request your current position) 
On-board • Non flying pilot 

• IFR equipment 
• TCAS / ACAS 
• Radio equipment 
• Transponder 

Aerodrome • Flight scheduling 
• Special Aerodrome Rules (Part 91 & 93) 
• Published local procedures and education 
• Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS) 
• Aviation Weather Information Broadcast (AWIB) 

 
 
4.4 Event Sequences 
 
From the viewpoint of the first aircraft, the event sequences relevant to collision risk are seen to 
be: 
 
a) The strategy adopted at entry, exit and transit are effective and executed as planned, that 

is no conflict occurs. 
b) The potential conflict craft is detected and the strategy tactically modified by the 

implementation of appropriate separation. 
c) The potential conflict craft is detected and the strategy tactically modified but 

implemented in error resulting in an operational loss of control at least. 
d) The potential conflict craft is detected and the strategy tactically modified but the 

primary craft is unable to comply because of: 
* Loss of navigational ability due to very sudden IMC (for example, rain storm) 

whilst in transit 
* On board breakdown (for example, navigational equipment, engine failure) whilst 

in transit 
resulting in operational loss of control at least. 

e) Neither aircraft (or ATC if provided) saw or detected the other aircraft before the loss of 
control points. 
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5.0 THREAT BARRIER DIAGRAMS 
 
The following concept threat barrier diagram has been developed for the aerodrome airspace 
collision risk entry (approach and landing) phase.  It expands the collision threat scenarios 
noted above, the relevant control / precautions, the operational and legal loss of control points 
and the outcomes. 
 
 

 
 

Preliminary Entry Threat Barrier Diagram 
 
 

One of these threat barrier diagrams is required for entry, exit and transit phases as the threat 
scenario likelihoods and barrier efficiencies are expected to change for each phase.  The 
concept and overall structure of each of the threat barrier diagrams is not expected to change.  
The other two preliminary threat barrier diagrams are shown on the following pages. 
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5.1 Threat Scenarios 
 
The key threat scenario is encountering an unexpected second aircraft or activity resulting in 
the intended entry, exit or transit strategy having to be tactically changed.  The other threat 
scenarios identified are reasons why an aircraft or aerodrome airspace user may unintentionally 
end up in a place and time other than that planned in the relevant strategy or modified by 
subsequent separation requirements, that is, in the wrong place or time.  These include: 
 

i) Aircraft execution error (poor choice of tactics or pilot inability to maintain flight 
path), 

ii) Unexpected ATC command (only applicable if ATC present) and appearing as a 
subset of i), 

iii) Very sudden IMC (for example, a sudden storm) resulting in an inability to 
navigate, and 

iv) Onboard breakdown, for example, navigational equipment or engine failure. 
 

 
 

Preliminary Exit Threat Barrier Diagram 
 

5.2 Barriers 
 
There are two primary methods of preventing aerodrome airspace collisions, a good initial 
strategy and real time transit separation if a conflict craft is detected.  Emergency evasive 
action is also available although universally regarded as undesirable.   
 
Both the initial strategy and separation during transit can be maintained by a 3rd party like ATC 
or the pilot/s on the aircraft themselves.  There are a number of precautions and controls as 
listed in section 4.3 above that can be used to enhance these barriers. 
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5.3 Loss of Control 
 
Two loss of control points have been identified in the model.  The first is the operational loss of 
control for the aircraft or activity considered as being in unplanned space and/or time and the 
second is the legal loss of control defined as when the collision envelopes of the two conflict 
craft or airspace activities touch. 
 

 
 

 
Preliminary Transit Threat Barrier Diagram 

 
5.4 Outcomes 
 
Once the legal loss of control is reached and the collision envelopes of two aircraft touch, there 
are only two possible outcomes modelled.  Either there is a near miss or a collision with 
fatalities expected. 
 
With the 10 user groups currently identified, up to 55 collision pair types are possible.  With 5 
user groups (an expected number for regional airports) 15 collision pair types are expected. 
 
In the first instance the fatalities per collision pair will be assessed on the maximum persons on 
board for the aircraft types.  The ratio of the collision pair types will be initially determined by 
the ratios of the annualised movements of the types of aircraft and activities as reported by the 
airspace user groups. 
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Timaru Development Study - existing arrangement

Craft Class
Total 

number of 
movements 

(pa)

Unexpected 
potential 
conflict 

aircraft (pa)

Airspace 
operational 

loss of 
control (pa)

Loss of 
control of 
kinentic 

energy (pa)

Collision 
likelihood 

(pa)

Years 
between 
collisions

Jets 10 1.5 0.015 0.0015 0.000015 66667
Turbo props 4000 6 0.06 0.006 6E-05 16667
Piston engines 21900 438 4.38 0.438 0.00438 228
Gliders 200 2 0.2 0.1 0.001 1000
Helicopters 2100 21 0.21 0.021 0.00021 4762
Total 28,210 468.5 4.865 0.5665 0.005665 177



Timaru Development Study - with AFIS installed

Craft Class
Total 

number of 
movements 

(pa)

Unexpected 
potential 
conflict 

aircraft (pa)

Airspace 
operational 

loss of 
control (pa)

Loss of 
control of 
kinentic 

energy (pa)

Collision 
likelihood 

(pa)

Years 
between 
collisions

Jets 10 0.3 0.0015 0.00015 0.0000015 666667
Turbo props 4000 3 0.015 0.0015 1.5E-05 66667
Piston engines 21900 328.5 1.6425 0.16425 0.0016425 609
Gliders 200 1 0.05 0.025 0.00025 4000
Helicopters 2100 10.5 0.0525 0.00525 5.25E-05 19048
Total 28,210 343.3 1.7615 0.19615 0.0019615 510



Timaru Development Study - with ATC

Craft Class
Total 

number of 
movements 

(pa)

Unexpected 
potential 
conflict 

aircraft (pa)

Airspace 
operational 

loss of 
control (pa)

Loss of 
control of 
kinentic 

energy (pa)

Collision 
likelihood 

(pa)

Years 
between 
collisions

Jets 10 0.09 8.1E-05 8.1E-06 8.1E-08 12,345,679
Turbo props 4000 4 0.002 0.002 1.8E-05 55,556
Piston engines 21900 197.1 0.17739 0.017739 0.00017739 5,637
Gliders 200 1.8 0.00162 0.00081 8.1E-06 123,457
Helicopters 2100 18.9 0.01701 0.001701 0.00001701 58,789
Total 28,210.00 221.89 0.198101 0.0222581 0.00022058 4,533

change in risk: 0.00551942



Turbo Props
Passenger aircraft turbo prop
EagleAir - 4 services per day

Entry Exit Transit Totals pa
Total number of movements (pa) 2000 2000 0 4000
3rd party strategy success probabilty 0 0 0 If ATC not present, success = 0
Self entry strategy success probability 0.998 0.999 0.9 Based on experience of an estimate of 35 total occurrances over 5 years of a conflict pair and considered action needing to be taken.
Strategic barrier success probabilty 0.998 0.999 0.9
Strategic barrier failure probability 0.002 0.001 0.1
Unexpected conflict aircraft (pa) 4 2 0 6 Can be calculated Pr per trial * no of trials or estimated by the stakeholder user group
Third party separation success probability 0 0 0
Self separation success probability 0.99 0.99 0.5
Separation barrier success probability 0.99 0.99 0.5
Separation barrier failure probability 0.01 0.01 0.5
Airspace operational loss of control (pa) 0.04 0.02 0 0.06 Conflict craft
Evasion barrier success probability 0.9 0.9 0.5
Evasion barrier failure probability 0.1 0.1 0.5
Loss of control of kinentic energy (pa) 0.004 0.002 0 0.006
Chance (success) 0.99 0.99 0.99
Chance (failure) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Collision likelihood (pa) 4E-05 0.00002 0 6E-05
Years between collisions 16667

Entry Exit Transit Totals pa
Total number of movements pa 1000 1000 100 2100
Probability of pilot execution error per trial 0.01 0.001 0.05
Pilot execution error 10 1 5 16 Can be calculated Pr per trial * no of trials or estimated by the stakeholder user group
Third party separation success probability 0.99 0.99 0.99
Non flying pilot success probability 0.9 0.5 0.5
Separation barrier success probability 0.999 0.995 0.995
Separation barrier failure probability 0.001 0.005 0.005
Airspace operational loss of control (pa) 0.01 0.005 0.025 0.04
Evasion barrier success probability 0.5 0.5 0.5
Evasion barrier failure probability 0.5 0.5 0.5
Loss of control of kinentic energy (pa) 0.005 0.0025 0.0125 0.02
Lucky? 0.99 0.99 0.99
Unlucky 0.01 0.01 0.01
Collision likelihood (pa) 0.015 0.0125 0.0225 0.05
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Australia

Quantitative Criteria and References

Parameter Quantitative Criteria

Safety Det Norske Veritas (DNV) Control Limits1 10 -3 per annum for pilots (workers) and 10-

4 for passengers (public) probability of fatality2. In certain circumstances ICAO may
publish a target level of safety which must be satisfied before an activity can be
implemented eg RVSM.

Value of Life Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics

Capacity Number of aircraft able to access services/facilities (eg runway/airspace)

Cost Quantified costs of service/flow on costs to passenger/user/industry

Efficiency Capacity delivered over user demand

Environment Carbon Dioxide emissions, Oxides of Nitrogen and Sulphur, Particulate Matter,
Hazardous Particles, Noise.

1 These limits are currently (February 2007) endorsed by the Airservices Board as the intolerable.
2 This is an interim (as at February 2007) criterion until a report from an independent consultant is received.

Collision Pair Collision Probabilities

Collision Pair VFR/VFR IFR1/VFR IFR2/VFR IFR1/IFR1 IFR1/IFR2 IFR2/IFR2

Configuration

Unalerted 7.84 E-5 1.61 E-4 7.07 E-5 2.76 E-4 2.34 E-4 6.28 E-5

CTAF 70% 3.31 E -5 2.93 E -5 1.27 E -5
CTAF 80% 2.32 E -5 1.96 E -5 8.24 E -6
CTAF 90% 1.43 E -5 1.15 E -5 4.67 E -6

MBZ 4.93 E -5 3.85 E -6 1.29 E -6

IMC No ATS 1.10 E -5 3.80 E -6 6.59 E -7
IMC ATS 7.12 E -6 1.80 E -6 4.55 E -7

VMC No ATS 1.19 E -6 2.02 E -7 1.69 E -8
VMC ATS 7.92 E -7 1.00 E -7 1.23 E -8
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A draft of CASR Part 71 contains trigger points as follows:

Trigger Points under the Australian System

Annual
Movements

CTAF MBZ CA/GRS ATC
(D)

ATC

Total
Movements

10,000
or

20,000
or

40,000
or

See
Aerodrome

Control
Service

60,000

IFR
Movements

3,000 >3,000 7,500

Note 1. This table does not state the need for an assessment for aerodromes with operations of scheduled
commercial aircraft of more than 30 seats capacity

Notes 2. The above table does not reflect the differing requirements that may be revealed by the results of an
aeronautical study taken on a site-specific basis.

Aerodrome Control Service.

The provision of an aerodrome control service at an uncontrolled aerodrome must be assessed
by an aeronautical study where total annual aircraft movements:

(a) exceed 15,000 IFR or

(b) exceed 60,000 of which at least 15% are IFR or

(c) otherwise exceed 100,000.
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APPENDIX 6: Final Presentations – Attendance

CAA Meeting: 2 August 2007, CAA Headquarters

Attendance List

Name Organisation Email address

Richard Robinson R2A richard.robinson@r2a.com.au

Brian Jackson Ambidji bjackson@ambidji.com.au

Alan Roberts CAA RobertsA@caa.govt.nz

Len Wicks CAA WicksL@caa.govt.nz

Chris Thomson CAA Thomsonc@caa.govt.nz

Graeme Harris CAA HarrisG@caa.govt.nz

Merv Falconer CAA FalconerM@caa.govt.nz

Dennis Hoskin CAA HoskinD@caa.govt.nz

Dave Park Astral dave@astral.co.nz

Rob Graham Ambidji rob.graham@ozemail.com.au

Steve Douglas CAA (Director) douglass@caa.govt.nz

Industry Meeting: 3 August 2007, Wellington Airport Conference Centre

Attendance List

Name Organisation Email address

Mike Haines CAA hainesm@caa.govt.nz

Don Ryder AOPA theryders@xtra.co.nz

Nick Taylor Ministry of Transport n.taylor@transport.govt.nz

Bob Fletcher Air NZ bob.fletcher@airnz.co.nz

Neil Kenny Air Nelson neil.kenny@airnz.co.nz

(continued next page….)
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Industry Meeting: 3 August 2007, Wellington Airport Conference Centre

Attendance List (continued)

Name Organisation Email address

Johnny Walker NZALPA Johnny.walker@nzalpa.org.nz

Dave Dorreen Christchurch Airport dave.dorreen@cial.co.nz

Ray Dumble NZ Airports Association rayd2@tauranga.govt.nz

Tim Allen CAA allent@caa.govt.nz

Bob Guard Air Nelson Bob.guard@airnz.co.nz

Praveen Singh Airways Corporation praveen.singh@airways.co.nz

Dennis Hoskin CAA HoskinD@caa.govt.nz

John Funnell NZ Parachuting Industry
Association

funnell@heliserv.co.nz

Jason McGregor Aviation Industry Association jason.mcgregor@aia.org.nz

Max Stevens Gliding NZ max.stevens@scorch.co.nz

John Jones CTC Aviation Training john.jones@ctcaviation.com

Jim Jennings Royal NZ Airforce Jim.jennings@nzdf.mil.nz

Graeme Harris CAA harrisg@caa.govt.nz

Brian Jackson Ambidji bjackson@ambidji.com.au

Rob Graham Ambidji rob.graham@ozemail.com.au

Richard Robinson R2A richard.robinson@r2a.com.au

Dave Park Astral dave@astral.co.nz
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APPENDIX 7: Process Diagrams



Aeronautical Study Process

Decision to Undertake 
Aeronautical Study

Draft & Agree Terms of 
Reference

Proponent Decided

Aeronautical Study Model 

Analysis of Cost and 
Benefits

CAA Regulatory Decision if 
Required

Implementation & Ongoing 
Monitoring

Report Drafted for 
Consultation



Ongoing Monitoring

CAA Assessment
(Based on ACE, assessment 
of incident/accident reports, 

triggers reached audit 
reports, changes in aviation 

activity and industry 
intelligence)

Aerodrome Operator 
Assessment

(Based on Safety Committee 
input, changes in aviation 
activity, aircraft operator 

comments)

Aircraft Operators’ 
Assessment

(Based on a survey of 
operators, pilot reports to 

management and monitoring 
of incidents)

Significant Issue identified

Aerodrome Operator 
Informed

Significant Issue Identified CAA Informed

CAA/Operator/Stakeholder 
Consultation

Decision on Aeronautical 
Study

Yes/No



Initial Priority List  of Aerodrome Airspace for 
Aeronautical Study

CAA Assessment
(Based on ACE, assessment 
of incident/accident reports, 

audit reports, changes in 
aviation activity and industry 

intelligence)

Aircraft Operators’ 
Assessment

(Based on a survey of 
operators, pilot reports to 

management and monitoring 
of incidents)

CAA develop priority list

CAA priority list distributed 
to stakeholders for 

comment

Priority list finalised

Ongoing Monitoring

CAA consults with 
individual aerodrome 

operators on listing of their 
aerodrome.
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